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Abstract

In response to DNA damage, eukaryotic cells activate a checkpoint signalling 

cascade, resulting in cell cycle arrest, stabilisation of replication forks and activation of 

repair. While many players in these pathways have been identified, little is known about 

the original sensors, or of the DNA structures involved. Because it is present in all 

checkpoint-inducing lesions, single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) is a good candidate for a 

common structure recognised by the DNA damage response.

The role of ssDNA in checkpoint activation in the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae 

was investigated using three different approaches. Firstly, an attempt was made to 

produce ssDNA independently of strand breaks by inducing replication-independent 

plasmid unwinding. Secondly, the effects of depleting the major ssDNA-binding 

complex, replication protein A (RPA) were analysed. Lastly, an assay to quantify 

ssDNA generated at a defined DNA double-strand break (DSB) was developed.

Despite extensive efforts, the first approach proved unsuccessful, as the method 

used did not generate unwound plasmid. Using the second approach, it was found that 

depletion of RPA did not inhibit checkpoint activation during replication stress. 

Furthermore, replication with limiting amounts of RPA led to rapid cell death and 

checkpoint activation that was mediated independently of the response to stalled 

replication forks. Lastly, at a defined DSB it was found that less ssDNA was being 

generated than had previously been estimated from results based on non-quantitative 

methods. Additionally, an element of dose dependency was observed in the checkpoint 

response to DSBs, with stronger and more rapid responses being generated by higher 

numbers of breaks. Formation of four DSBs resulted in checkpoint activation even in 

G1 arrested cells. Together, these results raise the possibility of a DNA damage 

checkpoint pathway largely independent of long tracts of RPA-coated ssDNA and show 

that checkpoint activation to DSB-damage is possible in Gl.
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1 Introduction

1.1 The eukaryotic cell cycle

In eukaryotic cells, the passage from one cell division to the next follows a defined 

and universal pattern of distinct stages, termed the cell cycle (Figure 1.1 A, Nasmyth, 

1996; Nasmyth, 2001b; Murray, 2004). The cell cycle is divided into four main stages, 

the “gap” before DNA replication (Gl), the DNA synthetic phase (S), the “gap” after 

DNA replication (G2), and cell division, the mitotic phase (M).

Cell morphology closely correlates with cell cycle stage in the budding yeast 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Figure 1.1B). This has allowed the detection of mutants 

defective in the progression from one stage to the next (Flartwell et al., 1970). Extensive 

characterisation of these mutants has since led to a high degree of understanding of cell 

cycle regulation in yeast. Many fundamental processes in cell cycle regulation are 

highly conserved in evolution. Therefore, the study of model organisms such as S. 

cerevisiae is also highly relevant for furthering our understanding of these processes in 

human cells (Nasmyth, 2001b).

The regulated progression from one cell cycle stage to the next is a necessity for 

cell viability. Specific regulatory mechanisms, termed cell cycle checkpoints, function 

to ensure the proper order of these events (Hartwell and Weinert, 1989; Murray, 2004). 

Furthermore, checkpoint controls are essential for the maintenance of genomic stability, 

and are thus key components in safeguarding against cancer formation (reviewed in 

O'Driscoll and Jeggo, 2006). In the following sections, descriptions of these processes 

will be presented. Special emphasis will be put on S. cerevisiae, the organism used in 

this study, and on the function of checkpoint controls elicited by DNA damage, the 

main theme of this work.
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A P C Cdc2°
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C l n 1 , 2

B bud
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Figure 1.1: Simplified scheme of cell cycle regulation in S. cerevisiae. A: Diagram outlining 
the distribution of the  different cyclin-CDK activities and their antagonists throughout the 
cell cycle. Curves represent the  activity of the  indicated cyclin-CDK complex, the  bars in the 
background represent the  distribution of the respective antagonists. Cln type cyclins are 
shown in blue; Clb type cyclins in green. The distribution of the Cln inhibitor Far1 is repre
sented by the yellow bar; the  distribution of the Clb inhibitor Sic1 and the  Clb degradation 
complexes APCcdc2° and APCCdh1 are shown by red bars. B: Cell morphology during G1,S/G2, 
and M.

cytoplasm

nucleus
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1.1.1 Regulation of cell cycle progression by cyclin-dependent kinases

The key regulator of progression through the cell cycle is the cyclin-dependent 

kinase, CDK, composed of a fixed kinase subunit (Cdc28 in S. cerevisiae) and a 

variable regulatory subunit (cyclin, reviewed in Nasmyth, 1996; Nasmyth, 2001b; 

Murray, 2004). Depending on which cyclin is associated with Cdc28, different 

substrates are preferentially phosphorylated by CDK. Three cyclins, Cln 1-3, control the 

progression through Gl in S. cerevisiae (Nasmyth, 1996). Six other cyclins, Clb 1-6, are 

responsible for regulating S phase and mitosis (Figure 1.1 A). Clb5 and Clb6 are most 

important for DNA replication control, and Clb 1-4 are primarily involved in ordering 

mitosis (Figure 1.1 A, Nasmyth, 1996). CDKs are regulated primarily through control of 

their cyclin components (reviewed in Murray, 2004). This regulation is achieved by a 

tight interplay of cyclins with their respective inhibitors and degradation machinery 

(Figure 1.1 A). Cln-type cyclins are antagonised by the Farl inhibitor protein and by 

protein degradation. Clb-type cyclins are also regulated by multiple mechanisms, the 

inhibitor protein Sicl and the enzyme complexes APCcdc20 and APCCdhl, which induce 

their degradation (see below).

1.1.2 Induction of cyclin degradation by poly-ubiquitination

Cell cycle-regulated cyclin breakdown is mediated by a large protein degradation 

complex, the 26S proteasome (Glotzer et al., 1991). Recognition of proteins by the 

proteasome requires their modification by covalent attachment of multiple copies of a 

small (~8kDa) protein called ubiquitin (reviewed in Pickart and Eddins, 2004). At least 

three different enzymatic activities are required for ubiquitination. Individual ubiquitins 

are first attached to an El ubiquitin activating enzyme. The ubiquitin is then transferred 

to a conjugating enzyme (E2). E2 enzymes then associate with E3 ligases that directly 

transfer ubiquitins to target proteins. Substrate specificity is achieved mainly by the E3 

enzymes, although conjugating enzymes can contribute to the specificity of the reaction 

(Pickart and Eddins, 2004). Ubiquitin moieties are attached to cysteine residues in the 

El and E2 enzymes, and to lysine residues in target proteins. Because the ubiquitin 

peptide itself contains a number or lysines, formation of multiubiquitin chains is 

possible (Pickart and Fushman, 2004). Depending on which lysine in ubiquitin is used 

for chain formation, differential outcomes on protein function and stability are achieved
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(reviewed in Pickart and Fushman, 2004). The most common linkage, via K48, results 

in degradation by the proteasome.

Two different E3 ligases are responsible for ubiquitination of cyclins, the 

Skpl/Cullin/F-box complex (SCF) and the anaphase-promoting complex (APC), also 

known as the cyclosome (reviewed in (Harper et al., 2002; Willems et al., 2004). While 

all the Gl cyclins and Clb6 are SCF targets (reviewed in Willems et al., 2004; Jackson 

et al., 2006), all other cyclins (Clb 1-5) are degraded following modification by the APC 

(reviewed in Harper et al., 2002).

Ll.2.1 The SCF

SCF complexes are composed of at least five subunits (protein names in brackets 

refer to the archetypical S. cerevisiae SCF): a cullin-like subunit (Cdc53), a ubiquitin- 

conjugating enzyme (Cdc34), a RING-finger E3 ligase (Rbxl/Rocl/Hrtl), a variable F- 

box adapter protein (most importantly Cdc4 and Grrl), and a linker-protein (Skpl) that 

connects the cullin with the F-box protein (reviewed in Willems et al., 2004). Substrates 

are recruited to SCF complexes by interaction with an F-box adapter protein that binds 

substrates on one side, and Cdc53 on the other side. Recognition of substrates is 

regulated by substrate phosphorylation (Skowyra et al., 1997; Willems et al., 2004). 

Two out of the total of 21 F-box proteins in the yeast genome, Cdc4 and Grrl, have so 

far been implicated in the turnover of cell cycle regulators. Cdc4 is required for the 

degradation of the Cln-inhibitor Farl (Henchoz et al., 1997), the Clb-inhibitor Sicl 

(Nash et al., 2001), and Clb6 (Jackson et al., 2006). Proteolysis of Clnl and Cln2, on 

the other hand, appears to be mediated by Grrl (Willems et al., 2004). Cln3 levels do 

not appear to be regulated by SCF-ubiquitination because no increased protein stability 

was observed upon shifting a temperature sensitive (ts) allele of CDC34 to the 

restrictive temperature (Tyers et al., 1992).

L 1.2.2 The APC

The principal targets of the APC are Clb 1-5. However, a number of other proteins 

involved in cell cycle control are also regulated by the APC (reviewed in (Harper et al., 

2002).

APC and SCF complexes share some structural similarities. Both contain a cullin- 

like subunit, both contain a ubiquitin ligase subunit that is of the RING finger subclass
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of ligases, and both require adapter proteins to allow substrate recognition (reviewed in 

(Reed, 2003). In the case of the APC, the cullin subunit is Apc2, and the ubiquitin ligase 

subunit is A pcll. Two different adapter proteins can interact with the APC during 

mitosis and are required for ubiquitination of substrates: Cdc20 and Cdhl (reviewed in 

Harper et al., 2002). The timely activation of APCCdc20 and the subsequent activation of 

A pccdhi regUiated by two differential mechanisms. Phosphorylation of the APC by 

CDK is required for association with Cdc20 (Rudner and Murray, 2000). Conversely, 

CDK-dependent phosphorylation of Cdhl is inhibitory to its association with the APC 

(Zachariae et al., 1998).

1.1.3 G l control

Gl is a period of cell growth in preparation of DNA replication and cellular 

division. It is also a period in which many external stimuli are recognised that can 

directly influence cell cycle control. For example, mating pheromone (a and a  factor, 

see section 1.2.3.2) causes cells to arrest at this phase of the cell cycle. Furthermore, 

nutrient starvation also results in a cell cycle block in Gl. In response to prolonged 

nutrient starvation, cells can also exit the cell cycle and enter a state that is known as GO 

or quiescence (reviewed in Gray et al., 2004).

One of the characteristics of Gl is a very low amount of CDK activity. This is 

because Clb type cyclins were degraded as cells exited from mitosis in the previous cell 

cycle, and their transcription will not be reactivated until later in the cell cycle (Figure

1.1 A, B and Figure 1.2). Early in Gl, the only cyclin gene that is transcribed is CLN3, 

in a mechanism depending on the transcription factor Mcml (Mclnemy et al., 1997). At 

the same time, however, the Farl inhibitor of Cln3-CDK is produced (Jorgensen and 

Tyers, 2004). Throughout Gl, Cln3 levels slowly increase, until Cln3-CDK can finally 

overcome Farl inhibition through a double negative feedback loop (reviewed in 

(Jorgensen and Tyers, 2004), see Figure 1.2). Cell growth is thought to further enhance 

Cln3 activity and to repress Farl function, allowing cells to achieve size homeostasis 

(Alberghina et al., 2004; Jorgensen and Tyers, 2004). Once a threshold level of Cln3 is 

reached, the Gl/S transition, termed Start in yeast, is initiated. At this point, cells 

become committed to another round of DNA replication and mitosis.

Two parallel pathways mediate inhibition of Farl by Cln3-CDK. Firstly, Cln3-CDK 

phosphorylates Farl, leading to its degradation in an SCFcdc4 dependent fashion 

(Blondel et al., 2000). Secondly, Cln3-CDK activates transcription of CLN1 and CLN2.
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APCtdh1

Start S

Start

Figure 1.2: G1 control and the G1/S transition. Green arrows represent activating roles, 
red blunt arrows represent inhibition. Black arrows denote  the transition of one state to 
another. Throughout G1, Cln3 levels gradually rise until they reach a threshold level 
(upper part). This triggers the transition through Start (lower part). See text for detailed 
explanations.
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Clnl and Cln2, in conjunction with Cdc28, further phosphorylate Farl. Transcription of 

CLN1 and CLN2 depends on the SBF transcription factor complex composed of Swi4 

and Swi6 (reviewed in (Breeden, 2003). Concomitantly, the Mbpl-Swi6 transcription 

factor complex, termed MBF, is activated (Breeden, 2003; Costanzo et al., 2004). 

Activation of MBF results in the transcription of the first Clb type cyclins, the two S 

phase cyclins CLB5 and CLB6 (Breeden, 2003). However, because of the continued 

presence of both Sicl and the APCcdhl, Clb-CDK activation is still efficiently prevented 

at this stage.

In addition to transcriptional stimulation, Cln-CDKs induce the activation of Clb- 

CDKs by negatively regulating both Sicl and APCcdhl (Mendenhall and Hodge, 1998). 

Phosphorylation of Sicl by Cln-CDK targets Sicl for ubiquitination by SCFCdc4. 

A pccdhi downregulation by Cln-CDK is achieved by phosphorylation as well. 

However, in this case, phosphorylation of Cdhl prevents it from stably associating with 

the APC (Zachariae et al., 1998). The Cln cyclins themselves are resistant to both 

inhibition by Sicl and degradation by the APC. Therefore, activation of Cln-CDK 

allows subsequent activation of Clb-CDK (Figure 1.1 A and Figure 1.2). Once sufficient 

amounts of Clb5,6-CDK are active, replication initiation ensues and eventually, Clb2-4 

expression is induced (Nasmyth, 1996).

1.1.4 Regulation of S phase and DNA replication

S phase is the stage of the cell cycle in which DNA replication occurs. If 

chromosomes are not accurately and completely replicated, the resulting mutations and 

loss of genetic material can have catastrophic consequences for the daughter cells 

generated during mitosis. Therefore, elaborate mechanisms have evolved to ensure the 

correct duplication of the genome prior to mitosis. Replication initiates from distinct 

regions termed replication origins in all species. While the genomes of many lower 

organisms, such as Escherichia, coli, often contain only a single origin of replication, 

multiple origins are found on each chromosome in eukaryotes (Komberg and Baker, 

1992). S. cerevisiae is especially suited for studying DNA replication, because, in 

contrast to many other model organisms, replication origins are defined by essential 

sequence elements (reviewd in Diffley and Labib, 2002). Depending on the cell cycle 

stage, a number of other proteins that are required for replication initiation or elongation 

associate with origins (Diffley and Labib, 2002).
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Figure 1.3: Regulation of DNA replication. See text for explanations. Note that in H the 
two lagging strands are shown to be slightly asynchronously processed. Whereas the 
one on the upper strand is still being replicated, the one on the lower strand is already 
being digested. RNA primers in G and H are shown in red.
The same colour scheme for arrows is used as in Figure 1.2.
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Replication origins can be classified into three different categories, based on their 

activation (firing) timing (reviewed in Bell and Dutta, 2002). Early firing origins are 

characterised by a very high efficiency of activation during each S phase, and are 

activated at the beginning of S phase. Late firing origins appear to be repressed until 

later in S phase. Lastly, dormant origins are regions that can work as replication origins 

(autonomously replicating sequences, ARSs) when taken out of their genomic context, 

but do not fire during normal DNA replication.

L I.4.1 DNA replication in S. cerevisiae

Potential replication origins can exist in one of three different states, depending on 

the cell cycle phase (Figure 1.3A, C, and D): the origin recognition complex (ORC)- 

bound only form (Figure 1.3A), the prereplicative complex (pre-RC, Figure 1.3C), and 

the preinitiation complex (pre-IC, Figure 1.3D).

Although ORC is associated with replication origins throughout the cell cycle, the 

binding of other origin-associated proteins is tightly connected to cell cycle progression 

(Diffley and Labib, 2002; Diffley, 2004). From the exit from mitosis until Start, the 

Cdc6 protein is expressed. Cdc6 associates with replication origins in a manner that 

depends on ORC (Figure 1.3B, Bell and Dutta, 2002; Diffley and Labib, 2002). 

Together, Cdc6 and ORC mediate the loading of the Mcm2-7 complex at origins 

(Figure 1.3C, Labib and Diffley, 2001). Loading of the Mem complex also requires the 

Cdtl protein that associates with the Mcms (Tanaka and Diffley, 2002b). How Cdtl 

mediates the loading of Mcm2-7 is not understood to date. Binding of Mcm2-7 to the 

origin is the last step in pre-RC assembly (Diffley and Labib, 2002). A number of 

observations support a function for the Mcm2-7 complex as the eukaryotic replicative 

helicase (reviewed in Labib and Diffley, 2001). Most importantly, the Mem complex 

shows helicase activity in vitro, albeit an inefficient one (Ishimi, 1997; Moyer et al., 

2006), and uninterrupted Mem activity is required throughout S phase (Labib et al.,

2000). Furthermore, the Mem complex moves with the replication fork (Aparicio et al.,

1997), and is required for DNA unwinding in Xenopus egg extracts (Pacek and Walter, 

2004). Definitive proof on this matter, however, is still lacking.

In a manner that is poorly understood, several other proteins, McmlO, Cdc45, Sld2, 

Sld3, Dpbl 1, and the GINS complex (Sld5 and Psfl-3) associate with pre-RCs during 

Gl and together form the pre-IC (Figure 1.3D). Since complete pre-IC formation cannot 

be separated from replication initiation, detailed characterisation has not been possible
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so far. Pre-IC proteins appear to associate with origins in two different ways. Both 

Dpbll and the GINS complex require progression through Start for origin interaction, 

whereas all of its other components do not. No clear function has emerged for these 

proteins to date, although some functional indications exist (Bell and Dutta, 2002).

In addition to Clb-CDK, another protein kinase, Cdc7-Dbf4 (Dbf4-dependent 

kinase, DDK) is required for replication initiation (Figure 1.3E, reviewed in Bell and 

Dutta, 2002). Cdc7 is the kinase subunit of this complex, and Dbf4 has regulatory role. 

While Cdc7 protein levels are constant throughout the cell cycle, Dbf4 levels show 

strong variation. Dbf4 protein is only present from Start to mitosis, due to APCcdhl- 

mediated proteolysis during G1 (Ferreira et al., 2000). Although the essential substrates 

for DDK are not known, several lines of evidence indicate that alterations in the Mem 

complex may be the ultimate outcome of DDK modification (Bell and Dutta, 2002).

By a mechanism that is very poorly understood, activation of both Clb-CDK and 

DDK eventually leads to origin firing, the first step of which is DNA unwinding (Hardy 

et al., 1997; Walter and Newport, 2000; Bell and Dutta, 2002; Diffley and Labib, 2002). 

Once origin DNA is unwound, polymerases are recruited and replisomes are assembled 

(Bell and Dutta, 2002).

Replication initiates with the synthesis of a short RNA primer (^10nt) by the 

primase component of the Pola-primase complex (Diffley and Labib, 2002; Johnson 

and O'Donnell, 2005, Figure 1.3G). Subsequently, the DNA polymerase component of 

Pola takes over. In most systems, Pola-primase is recruited to replication forks via 

multiple protein protein interactions, such as with the replicative helicase and the single 

stranded DNA (ssDNA) binding complex RPA (replication protein A). Pola is an 

enzyme of low processivity, and is therefore soon replaced by the main replicative 

polymerase, Polb (Diffley and Labib, 2002). Polb, however, requires an auxiliary factor, 

proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA), for optimal activity. PCNA, the sliding 

clamp of eukaryotic replication, forms a DNA encircling ring-like structure composed 

of three copies of Pol30 (Johnson and O'Donnell, 2005). PCNA binds to Polb and 

tethers it to the DNA it is wrapped around, leading to increased processivity of the 

polymerase. Loading of PCNA on the primer end requires an additional protein 

complex, replication factor C (RFC, reviewed in Johnson and O'Donnell, 2005). RFC, 

composed of one large subunit and four smaller ones, binds to the 3’end of a 

primer/template junction and loads individual PCNA rings in an ATP hydrolysis 

dependent manner (Johnson and O'Donnell, 2005).
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Pol6 appears to be the main replicative helicase in eukaryotes. However, a second 

polymerase, Pole, may also contribute to processive DNA replication (Waga and 

Stillman, 1998). Some confusion exists concerning the exact function of this enzyme. 

This is because a full deletion of Pole is inviable, but a catalytically inactive mutant is 

viable (Waga and Stillman, 1998). The exact function of Pole in DNA replication is 

therefore not clear. In addition to their synthetic activity, PolS and Pole contain 

proofreading activity that results in the removal and replacement of nucleotides that are 

incorrectly incorporated (Waga and Stillman, 1998).

As a consequence of the antiparallel nature of DNA, one strand is replicated 

continuously (leading strand synthesis) at each replication fork, whereas the other has to 

be replicated discontinuously (lagging strand synthesis, see (Diffley and Labib, 2002) 

and Figure 1.3H). Discontinuous synthesis leads to the formation of interrupted 

stretches of dsDNA, known as Okazaki fragments (reviewed in Hubscher and Seo,

2001). Since polymerases have the ability to displace strands when they meet a single 

strand/double strand junction, lagging strand synthesis will result in the formation of 

flap-like structures as the polymerase at one Okazaki fragment meets the 5’ end of the 

previously replicated one (Figure 1.3H, upper part). This allows the replacement of the 

short RNA primers with DNA. Furthermore, this mechanism increases the fidelity of 

DNA replication because Pola, which is responsible for synthesising the beginning of 

each Okazaki fragment, does not contain proofreading activity and is thus more 

mutagenic than the main replicative polymerases. The flaps generated during lagging 

strand synthesis are processed by the flap endonucleases Fenl (Rad27 in S. cerevisiae) 

and Dna2, resulting in the generation of nicked duplex DNA (reviewed in (Hubscher 

and Seo, 2001). Furthermore, the co-ordinated function of these nucleases requires RPA 

(Bae et al., 2001). In the final step of lagging strand synthesis, ligase I (Cdc9 in S. 

cerevisiae) mediates the ligation of successive Okazaki fragments (Hubscher and Seo, 

2001).

1.1.4.2 The mechanism preventing rereplication

Replication must occur no more than once during each cell cycle. Because even a 

low amount of origin refiring can be a lethal event, a sophisticated mechanism has 

evolved to prevent origins that have fired during one S phase from being reactivated
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until the initiation of the next S phase (reviewed in Diffley, 2004). The main purpose of 

this mechanism is to prevent the formation of new pre-RCs within that time.

The key player in preventing rereplication is CDK. CDK phosphorylation inhibits 

all three pre-RC components, ORC, Cdc6 and the Cdtl-Mcm complex (Labib et al., 

1999; Drury et al., 2000; Nguyen et al., 2000; Nguyen et al., 2001; Tanaka and Diffley, 

2002b; Blow and Dutta, 2005; Liku et al., 2005, see also Figure 1.31). CDKs also 

regulate replication by co-ordinating the transcription profile of replication proteins 

(reviewed in Breeden, 2003), by regulating the degradation of Dbf4 (see above), and by 

inhibitory binding to Cdc6 (Mimura et al., 2004).

1.1.43 Insights into the biochemistry o f DNA replication from other model systems

Two in vitro systems of replication, based on the gram negative bacterium 

Escherichia coli and simian virus 40 (SV40), are briefly described here because they 

directly relate to some aspects of the work described in this thesis.

E. coli

Much of our understanding of the basic principles of replication comes from work 

carried out on E. coli replication (Kornberg and Baker, 1992). E. coli chromosomal 

replication initiates from a single origin, oriC (Kornberg and Baker, 1992). Multiple 

copies of DnaA protein bind co-operatively to oriC. Association of DnaA with oriC 

results in the local melting of DNA adjacent to the DnaA binding sites, creating an open 

bubble structure. In a reaction that requires both DnaA and an accessory complex 

composed of DnaC proteins, this bubble structure is loaded with two copies of the 

replicative helicase, composed of hexameric rings of DnaB (Davey et al., 2002). Two 

heat shock protein like factors, DnaJ and DnaK, are also involved in this mechanism 

(Kornberg and Baker, 1992). Although their roles are not very clear in oriC replication, 

it appears that they prevent DnaA from forming inactive aggregates (Banecki et al.,

1998). During phage lambda replication, however, their roles are well defined, and it 

was shown that they are required for releasing DnaB from the origin (Kornberg and 

Baker, 1992). During oriC replication, release of DnaB does not require DnaJ and 

DnaK (Kornberg and Baker, 1992), indicating that DnaJ and DnaK carry out different 

functions.
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In the next step in oriC replication, the two DnaB hexamers migrate away from 

each other, allowing bidirectional DNA replication. DNA unwinding by DnaB is 

stimulated by the single stranded DNA binding protein, SSB (Baker et a l, 1986; Biswas 

et al., 2002) and also requires the relief of superhelical tension generated in this process 

(Baker et al., 1986). Furthermore, DnaB is directly involved in recruiting DnaG, the E. 

coli primase (Kornberg and Baker, 1992). In the last step of initiation, DNA PolIII 

holoenzyme assembles at the synthesised RNA primer (Johnson and O'Donnell, 2005). 

The y complex, composed of five subunits (three copies of the y subunit, and the 6 and 

6’ subunits) constitutes the apparatus that loads the polymerase processivity clamp, the 

P complex (Johnson and O'Donnell, 2005). Both sequence alignments and functional 

similarities indicate that the y complex is the homologue of eukaryotic RFC (see above). 

Interestingly, alternative proteins can be synthesised from the gene encoding the y 

subunits. These proteins, referred to as x, contain all the y sequences and an additional 

two domains at their C terminus. These two domains bind to DnaB and to the PolIII 

core, and thus allow for a connection between helicase and polymerase (Johnson and 

O'Donnell, 2005). No functional equivalents exist in eukaryotes, however. It is therefore 

unknown how polymerase and helicase are connected in eukaryotes.

Replication of SV40

SV40 replication has been used extensively as a model system to gain knowledge 

about the eukaryotic replication machinery (Kornberg and Baker, 1992). SV40 

replication can be analysed in cell free extracts (Li and Kelly, 1984; Li and Kelly, 1985; 

Stillman and Gluzman, 1985) and in a reconstituted in vitro system with purified 

proteins (Waga et al., 1994; Waga and Stillman, 1994). However, because the SV40 

genome encodes both the origin unwinding and the helicase activities, this system has 

not provided any insight into the regulation of these factors in eukaryotes. The two 

activities are contained on the same protein, large T-antigen (T-Ag, Fanning and 

Knippers, 1992). T-Ag binds to the origin of SV40 as double-hexameric structures. This 

results in the unwinding of an AT-rich region close to the origin in a reaction that 

requires ATP and RPA. Interestingly, work on an in vitro reconstituted system has 

shown that this step can be supported by heterologous RPA such as from S. cerevisiae 

(Brill and Stillman, 1989) and even by the E. coli single strand binding protein (Wold et 

al., 1987). In addition to RPA and ATP, topoisomerases are required in order to relieve
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the superhelical stress generated during DNA unwinding (Kornberg and Baker, 1992). 

The next step, Pola-primase recruitment, requires regions on T-Ag and RPA. However, 

in this case, mammalian RPA is required for function and yeast RPA cannot support 

this step (Brill and Stillman, 1989) because this recruitment is mediated by species- 

specific protein protein interactions between T-Ag, RPA, and Pola-primase (Fanning 

and Knippers, 1992; Kornberg and Baker, 1992; Wold, 1997; Iftode et al., 1999).

Following priming, polymerases of higher processivity and fidelity than Pola take 

over. Pol6 is essential for SV40 in vitro replication, and is thus thought to be the main 

polymerase at this stage of replication (Waga et al., 1994; Waga and Stillman, 1994). 

Interestingly, Pole is not required in this system (Waga et al., 1994; Waga and Stillman,

1994). Additional factors that are required for replication of SV40 in vitro are RFC and 

PCNA (Waga and Stillman, 1994)(see above).

T-Ag, being the defining component of SV40-specific replication, is highly 

regulated within the cell (Fanning and Knippers, 1992). Post-translational modifications 

affect its function both positively and negatively. One of the best-characterised 

stimulatory modifications is phosphorylation by CDK on T124 (McVey et al., 1989; 

McVey et al., 1993; Moarefi et al., 1993). Phosphorylation of this residue appears to 

activate the origin unwinding function of T-Ag (McVey et al., 1993; Moarefi et al., 

1993). Additionally, two other kinases, CK2 and ATM have been suggested to 

positively regulate T-Ag by direct phosphorylation (Hubner et al., 1997; Shi et al.,

2005). In the case of the CK2-dependent phosphorylation, this appears to enhance the 

efficiency of nuclear import of T-Ag (Shi et al., 2005). The mechanism by which the 

possible ATM-dependent phosphorylation works is not known so far. Phosphorylation 

is also used to negatively regulate T-Ag (Fanning and Knippers, 1992). Protein 

phosphatase 2A (PP2A) is required for SV40 replication, and is thought to promote the 

assembly of T-Ag double hexamers, at the origin (Virshup et al., 1989; Virshup et al., 

1992).

1.1.5 Regulation of mitotic events

In many organisms, G2 is thought of as the period of time between the end of DNA 

replication and the onset of mitosis as judged by nuclear envelope breakdown and 

spindle formation (Smits and Medema, 2001). Since the nuclear envelope stays intact 

during mitosis and kinetochores are attached to microtubules throughout the cell cycle
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(Winey and O'Toole, 2001), G2 is a relatively poorly defined stage in S. cerevisiae. A 

further aspect of the G2 phase of the cells of many species is a DNA damage induced 

checkpoint mechanism (see below, section 1.3) that results in the temporary 

downregulation of CDK activity and transient cell cycle arrest (reviewed in Smits and 

Medema, 2001). However, in response to DNA damage, S. cerevisiae cells arrest 

preferentially in metaphase, and maintain high levels of CDK activity (Foiani et al., 

2000; Lowndes and Murguia, 2000). Therefore, the proteins that are important for the 

checkpoint response of other organisms by downregulation of CDK activity, either have 

no role in the budding yeast checkpoint (for example Cdc25/Mihl and Weel/Swel), or 

are entirely absent from the genome (for example p53). A delay in G2 is only apparent 

when the morphogenesis checkpoint is activated in response to faulty nuclear 

positioning or cytoskeletal abnormalities (reviewed in Lew, 2000).

During mitosis, the cell’s replicated genetic material is distributed between the 

prospective mother and daughter cells. Figure 1.4B outlines the main stages of mitosis 

that can be characterised cytologically (reviewed in Winey and O'Toole, 2001). During 

prophase, chromosomes, whose sister chromatids are connected by chromosomal 

cohesin, attach to the spindle apparatus. Metaphase is defined as the stage in which all 

chromosomes have been properly connected to the spindle and await their segregation. 

In early anaphase, triggered by the disruption of cohesion, sister chromatids are 

segregated to opposite poles of the nucleus (referred to as anaphase A). Later, the 

nucleus stretches to opposing ends of the mother and daughter cell (anaphase B). 

During the following telophase, the DNA masses are fully segregated. Lastly, mother 

and daughter cells become distinct entities by closing the budneck that connects the two 

(cytokinesis). Anaphase B, telophase and cytokinesis are closely connected to each 

other, and are sometimes hard to distinguish. As a consequence, the terms have 

sometimes been confusingly used in the literature.

1. L 5.1 Chromosome alignment on the mitotic spindle

Since chromosomes undergo equational division during mitosis (segregation of 

sister chromatids to opposite poles, see Figure 1.4B), sister kinetochores may not attach 

to the same spindle pole body (SPB). Correct attachment to opposite SPBs is referred to 

as chromosomal bi-orientation (Tanaka, 2002). Bi-orientation is thought to be achieved 

by a system that senses the tension generated between sister kinetochores (reviewed in 

Tanaka, 2002).
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If chromosomes are not properly attached to the mitotic spindle, the cell cycle is 

delayed until the correct connections are established. This mechanism is referred to as 

the spindle checkpoint (reviewed in Gardner and Burke, 2000). Experimentally, spindle 

checkpoint activation can be induced by treatment with microtubule depolymerising 

agents such as nocodazole. Activation of the spindle checkpoint ultimately results in 

inhibition of the APCCdc20 and therefore in the stabilisation of joined sister chromatids 

and of Clb-CDK (Gardner and Burke, 2000). The spindle checkpoint thus arrests cells 

at a stage of high CDK activity. Inhibition of the APC is mediated by the downstream 

effector of the spindle checkpoint, Mad2, which binds to Cdc20 and prevents it from 

functioning with the APC (reviewed in Nasmyth, 2005). Activation of Mad2 requires a 

number of other factors essential to the spindle checkpoint, such as Madl, Bub3, and 

the kinases Bubl and Mpsl (Gardner and Burke, 2000). However, the biochemical 

mechanisms by which the signal is generated and transduced are still not very clear.

1.1.5.2 Chromosome segregation: The metaphase to anaphase transition

Once all kinetochores are properly attached to the spindle, sister chromatid 

segregation is initiated. The key event in this process is the activation of APCCdc20. This 

results in the ubiquitination and subsequent degradation of the anaphase inhibitor 

Pdsl/securin (Nasmyth, 2001a)(see Figure 1.4A). Importanly, APCCdc20 activation 

requires that the spindle checkpoint is not active, and that core APC subunits are 

phosphorylated by CDK (Rudner and Murray, 2000).

Pdsl prevents anaphase by inhibiting sister chromatid separation. Mechanistically, 

this is achieved by inhibitory binding to a site-specific protease, Espl/separase 

(Nasmyth, 2001a). Upon its activation by Pdsl degradation, Espl cleaves the Sccl 

subunit of cohesin, thus disrupting the cohesin complex and allowing the spindle to pull 

sister chromatids to opposite ends of the nucleus (Nasmyth, 2001a).

In addition to mediating Pdsl degradation, APCCdc20 also triggers the first wave of 

cyclin proteolysis. APCcdc20 activation has been shown to affect the levels of Clb2, 

Clb3, and Clb5 (Shirayama et al., 1999; Baumer et al., 2000). However, whereas Clb5 

and Clb3 appear to be completely degraded in a Cdc20-dependent manner, Clb2 levels 

are only partially affected (Shirayama et al., 1999; Baumer et al., 2000). Consequently, 

CDK remains active until mitotic exit (see below).
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1.1.5.3 Exit from mitosis

Apart from activating anaphase onset by cleavage of Pdsl, Espl is also required for 

other aspects of mitotic progression. In a non-proteolytic mechanism, Espl is 

responsible for the activation of the CDK antagonist Cdcl4 during early anaphase 

(reviewed in D'Amours and Amon, 2004). Cdcl4 is a phosphatase that specifically 

counteracts CDK (Visintin et al., 1998). During most of the cell cycle, Cdcl4 is 

inactivated due to sequestration in the nucleolus by association with the nucleolar 

Cfil/Netl protein (Figure 1.4A, Shou et al., 1999; Visintin et al., 1999). Upon the 

metaphase to anaphase transition, Cdcl4 is partially released from the nucleolus, 

resulting in the dephosphorylation of some CDK substrates. A network of proteins, 

termed the FEAR network (for Cdc Fourteen Early Anaphase Release), amongst which 

Espl is a key player, is required for this activation of Cdc 14 (reviewed in D'Amours and 

Amon, 2004). Although Espl mediates this function in a non proteolytic manner, 

association with Pdsl is also inhibitory to this function (D'Amours and Amon, 2004). 

Degradation of Pdsl at the metaphase to anaphase transition thus allows both the 

separation of sister chromatids, and the release of Cdc 14 from the nucleolus.

Amongst the substrates of Cdc 14 at this stage are regulators of spindle stability, but 

also the Clb inhibitors Cdhl and Sicl (D'Amours and Amon, 2004)(see Figure 1.4A). 

Therefore, this partial release of Cdc 14 early in anaphase allows proper spindle 

elongation, and also primes the cell for the complete CDK inactivation mediated during 

mitotic exit.

During late anaphase, a signal transduction cascade known as the mitotic exit 

network (MEN) triggers the complete release of Cdc 14 from the nucleolus and thus 

initiates the second wave of Clb destruction (Bardin and Amon, 2001). Together, three 

different mechanisms appear to contribute to the activation of the MEN: the FEAR 

network, Cdc5, and nuclear positioning during anaphase (D'Amours and Amon, 2004).

The resulting increase in Cdc 14 activity leads to the quantitative dephosphorylation 

of Cdhl and allows the complete activation of the APCCdhl (Bardin and Amon, 2001). 

As a consequence, degradation of the remaining Clb cyclins is triggered. Another 

substrate of Cdc 14 is the transcription activator Swi5 (Visintin et al., 1998). CDK- 

phosphorylated Swi5 is inactive because it is restricted to the cytoplasm (Moll et al.,

1991). Therefore, dephosphorylation of Swi5 by Cdc 14 allows Swi5 to enter the 

nucleus where, amongst others, it induces the transcription of SIC1 and CDC6 

(Breeden, 2003; see also Figure 1.2, Figure 1.3A, B and I, and Figure 1.4A).
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Induction of SIC1 transcription by Swi5 allows the reaccumulation of Sicl, the Clb- 

CDK inhibitor (see above, sections 1.1.1-1.1.3). Sicl, by binding to Clb-CDK and 

inhibiting its function, further enhances CDK inactivation. Thus, the negative regulation 

of Cdhl by CDK phosphorylation is restrained, and the equilibrium between CDK 

phosphorylation and Cdc 14 dephosphorylation shifts further towards 

dephosphorylation. Concomitantly, Cdc 14-dependent dephosphorylation of the newly 

produced Sicl prevents it from being degraded by the SCF (see above, section 1.1.2.1). 

Depletion of the Clb pool by the APC further decreases Sicl and Swi5 phosphorylation, 

and reaccumulation of Pdsl is also allowed because Cdc20 itself is a target for APCcdhl.

Once cells have passed through cytokinesis, two daughter cells (or rather, due to the 

asymmetric division in budding yeast, a mother and a daughter cell) are formed. In 

addition, the cyclin machinery is reset, thus allowing another cell cycle to commence.
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1.2 The m aintenance o f genom ic integrity I - DN A  dam age and repair

The faithful transmission of the genetic material does not only depend on the 

accurate replication and segregation of chromosomes. Cells must also be able to repair a 

large variety of DNA lesions. Elaborate mechanisms have evolved in order to 

coordinate the cell cycle and to allow the repair of damaged DNA.

Importantly, mutations in many genes that are involved in DNA repair and cell 

cycle control cause hereditary cancer predisposition in metazoans (reviewed in 

(Hoeijmakers, 2001; O'Driscoll and Jeggo, 2006). Therefore, the study of these basic 

mechanisms is important for our understanding of tumour biology, and may produce 

clues to cancer prevention and treatment.

1.2.1 DNA damage

DNA is constantly exposed to exogenous as well as endogenous sources of damage 

(reviewed in Friedberg, 2006). Both the bases and the sugar/phosphate backbone can be 

affected and this can lead to mutations and the loss of genetic material. Moreover, some 

lesions have the capacity to block the progression of DNA replication forks, and thus 

carry the potential danger of resulting in the segregation of under-replicated 

chromosomes.

Important exogenous sources of DNA damage are chemical mutagens taken up 

from the environment. One of these that is especially important for this study is methyl- 

methane sulfonate (MMS), which transfers methyl groups onto adenine, guanine and 

cytosine. If left unrepaired, these lesions can potentially lead to mutations by mispairing 

with other bases and/or cause stalling of DNA replication forks.

Other important exogenous sources of DNA damage are ultraviolet irradiation (UV) 

and ionising radiation (IR). Both UV and IR can either directly damage DNA or lead to 

lesions through the production of reactive oxygen species (ROS, Friedberg, 2006). 

Importantly, both single strand breaks (SSBs) and double strand breaks (DSBs) can be 

observed after IR treatment of cells. The proposed mechanism of SSB formation is by 

attack of the sugar/phosphate backbone of the DNA with OH radicals formed in IR 

water interactions (Friedberg, 2006). In alternative mechanisms, IR can also interact 

with bases and the sugar backbone directly, independently of ROS formation 

(Friedberg, 2006). DSBs are thought to be formed when two SSBs are induced close to 

each other on opposite strands. In addition, unrepaired SSBs will be transformed into
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DSBs during DNA replication. Breaks that are induced by ionising radiation often do 

not contain the canonical 3’-OH at their termini, and may also contain damaged bases 

(Friedberg, 2006). This poses an additional problem for repair because these faulty 

nucleotides have to be excised before the breaks can be religated or repaired by other 

means. In addition to inducing DNA breaks, IR can also lead to the formation of faulty 

bases within otherwise undamaged DNA. The spectrum of DNA damage, induced 

mutagenesis and repair pathways activated upon IR treatment is therefore very diverse 

(Friedberg, 2006). IR treatment is often used to study the response to DSBs. However, 

one has to bear in mind that DSBs are only one of the many outcomes of IR treatment.

Similar to IR, treatment with UV results in a varied cocktail of lesions (Friedberg, 

2006). The most frequent products are pyrimidine dimers (mostly T-T, but also T-C and 

C-C), but many other aberrations can also be the result of UV, albeit at a lower 

frequency. If left unrepaired, pyrimidine dimers will also inhibit the progression of 

replication forks.

Many anti-cancer treatments utilise DNA damaging agents. Importantly, localised 

treatment frequently makes use of IR, and alkylating agents such as MMS are often 

applied in systemic treatments. Moreover, mutations and DNA damage from both 

endogenous and exogenous sources are important and causative factors in tumour 

development. Therefore, comprehensive knowledge of the cellular responses to DNA 

damage is vital in understanding tumour biology and the mechanisms behind many anti

cancer treatments.

1.2.2 Repair of base and nucleotide damage

1.2.2,1 Base excision repair

Base excision repair is the primary repair pathway for oxidised, deaminated and 

alkylated bases, such as induced by MMS (Friedberg, 2006). A varied family of 

enzymes known as DNA glycosylases recognise modified bases and remove them from 

the deoxyribose that they are connected to by direct cleavage of the sugar-base bond, 

generating an AP site (Friedberg, 2006). In the following step, the damaged nucleotide 

is removed by AP-lyases or AP-endonucleases (reviewed in Boiteux and Guillet, 2004). 

In the final reactions, repair DNA synthesis fills the generated gap, and DNA ligase I 

(Cdc9) closes the remaining nick (Boiteux and Guillet, 2004). AP sites generated by
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spontaneous hydrolysis of the N-glycosyl bond between base and deoxyribose are also 

processed in this manner.

1.2.2.2 Nucleotide excision repair (NER)

In contrast to base excision repair, in which case usually only the damaged 

nucleotide is being excised, nucleotide excision repair (reviewed in Prakash and 

Prakash, 2000) is characterised by the concerted removal of a ~30nt single stranded 

fragment containing the lesion. NER is a very versatile repair process that primarily 

recognises lesions that distort the DNA double helix, such as pyrimidine dimers, bulky 

adducts, and also intrastrand crosslinks.

Two different protein complexes have been suggested to be responsible for the 

initial damage detection, Rad 14 and the Rad4-Rad23 complex (Prakash and Prakash, 

2000). Furthermore, RPA has a function in this step as well, probably mediated in 

conjunction with Radi4. Following lesion recognition by these factors, the TFIIH 

complex is recruited. TFIIH contributes helicase activity to the NER machinery, 

resulting in the formation of a bubble structure produced by unwinding DNA around the 

lesion.

In the next step of NER, the Radi-Rad 10 and Rad2 endonucleases are recruited and 

specifically cleave the damaged strand on either side of the lesion at the dsDNA-ssDNA 

junction. Radi-10 cleaves 5’ of the lesion, and Rad2 introduces its cut 3’ of the lesion 

(Prakash and Prakash, 2000). In the final stage of NER, the resulting gap is filled in by 

PolS or Pole, and ligase I (Cdc9) joins the filled-in fragment with its surrounding 

strands.

1.2.2.3 Mismatch repair (MMR)

A mechanism known as mismatch repair (MMR) is responsible for replacing 

incorrectly inserted nucleotides (reviewed in Kunkel and Erie, 2005). MMR targets not 

only mismatches, but can also affect other lesions. Amongst these are certain base 

modifications and insertion deletion loops that arise from erroneous replication of 

repeat sequences (Kunkel and Erie, 2005).

In the first step of MMR, mismatches are recognised by a dimer of homologues of 

bacterial MutS protein (Msh2-Msh6 and Msh2-Msh3 in yeast). These then recruit a 

dimer of homologues of bacterial MutL (Mlhl-3 and Pmsl in yeast). Unfortunately, the
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subsequent steps in MMR are less clear in eukaryotic cells. In prokaryotic systems, the 

MutH protein that gets recruited by MutS in conjunction with MutL, cleaves the newly 

replicated strand (that contains the erroneously inserted base, Kunkel and Erie, 2005; 

Friedberg, 2006). In E. coli, after cleavage formation, helicase and endo-/exonuclease 

activities remove a fragment of up to ~1000nt embedding the mismatch (Friedberg,

2006). The resulting gap is filled in by PolIII and DNA ligase (Friedberg, 2006).

No homologues of MutH have so far been identified in eukaryotes. Furthermore, no 

helicases have yet been shown to be involved in MMR. Some information exists, 

however, about the MMR nucleases that degrade the displaced strand containing the 

mutation. This process appears mainly to be carried out by Exol and Rad27/Fenl 

(Kunkel and Erie, 2005).

1.2.2.4 Translesion synthesis (TLS)

As mentioned earlier, base lesions and abasic sites that are not repaired have the 

potential of stalling DNA replication forks because the replicative helicases Pola, 6 and 

s are usually unable to synthesise across non-conventional bases (reviewed in (Kunz et 

al., 2000). In order to rescue such replication forks, cells can utilise one of several 

polymerases that have the ability to synthesise across a wide number of DNA 

modifications (Kunz et al., 2000; Prakash et al., 2005). These polymerases, termed 

translesion polymerases, are usually characterised by decreased selectivity and 

processivity and the absence of proofreading activity (Prakash et al., 2005).

In addition, some TLS polymerases can not only bypass a number of lesions, but 

can also extend 3’ ends that are not perfectly base paired (Prakash et al., 2005). 

Especially in the extension of nucleotides incorporated opposite damaged bases, which 

often are characterised by imperfect base pairing and other aberrant structures, is this 

function important (Prakash et al., 2005).

Three TLS polymerases have so far been described in S. cerevisiae, Polr| (Rad30), 

Pol£ (Rev3-Rev7) and Revl (Kunz et al., 2000).

1.2.2.5 Other mechanisms o f lesion bypass

In E. coli, forks that have collapsed at sites of DNA damage can be rescued by a 

specialised mechanism of DnaB reloading mediated by the PriA and PriC proteins 

(Sandler and Marians, 2000; Heller and Marians, 2005; Lovett, 2005; Heller and
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Marians, 2006). Furthermore, homologous recombination (HR), together with PriA, can 

be used for restarting replication forks (Cox et al., 2000; Marians, 2004).

In eukaryotes, the situation is less clear, however. So far, it has not been possible to 

show that HR contributes to the restart of collapsed replication forks. In E. coli, whose 

one chromosome contains only a single replication origin, the collapse of one or both 

forks is a potentially lethal event, if origin-independent restarting mechanisms did not 

exist. However, since eukaryotic genomes contain a large number of replication origins 

on each chromosome, a collapsed replication fork could relatively easily be rescued by 

another, converging, fork. Only when a replication fork encounters a SSB or a DSB 

could recombination be envisaged to be essential for fork restart.

1.2.3 DNA double strand breaks

1.2.3,1 DSBs caused by DNA lesions

DSBs are thought to represent the most lethal of DNA lesions. Segregation of 

chromosomes containing unrepaired DSBs leads to the loss of a large amount of genetic 

information. If essential genes are lost, cell death is the result.

A number of mechanisms can be responsible for the formation of DSBs. 

Physiologically most important, perhaps, is the conversion of single strand breaks 

(SSBs) into DSBs when encountered by a replication fork (Figure 1.5A). SSBs arise 

very frequently during normal growth and can, for example, be caused by ROS- 

mediated breakage of the sugar-phosphate backbone of DNA, or by BER-mediated 

cleavage of AP sites (see above, section 1.2.2). Type I topoisomerases, which generate a 

nicked intermediate covalently attached to the enzyme, are other possible sources of 

SSBs (Wang, 2002). The reaction mechanism of type II topoisomerases includes the 

formation of a DSB intermediate (Wang, 2002), and can thus lead to break formation 

directly (Figure 1.5B). Since broken DNA is a relatively short lived intermediate in both 

type I and type II enzyme mediated reactions, its contribution to the DSB threat is 

probably a relatively minor one during normal growth. Several anti-cancer drugs, 

however, target topoisomerases and specifically block the steps following break 

formation (Wang, 2002). Other means of DSB formation can be exogenous sources 

such as IR (see above).
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1.2.3.2 DSBs as parts o f developmental programmes: meiosis and mating-type 

switching

In S. cerevisiae, DSBs are also formed as parts of two highly regulated 

developmental processes, mating-type switching (reviewed in Haber, 1998) and meiosis 

(also known as sporulation in fungi, reviewed in Marston and Amon, 2004).

Most laboratory strains of S. cerevisiae can stably be maintained as both haploid 

and diploid lineages. In diploid S. cerevisiae cells, meiosis can be induced by nutrient 

starvation (most importantly nitrogen limitation). Meiosis is a specialised reductional 

division that leads to gamete formation in all sexually reproducing organisms. During 

meiotic prophase, a topoisomerase II-like enzyme, Spoil, introduces a controlled 

number of DSBs into the genome. These breaks are subsequently repaired by HR (see 

below), using homologous chromosomes as recombination partners. This mechanism 

allows the pairing of homologous chromosomes and is a prerequisite for the disjunction 

of homologues rather than sister chromatids during the meiosis I division. During the 

second meiotic division, an equational division, sister chromatids are segregated in a 

manner similar to mitosis. Meiosis thus produces four haploid progeny cells per cell 

undergoing meiosis, since the starting point of meiosis is a diploid cell.

In order to form a diploid cell once again, two haploid yeast cells can fuse with each 

other, in a mechanism known as mating. The ability of two cells to mate is determined 

by their mating-type, which can either be “a” or “a ” (Haber, 1998). Mating is initiated 

by the secretion of mating pheromone (a factor by a-type cells and a  factor by a-type 

cells). Detection of pheromone of the opposite type leads to a cell cycle arrest in Gl, 

just prior to Start. Subsequently, cells elongate towards the source of pheromone. When 

two such cells of opposite mating type touch, cellular and nuclear fusion are initiated, 

and an a/a diploid cell is formed. Because the preferred ploidy of S. cerevisiae is 

diploid, most spores generated during meiosis will immediately mate amongst each 

other upon germination (Figure 1.5C, middle and upper parts). Additionally, there is 

also a mechanism that ensures that the haploid stage is very short lived in isolated cells. 

This mechanism allows cells to switch from one mating-type to the other in a highly 

regulated manner (Figure 1.5C, lower part). After a round of cellular division, mother 

cells undergo a switching event that is induced by expression of the HO gene (Haber, 

1998). After the subsequent cell division, the four progeny cells generated from mother 

and daughter cell can mate and form two diploid cells.
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Importantly, the protein encoded by HO is a site-specific endonuclease (Haber,

1998). HO has a very large recognition site that is uniquely accessible in the yeast 

genome. This site is localised in the region that determines a cell’s mating type, the 

MAT locus on chromosome III (Figure 1.5D). Cleavage of the HO cut site (HOcs) at 

MA T triggers a gene conversion event (see below) in which a sequence at MA T is 

replaced with information stored in other regions of the genome, the silent mating-type 

loci HMLa and HM Ra  (Figure 1.5D, see also Haber, 1998). Expression of these 

silenced loci and accessibility to HO is prevented by a stable heterochromatin state. 

Importantly, there is directionality in the recombination reaction, in that MATa will 

preferentially recombine with HMLa and vice versa (Haber, 1998). Since strains that 

are wild type for HO cannot stably be maintained as haploids, most laboratory strains 

carry inactive HO genes.

Mating-type switching has extensively been used as a model for DSB repair 

(reviewed in (Haber, 2002). Importantly, the use of galactose-inducible HO genes has 

allowed the analysis of synchronous break formation and repair in a whole population 

of cells. Furthermore, by deletion of HML and HMR, or by moving HOcs to different 

regions of the genome, analysis of other repair pathways and analysis of the response to 

irreparable DSBs has been made possible (Haber, 2002).

DSBs induced by HO type endonucleases are arguably the cleanest form of DSBs 

that can be analysed because they do not contain any other byproducts. Furthermore, 

standard 3’OH and 5’-P03 ends are generated in the cleavage process. However, one 

has to be aware that such clean breaks by themselves are a relatively extraordinary 

situation, and conclusions drawn from the response to such breaks may not be 

applicable to breaks generated by other means. Nonetheless, the analysis of HO- 

mediated DSBs has contributed more than any other experimental approach to our 

understanding of the response to and repair of DSBs.

1.2.3.3 Telomeres as DSBs: The cdcl3-l mutant

Since eukaryotic chromosomes are usually linear, it is vital that the specialised ends 

of each chromosome, the telomeres, are protected from erroneous repair and 

degradation (reviewed in Smogorzewska and de Lange, 2004). This is important, 

because the degradation of telomeres would result in the loss of genetic information, 

and the recognition of telomeres by DSB repair machineries carries the risk of inducing 

chromosomal rearrangements. Furthermore, it is vital that telomeres do not activate
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DNA damage checkpoints since this would result in a block to cell proliferation. A 

large number of proteins function together to allow the stable maintenance of telomeres 

(reviewed in Smogorzewska and de Lange, 2004).

Much research has been carried out on a ts mutant that allows the conditional 

erosion of telomeres, cdc 13-1 (Garvik et al., 1995). Cdcl3 is a constitutive component 

of yeast telomeres and binds preferentially to the 3’ single stranded DNA tail that 

characterises eukaryotic telomeres (Smogorzewska and de Lange, 2004). Shifting 

cdc 13-1 cells to the restrictive temperature results in degradation of DNA from the 

telomere into the chromosome, with ssDNA accumulating at the 3’ end (Garvik et al.,

1995). Increased recombination at telomeric regions, chromosome end-to-end fusions 

and checkpoint activation are amongst the consequences of loss of Cdc 13 function 

(Garvik et al., 1995; Sanchez et al., 1999).

In addition to its role in protecting chromosome ends from degradation, Cdc 13 is 

also a recruiting factor for the telomere extending enzyme, telomerase (Smogorzewska 

and de Lange, 2004).

The cdc 13-1 mutation has frequently been used as a tool to study cellular responses 

to DSBs. However, while many aspects of unprotected telomeres may be applicable to 

proper DSBs, it has to be recognised that these telomeres are still very different from 

other regions of the genome.

1.2.3.4 Repair of DSBs by non-homologous end joining (NHEJ)

Two main pathways, non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) and homologous 

recombination (HR), are thought to compete for the repair of DSBs (Frank-Vaillant and 

Marcand, 2002, see below). Non-homologous end joining (reviewed in Dudasova et al., 

2004; Daley et al., 2005) can, in principle, be viewed as a direct reversal of a DSB. It is 

a highly conserved process, and NHEJ machineries can be found throughout eukaryotes 

and even in bacteria (Wilson et al., 2003).

NHEJ can be studied by three different assays in yeast. Firstly, it can be monitored 

by analysing the transformation efficiency of linearised plasmids that do not contain 

homology to yeast sequences at the ends (Boulton and Jackson, 1996). Only religation 

of these ends in vivo allows the stable propagation of the plasmids. Secondly, the 

rejoining of chromosomal breaks induced by HO can be monitored (Moore and Haber, 

1996; Haber, 2002). Lastly, in vitro assays with purified proteins have also been 

described (Chen et al., 2001).
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In combination, these assays have lead to the formation of a model for NHEJ 

(Dudasova et al., 2004; Daley et al., 2005), which will be outlined in the following 

paragraphs, followed by more detailed descriptions of the involved factors.

Amongst the first factors that are thought to interact specifically with breaks during 

NHEJ are the Mrel 1-Rad50-Xrs2 (MRX) complex and the Yku70-Yku80 complex 

(Frank-Vaillant and Marcand, 2002; Lisby et al., 2004). In addition to end-binding 

activity, both complexes can form bridges between DNA molecules in vitro (Cary et al., 

1997; Ramsden and Gellert, 1998; Chen et al., 2001). It is possible that such end- 

bridging functions are part of the role that these proteins carry out in NHEJ. Together, 

MRX and the Yku70-Yku80 complex (Ku complex) are thus thought to bring the two 

broken ends together. In the next step, a specialised ligase, ligase IV (Dnl4), is recruited 

(Schar et al., 1997; Teo and Jackson, 1997; Wilson et al., 1997). Dnl4 requires a 

cofactor, Lifl, both for protein stability and for functioning in end joining (Herrmann et 

al., 1998; Teo and Jackson, 2000). Lifl is thought to mediate interactions with DNA, 

Xrs2, and another protein, Nejl (Frank-Vaillant and Marcand, 2001; Tseng and 

Tomkinson, 2002; Palmbos et al., 2005). Nejl is also required for NHEJ, but its 

contribution to the biochemistry of NHEJ is not clear (Frank-Vaillant and Marcand, 

2001; Kegel et al., 2001; Ooi et al., 2001; Valencia et al., 2001). Lastly, the assembly of 

these core NHEJ proteins at the breaks eventually leads to the Dnl4-mediated ligation of 

the ends.

Yku70/80 and its homologues (Ku70/80 in higher eukaryotes) are essential to end 

joining in all known systems. They form a heterodimer that is thought to encircle 

dsDNA at the breaks (Daley et al., 2005). In addition to its possible end bridging role, 

Yku80 interacts with and is thought to be a recruiting factor for Dnl4. Deletion of either 

YKU70 or YKU80 results in a near complete loss of end joining (Milne et al., 1996). In 

higher eukaryotes Ku70-Ku80 also forms the non-catalytic DNA binding component of 

DNA-dependent protein kinase (DNA-PK). Similar to Ku70/80, the catalytic part of 

DNA-PK, DNA-PKcs, is essential for end joining, although its essential phosphorylation 

targets are still not known. S. cerevisiae does not seem to contain a functional 

homologue of DNA-PKCS, although it contains several kinases that belong to the same 

kinase sub family, the phospho-inositol-3 kinase like kinases . Two of these, Mecl and 

Tell are important for DNA metabolism (see below, section 1.3). Interestingly, Mecl is 

required for optimal NHEJ as measured by the plasmid transformation assay (de la
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Torre-Ruiz and Lowndes, 2000). However, rather than indicating a direct role for Mecl 

in NHEJ, this seems to be the consequence of the loss of DNA damage checkpoint 

control that is a result of deletion of ME C l (de la Torre-Ruiz and Lowndes, 2000; 

Haghnazari and Heyer, 2004).

The complex composed of M rell, Rad50, and Xrs2 is similarly conserved in 

evolution, with the M rell and Rad50 subunits even having homologues in bacterial 

genera (Daley et al., 2005). However, only in S. cerevisiae has a role in end joining 

been established so far (Moore and Haber, 1996; Chen et al., 2001). The MRX complex 

has a wide range of functions in NHEJ and HR, and is also required for meiotic DSB 

formation (reviewed in D’Amours and Jackson, 2002). Complex formation appears to 

be essential for all MRX functions, as there are no clear indications for any of the three 

proteins carrying out functions on their own. Rad50 belongs to the SMC group of 

proteins that are characterised by two long coiled-coil domains linked by a hinge region, 

and globular N- and C terminal heads that form an ATPase domain (D'Amours and 

Jackson, 2002). Two Rad50 monomers can associate with each other by virtue of a Zn 

hook contained in the hinge region (Wiltzius et al., 2005). Both the Zn hook and the 

ATPase domains are essential for Rad50 function (Chen et al., 2005; Wiltzius et al., 

2005). Mrel 1, which appears to bind the globular heads of Rad50, is a rather enigmatic 

protein. In vitro, it has been shown to contain nuclease activity, although this function 

does not appear to be required for NHEJ or HR (Moreau et al., 1999). No biochemical 

function has been attributed to Xrs2 so far. During NHEJ, Xrs2 appears to link the 

MRX complex with Dnl4 by interacting with Dnl4’s partner protein Lifl (Palmbos et 

al., 2005).

Dnl4 is specific for NHEJ, and does not appear to function in other ligation 

processes, such as the joining of Okazaki fragments (Schar et al., 1997; Teo and 

Jackson, 1997; Wilson et al., 1997). Similarly, ligase I (Cdc9) cannot substitute for 

Dnl4 in NHEJ, indicating that NHEJ intermediates are specifically accessible to Dnl4 

(Schar et al., 1997; Teo and Jackson, 1997; Wilson et al., 1997).

In addition to their role in NHEJ, the Yku complex and MRX are also required for 

the maintenance of telomeric stability (reviewed in Dudasova et al., 2004). Deletion of 

any of these proteins results in telomere attrition.
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1.2.3.5 Repair o f DSBs by homology directed repair (HDR)

In contrast to NHEJ, HDR (reviewed in Paques and Haber, 1999) requires long 

tracts of homology between the break and a donor region that is used for repair. In 

addition, it is also necessary that the ends are processed to form 3’ single stranded tails.

HDR can be subdivided into two main pathways, gene conversion and single strand 

annealing (SSA). The term gene conversion is almost always used synonymously with 

the term homologous recombination (HR), although strictly speaking HR is rather 

synonymous with HDR. However, because of its popular usage, HR is used instead of 

gene conversion in this study. Models for both HR and SSA will be described in the 

next sections, followed by a more detailed discussion of DSB processing, the reaction 

step most relevant for this study.

Overview of homologous recombination

Figure 1.6 outlines the main stages of two models of HR. In order to be a substrate 

for the HR machinery, a DSB first has to be processed by degradation of the 5’ strand of 

each end of the DSB (Figure 1.6B, White and Haber, 1990; Sun et al., 1991). This 

process is known as 5’-3’ resection, or just resection, and is believed to be mediated by 

5’ strand specific exonucleases. A number of factors have been shown to play a role in 

this, including the MRX complex and Exol (see below, section 1.2.3.6). The 3’ single 

stranded tails that are thus produced are recognised by a number of proteins. Most 

importantly, the recombinase Rad51 forms a filament on these tails (reviewed in West, 

2003). Rad51 filament formation is thought to be facilitated by two other factors, RPA 

and Rad52 (Sung, 1997). The Rad51-ssDNA structure then scans the genome for a 

region of sufficient homology to the break, usually a sister chromatid or a homologous 

chromosome. The homologous duplex DNA is subsequently invaded and one strand is 

replaced with the single stranded tail (Figure 1.6C). The resulting structure is known as 

a D loop (West, 2003). In addition to Rad51, three other proteins are required at this 

step, Rad54 and the Rad55-Rad57 complex (Sugawara et al., 2003; Wolner et al., 

2003). Furthermore, RPA seems to be playing a role in this reaction, perhaps by 

stabilising the displaced strand (Wang and Haber, 2004). In a repair synthesis reaction, 

the invading strand is extended by a DNA polymerase activity (Figure 1.6D). It is not 

known which enzyme is responsible for this in S. cerevisiae, although recent evidence 

indicates Polr] to be involved in higher eukaryotes (Kawamoto et al., 2005; Mcllwraith 

et al., 2005). Two outcomes are possible following this step (Figure 1.6E-I and J-K). In
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what is known as the “classical model” for homologous recombination, first proposed 

by Szostak and Stahl (Szostak et al., 1983), the displaced D loop is captured by the 

second end of the DSB (Figure 1.6E). Following further repair synthesis, this eventually 

leads to the formation of a joint molecule between the two involved double helices, 

connected by double Holliday junctions (DHJs, Figure 1.6G). Before the two molecules 

can be disconnected again, these Holliday junctions have to be resolved. In E. coli, 

specialised proteins, the resolvases RuvC and RusA are responsible for this reaction 

(reviewed in Liu and West, 2004). No homologue of these has so far been shown to 

function in the eukaryotic nucleus, and no other proteins have been identified as clear 

resolvase candidates. Depending on whether the two Holliday junctions are cleaved 

symmetrically or asymmetrically, Holliday junction resolution results in the formation 

of crossover (Figure 1.6H) or non-crossover products (Figure 1.61). Crossover 

resolution has the potential of resulting in chromosome translocations.

The alternative pathway for HR downstream of strand invasion and repair synthesis 

is known as synthesis dependent strand annealing (SDSA, Figure 1.6J-K, reviewed in 

Paques and Haber, 1999). Following extension by DNA polymerases, the invading 

strand is displaced and can itself reanneal with the other end of the DSB (Figure 1.6J). 

The gaps that have been generated by 5’-3’ resection can now be filled (Figure 1.6K 

and L), resulting in exclusively non-crossover product formation. Alternative models of 

SDSA in which DNA synthesis is primed on the invading strand have also been 

proposed (reviewed in Paques and Haber, 1999). Although the players that mediate this 

pathway are relatively unknown, there is good evidence that SDSA rather than 

recombination via HJ formation is the major pathway for the repair of DSBs in mitotic 

cells (reviewed in Paques and Haber, 1999).

Single strand annealing

An alternative pathway for repair of a DSB, single strand annealing (SSA, reviewed 

in Paques and Haber, 1999), can potentially act if no homology to the ends is present 

within the genome, or if efficient repair by HR is prevented by other means. SSA can 

rejoin a DSB if there is some homology further inwards between the ends. Although 

usually analysed with artificial repeat sequences, SSA is thought to be relevant for in 

vivo repair because of the presence of dispersed repeated genetic elements such as 

transposons and retroviruses.
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Figure 1.7: DSB repair by single strand annealing (SSA). Two models are presented (A 
and B). See text for explanations.
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Figure 1.7A outlines the main stages of the conventional model for this pathway. 

The primary requirement for SSA, just like for HR, is the 5’-3’ resection of the DSB. If 

resection proceeds across regions of homology between the two ends, indicated by the 

yellow lines and arrows in Figure 1.7 the two strands have the ability to anneal with 

each other. This reaction requires Rad52, and possibly also Rad59, a homologue of 

Rad52 (Sugawara et al., 2000). However, none of the other recombination Rad genes 

are necessary (Ivanov et al., 1996). Since SSA results in the formation of 3’ flaps at the 

junction between the two ends, the Radi-RadlO flap endonuclease is also an integral 

component of this pathway (Ivanov and Haber, 1995). Lastly, eventually arising gaps 

can be filled in by polymerase activity, and rejoining of the ends is finished by Cdc9- 

mediated ligation. SSA usually leads to complete deletions of the region in between the 

annealed repeats.

1.2.3.6 The 5 *-3 ’ resection step of HDR

Since 5’-3’ resection is an important aspect of this study, a detailed description of 

the current understanding of this process will be presented here.

Assays for the analysis of ssDNA formation by 5’-3’ resection

Five different assays for the analysis of 5’-3’ resection are frequently used. Since 

the most widely used of these approaches is directly relevant for this study, it will be 

described first and in more detail than the others (Figure 1.8). In this assay, genomic 

DNA extracted from samples taken before and after break formation is subjected to 

restriction enzyme treatment. The DNA is then separated on an agarose gel, blotted to a 

membrane, and hybridised to a probe homologous to one of the ends of the break 

(Haber, 2002). Upon HO-mediated break formation, a fragment of different size will 

appear in the Southern blot (“cut” in Figure 1.8). Because ssDNA is resistant to cutting 

by the particular restriction enzymes that are used in these assays, a larger fragment will 

appear as soon as resection proceeds beyond the first restriction site (“Site 1” in Figure 

1.8). As resection continues across restriction sites further away from the break, even 

larger fragments will appear (“Sites 1-5” in Figure 1.8). In theory, if resection were a 

completely synchronous process, all cut fragments would be turned over into Site 1 

fragments at about the same time. Accordingly, Site 1 fragments should disappear as 

Site 2 fragments make their appearance etc. As shown in the example in Figure 1.8B,
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however, this is usually not the case. Although fragments corresponding to restriction 

sites close to the HO break appear sooner than those further away, smaller fragments do 

not seem to disappear at the same rate as larger ones appear, indicating a lack of 

synchrony in the population of breaks. Another problem with assays like this is that that 

after restriction enzyme cutting a heterogeneous pool of fragments is generated for each 

restriction site, depending on the amount of resection between the last recognition site 

that is single stranded and cannot be cut and its nearest double stranded neighbour that 

gets cut. As a consequence, the bands become less focussed and have a tendency to 

smear downwards, interfering with accurate quantification. Quantification is further 

impeded by the inherent nonlinearity of blotting of fragments of vastly different sizes 

and states of single strandedness (Sambrook and Russell, 2001). Lastly, at later time 

points, most single stranded intermediates appear to have disappeared, a process that 

has been attributed to the formation of ssDNA tails that are too long to be resolved on a 

gel, resulting in a further obstacle to quantification.

In the second approach to quantifying DSB resection, the loss of signal for the cut- 

specific fragment is measured and taken as indication of resection (Ira et al., 2004). The 

loss of signal is taken as a value for ssDNA formation. This approach relies on the 

assumption that 5’-3’ resection is the only mechanism of degradation at a DSB. While 

there is no evidence that 5’ overhanging ends are produced at a DSB (Fishman-Lobell et 

al., 1992), some dsDNA degradation and degradation of the 3’ overhang may occur 

(Fishman-Lobell et al., 1992), this study). Thus, one has to be very cautious in the 

interpretation of results gained with this assay.

The third approach that has been described makes use of specific PCR amplification 

of ssDNA (Booth et al., 2001). In this assay, a ssDNA-specific primer is annealed to 

template DNA. This primer contains a region on its 5’ terminus that is not homologous 

to any other region in the genome. Following one round of primer extension, conditions 

are used in subsequent PCR rounds that exclusively allow the amplification of the 

product generated in the first cycle. This approach potentially allows a very accurate 

quantification of ssDNA at a given locus. However, since it relies on multistep PCR, 

which usually requires a long and tedious optimisation of conditions, it is not widely 

used.
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The fourth assay for the quantification of ssDNA is based on dot blot procedures 

(Fishman-Lobell et al., 1992). Here, the hybridisation of a 3’ strand specific probe to 

immobilised undenatured DNA samples is analysed. In principle, all signal coming 

from hybridisation to these native samples should stem from regions that have been 

resected. Comparison of the signal intensities resulting from hybridisation to 

undenatured samples with that of samples that have been denatured beforehand, should 

allow the determination of the percentage of ssDNA present. However, similar 

problems are associated with this approach as with the other southern membrane based 

ones described earlier.

Apart from these direct assays for ssDNA formation, an indirect fifth one is used 

sometimes (Fishman-Lobell et al., 1992). In this assay, the formation of SSA products 

between direct repeats is taken as readout for resection. This assay relies on the 

assumption that SSA requires both repeats to be resected, an assumption that has not 

formally been proven so far.

Because of the caveats that are associated with all these assays, it has so far not 

been possible to accurately quantify ssDNA generated at DSBs. Nonetheless, important 

findings have been made with these approaches.

The genetics and biochemistry of 5’-3’ resection

Following studies using SSA as an assay for resection, it was calculated that 

degradation of the 5’ strand occurs at a rate of ~4kb/hr (Fishman-Lobell et al., 1992; 

Vaze et al., 2002). The insertion of ~4kb of DNA in between two direct repeats 

increased the time required for repair by SSA by about one hour (Fishman-Lobell et al.,

1992), and later experiments showed that multiples of ~4kb insertions increased the 

time required for SSA by multiples of ~lhr (Vaze et al., 2002).

So far, no clear picture has emerged on the enzymatic activities that mediate 

resection. Particularly confusing is the function of the MRX complex in this respect. 

Deletion of any of the three subunits results in reduced resection and delays in mating- 

type switching (Ivanov et al., 1994; Tsubouchi and Ogawa, 1998; Moreau et al., 1999). 

Furthermore, specific non-null mutations in MRE11 and RAD50, m rellS  and rad50S, 

resulted in a complete block to the resection of meiotic DSBs (Cao et al., 1990; Nairz 

and Klein, 1997). Later results also indicated that the rad50S mutation causes reduced
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resection efficiencies even in mitotic cells (Clerici et al., 2005). Since M rell shows 

nuclease activity in vitro (reviewed in D* Amours and Jackson, 2002), these findings led 

to the idea that that the MRX complex itself constituted the enzymatic activity for 5’-3’ 

resection. However, for two main reasons, it was soon realised that this model could not 

be true in its simplest form. Firstly, the exonuclease activity associated with Mrel 1 in 

vitro is of the wrong polarity (3’-5’). Moreover, although M rell can also act as a 

ssDNA-specific endonuclease, it did not appear to be able to cleave 5’ branched 

structures (D'Amours and Jackson, 2002). This is important, because the cleavage of 

such structures is necessary if resection were mediated by the concerted action of 

helicase/endonuclease activities (see below). Secondly, nuclease negative mutants of 

MRE11 did not appear to have any effect on resection or mating-type switching 

(Moreau et al., 1999; Llorente and Symington, 2004). In contrast, resection was 

impaired in meiotic cells carrying nuclease-defective alleles of MRE11 (Moreau et al.,

1999). This may indicate that different mechanisms affect resection in meiotic versus 

mitotic cells. In this respect it may be important that Spol 1-mediated DSBs, in contrast 

to HO-mediated ones, involve covalent attachment of the enzyme to the breaks (Neale 

et al., 2005).

Another enzyme that is implicated in 5’-3’ resection is Exol, whose function is also 

connected to MMR (Tran et al., 2004). In vitro, Exol shows both 5’-3’ exonuclease 

activity and cleavage of the 5’ strand of branched substrates (Tran et al., 2002). By 

these criteria, Exol is a prime candidate for being involved in resection of DSBs. 

However, deletion of EXO l on its own does not result in apparent defects in the 

resection of HO- or Spol 1-induced breaks (Tsubouchi and Ogawa, 2000; Moreau et al., 

2001; Nakada et al., 2004). Moreover, the kinetics of mating-type switching are not 

affected (Tsubouchi and Ogawa, 2000; Moreau et al., 2001). However, mrel IE exolE 

double mutants are severely delayed in both resection and mating-type switching, 

although both processes are not completely abolished (Tsubouchi and Ogawa, 2000; 

Moreau et al., 2001; Nakada et al., 2004). It is possible to interpret these results such 

that both the MRX complex and Exol work as major 5’-3’ resection enzymes, but in a 

manner that is nearly completely redundant. However, an alternative view in which 

MRX controls the activity of the actual nuclease (which may indeed be Exol) is also 

possible. The reduced efficiency of resection of DSBs in the absence of MRX might 

thus be due to reduced accessibility of the ends to Exol or alternative nucleases. In such 

a scenario, the role of the MRX complex would be mainly structural. Combinations of
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these two models, as well as alternative models in which a larger number of nucleases is 

involved in 5’-3’ resection are also possible, however. Indeed, given that many DSBs 

contain non-standard DNA ends (such as modifications arising from IR and the covalent 

attachment of Spoil or other topoisomerases), it is highly likely that differential 

enzymes are involved in different situations. Lastly, it is possible that resection is not 

only mediated by exonuclease digestion, but also by the activity of helicase unwinding 

from the DNA end with occasional cutting by 5’ flap-specific endonucleases (Figure 

1.7B). A similar mechanism, involving the RecBCD enzyme, is known to work in E. 

coli (reviewed in Kowalczykowski, 2000).

In addition to MRX and Exol, a number of other proteins have been connected to 

DSB resection. In particular the Sae2/Coml protein is of interest, because it is 

intimately connected to the MRX complex. Deletion of SAE2 results in a near-complete 

phenocopy of the rad50S mutation (McKee and Kleckner, 1997; Prinz et al., 1997; 

Clerici et al., 2005). It is suspected that Sae2 interacts with MRX but such an interaction 

has not been proven so far. Furthermore, the biochemistry underlying the sae2A 

phenotype is just as poorly understood as the various MRX mutation phenotypes 

themselves. One of the problems, especially with work on the MRX complex and Sae2 

is that the various studies rarely describe identical assays for the different mutations. 

Thus, recombination activity of sae2A cells has been analysed using an SSA assay 

requiring long stretches of ssDNA formation, whereas recombination in the various 

MRX mutants has been addressed by analysing mating-type switching, which requires 

very little ssDNA formation (only up to ~150nt). Unfortunately, until clearer data on 

these proteins is available, models of MRX and Sae2 function must remain very 

speculative.

An additional mechanism that potentially controls 5’-3’ resection is the ability of 

cells to undergo NHEJ. Disruption of the Ku complex and deletion of DNL4 result in an 

increase in ssDNA formation at an HO-induced DSB (Lee et al., 1998, this study). 

However, it is not clear whether alleviation of direct inhibition of resection by Yku70- 

Yku80 and Dnl4, or indirect effects such as making more ends available for resection, is 

responsible for this phenomenon. Most likely, a combination of both mechanisms is 

involved. Evidence for a possible direct inhibitory effect comes from studies on the 

NHEJ protein Nej 1. Whereas deletion of YKU70 or DNL4 specifically increases DSB
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resection (Lee et al., 1998, this study), deletion of NEJ1 was reported to result in 

decreased ssDNA formation (Kegel et al., 2001). Perhaps in the absence of Nejl an 

intermediate is stabilised that prevents access to the degradation machinery and also is 

deficient in mediating the transition to end joined products. More detailed comparisons 

between the various NHEJ mutants will be necessary to resolve this issue.

Much research has been carried out on the ssDNA formation that is observed at 

telomeres of cdcl3 -l mutants incubated at the restrictive temperature (see above, 

section 1.2.3.3). It has to be borne in mind, however, that such telomeres will still be 

structurally different to internal chromosomal regions. Therefore, one has to be careful 

in applying results obtained at cdcl3-l telomeres to other kinds of DSBs.

Itwas recognised that DNA damage checkpoint proteins have some influence over 

ssDNA at such telomeres. In particular, deletion of the RAD9 checkpoint gene (see 

below) resulted in an increase in ssDNA generation, and deletion of the RAD24 

checkpoint gene resulted in a decrease in ssDNA (Lydall and Weinert, 1995). Whereas 

Rad9 is thought to be a component of the checkpoint signal transduction machinery 

(Toh and Lowndes, 2003), Rad24 interacts with damage structures directly (Lowndes 

and Murguia, 2000; see below). Rad24 is a homologue of the large subunit of RFC (see 

section 1.1.4.1), and, in analogy to RFC, Rad24 together with the other four subunits of 

RFC loads a PCNA-like checkpoint factor onto DNA, the Ddcl-Mec3-Radl7 complex 

(Melo and Toczyski, 2002). Deletion of either RAD 17 or MEC3 results in a very similar 

defect in telomere degradation as deletion of RAD24 (Jia et al., 2004). Interestingly, 

Rad 17 itself might contain a nuclease domain, perhaps suggesting a direct involvement 

in ssDNA formation at cdcl3-l telomeres (Lydall and Weinert, 1995). The findings 

concerning the erosion of these telomeres, seem, however, not to be completely 

applicable to proper DSBs. No apparent DSB resection defects were observed radl 7A 

mutants (Lee et al., 1998). In contrast, it was reported that rad24E cells showed 

decreased ssDNA formation (Aylon and Kupiec, 2003). It is therefore not clear, 

whether these checkpoint complexes directly affect DSB resection. Furthermore, no 

results obtained with mutants in the putative nuclease domain of Rad 17 were reported. 

Another difference between the erosion of unprotected telomeres and proper DSBs is 

that deletion of EXOl is inhibitory to resection of telomeres (Maringele and Lydall,

2002) but does not appear to affect DSB processing (except when combined with MRX 

mutations, see above). Furthermore, deletion of MRE11 increases ssDNA generation at
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telomeres (Maringele and Lydall, 2002; Foster et al., 2006) but has the opposite effect 

on DSBs (see above).

1.2.3.7 The decision between NHEJ and HR

In S. cerevisiae, deletion of NHEJ specific genes does not result in enhanced cell 

death following treatment with IR. Deletion of HDR-specific genes, on the other hand, 

causes hypersensitivity to IR (Boulton and Jackson, 1996; Siede et al., 1996; Teo and 

Jackson, 1997). Only if HDR is compromised, such as by deletion of RADS2, does 

abrogation of NHEJ result in an additional increase in IR-sensitivity (Boulton and 

Jackson, 1996; Siede et al., 1996; Teo and Jackson, 1997). These findings have led to 

the view that HR is highly preferred over NHEJ for the repair of DSBs in budding 

yeast, and that NHEJ might only be allowed to function if HDR is impaired. More 

recent findings, however, have shown that this view is not entirely correct.

Under normal circumstances, NHEJ and HR appear to compete for the repair of 

DSBs (Frank-Vaillant and Marcand, 2002; Daley and Wilson, 2005). Two important 

studies have addressed this phenomenon experimentally. Frank-Vaillant and Marcand 

(1999) have shown that NHEJ is a major pathway for the repair of HO-mediated DSBs, 

at least in G1-arrested haploid cells. Interestingly, it was also found that deletion of 

DNL4 resulted in an increase in HDR-mediated repair. On the other hand, deletion of 

RAD51 did not appear to increase the efficiency of repair through NHEJ. Furthermore, 

unprocessed ends of HO breaks were preferentially co-immunoprecipitated with the Ku 

complex in ChIP experiments, whereas no such preference was observed for Rad52. 

Lastly, in a variation of the plasmid-rejoining assay (see section 1.2.3.4), it was found 

that allowing the in vitro resection of a linearised plasmid before transformation 

decreased the efficiency of plasmid end joining. Together, these results have led the 

authors to conclude that 5’-3’ resection acts like a switch that prevents NHEJ from 

repairing a DSB. Daley and Wilson (2005) have extended these findings in a more 

detailed characterisation of the influence of the length of ssDNA at a linearised plasmid 

on transformation efficiency. In their assay, complementary oligonucleotides of 

increasing length were ligated onto both ends of linearised plasmids before 

transformation into wild type and various mutant strains. It was found that deletion of 

DNL4 or YKU70 did only affect transformation efficiencies of plasmids with short (< 

4nt) overhanging ends. In contrast, impairment of HDR by deletion of RAD 52
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specifically reduced the transformation of plasmids with longer overhanging ends (up to 

20nt).

Unfortunately, it is not known which step in the NHEJ reaction is inhibited when 

longer regions of ssDNA are present at the ends of a DSB. This is mainly due to a lack 

of reported in vitro end joining experiments with substrates relevant to this issue.

Importantly, the decision between NHEJ and HDR is affected by the cell cycle 

stage in S. cerevisiae (Frank-Vaillant and Marcand, 2002; Aylon et al., 2004; Ira et al., 

2004). When repair of an HO-induced DSB was analysed physically by Southern 

blotting, G1 arrested cells showed a high incidence of repair via NHEJ (Ira et al., 2004). 

In asynchronous, or G2/M arrested populations, on the other hand, NHEJ was nearly 

completely absent (Ira et al., 2004). HDR was found to be regulated in exactly the 

opposite way (Aylon et al., 2004; Ira et al., 2004). As described previously (section 1.1) 

one of the differences between G1 and later cell cycle stages is the absence of CDK 

activity in G1 as opposed to high CDK levels in S- and M phases. Indeed, cyclin- 

dependent kinase activity seems to be responsible for the differences in NHEJ and 

HDR, because CDK inhibition in asynchronous or G2/M arrested cells resulted in an 

increase in NHEJ up to levels identical to the ones observed in G1 arrested cells, and a 

decrease in HDR down to G1 levels (Ira et al., 2004). Interestingly, CDK activity 

seemed to be required for efficient DSB resection (Aylon et al., 2004; Ira et al., 2004). 

This has lead to the formation of the hypothesis that CDK directly activates DSB 

resection, thus preventing NHEJ and facilitating HDR (Ira et al., 2004). Alternatively, 

or in combination with such a mechanism, CDK activity might downregulate NHEJ 

directly, thus allowing more ends to be available for resection.

In a different study, ssDNA formation was analysed by looking at focus formation 

of RPA after IR treatment (Lisby et al., 2004). However, in this case, no such cell cycle 

regulation of ssDNA formation was observed, and RPA formed foci even in G1 arrested 

cells. It is not clear at present what is the cause of the discrepancy between these two 

studies. It is possible that HO-induced and IR-induced DSBs trigger different cellular 

responses. Moreover, other forms of DNA damage than DSBs could contribute to the 

response to IR (see above, section 1.2.1).

Conflicting results have also been reported on the ability of G1-arrested cells to 

carry out HR. No foci of recombination proteins were detected in G1 arrested cells after 

IR treatment, although they were readily observed in G2/M arrested cells (Lisby et al.,
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2004). Moreover, mating-type switching was reported to be severely impaired in Gl- 

arrested cells or after general inhibition of CDK activity (Ira et al., 2004). In contrast, 

other studies found that G1 cells were able to carry out mating-type switching, and that 

only interchromosomal recombination was restricted to G2/M (Raveh et al., 1989; 

Aylon et al., 2004). A combination of reasons might be accountable for the published 

discrepancies, such as the use of differential strain backgrounds, damage sources, 

damage doses and repair assays. Interestingly, however, Rad52, which is essential for 

HDR, was recently reported to be phosphorylated in a cell cycle dependent manner 

(Antunez de Mayolo et al., 2006). Thus, CDK could, in addition to regulating NHEJ 

and/or DSB processing, also regulate other aspects in DSB repair. More detailed 

analysis of these phenomena will be required before these issues can be resolved.

In addition to the mechanisms described above, the efficiency of NHEJ and HDR is 

also influenced by the ploidy state. This is mediated through the restriction of NEJ1 

expression to haploid cells (see above, Frank-Vaillant and Marcand, 2001; Kegel et al., 

2001; Ooi et al., 2001; Valencia et al., 2001). Thus, NHEJ is repressed in diploid cells.

1.2.3,8 Concluding remarks regarding DSB processing and repair

The transmission of broken chromosomes is extremely lethal due to the loss of 

genetic information. Therefore, specialised mechanisms have evolved to ensure 

genomic integrity after DSB damage. Two different pathways appear to compete in 

DSB repair, NHEJ and HDR, whose relative efficiencies are thought to be determined 

by the processing state of the ends. Tracts of ssDNA at a DSB are detrimental to NHEJ, 

but essential for HDR. Although the enzymatic activities responsible for DSB 

processing are still elusive, some aspect of end turnover is regulated by cyclin- 

dependent kinase activity and thus depends on the cell cycle stage. These features are of 

direct relevance to the study presented here, and will often be referred to later on.
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1.3 The m aintenance o f genom ic integrity II - D N A  dam age 

checkpoint control

If irreparable damage is induced, or if the repair system is overloaded due to high 

damage doses, the DNA damage checkpoint is activated. Although the primary purpose 

of this machinery was at first perceived to be the attenuation of cell cycle progression 

(Hartwell and Weinert, 1989), it later on became clear that a variety of other functions 

are mediated as well. Checkpoint activation also results in the stabilisation of stalled 

DNA replication forks, the activation of repair processes and the induction of 

specialised transcriptional programmes (reviewed in Rouse and Jackson, 2002a; 

Longhese et al., 2003; Longhese et al., 2006). In the next paragraphs, a brief overview 

of the checkpoint will be given, followed by more detailed descriptions of the involved 

proteins and processes in the following sections.

In principle, the DNA damage checkpoint can be regarded as a signal transduction 

cascade, and many of its components are protein kinases (Table 1.1, Figure 1.9). Of 

central importance is the upstream protein kinase Mecl, whose activation is required for 

all known checkpoint responses (reviewed in Longhese et al., 2003; Longhese et al., 

2006). Mecl appears to accumulate at DNA damage structures in a way that depends on 

its partner protein Lcdl (Rouse and Jackson, 2002b; Lisby et al., 2004; Nakada et al.,

2005). Amongst the substrates of Mecl during the response to general DNA damage is 

the adapter protein Rad9 (Gilbert et al., 2001). Phosphorylation of Rad9 is believed to 

allow its interaction with two other protein kinases, Rad53 and Chkl, the so-called 

effector kinases (Table 1.1). In a mechanism that involves phosphorylation of Rad53 

and Chkl by Mecl and autophosphorylation of Rad53, binding to Rad9 leads to effector 

kinase activation (reviewed in (Pellicioli and Foiani, 2005). In response to DNA 

replication stress, another protein, Mrcl, is thought to mediate signal transduction 

similar to Rad9 (Alcasabas et al., 2001). In many situations, phosphorylation of Mecl 

substrates also depends on a pair of alternative RFC- and PCNA-like complexes, 

Rad24-RFC and Ddcl-Mec3-Radl7 (see below). In addition, the MRX complex is 

involved in some hitherto enigmatic way (D'Amours and Jackson, 2001; Grenon et al., 

2001; Nakada et al., 2004). Activated Rad53 and Chkl are thought to mediate the 

downstream events in DNA damage signalling (reviewed in Lowndes and Murguia,

2000). In addition, a Rad53 like protein, Dunl, is a component of the checkpoint 

machinery. The activation of Dunl depends on Rad53 (Bashkirov et al., 2003). Dunl is
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Table 1.1: Proteins involved in DNA damage signalling.

Protein class
Organism

S. cerevisiae S. pombe Mammals
PIKK Mecl Rad3 ATR

Tell Tell ATM

ATR-binding partner Lcdl/Ddc2 Rad26 ATRIP

RFC-like Rad24 Radi 7 RAD17

PCNA-like Ddcl Rad9 RAD9
Radi 7 Radi RADI
Mec3 Husl HUS1

Mediator/Adapter Rad9 Crb2/Rhp9 53BP1
MDC1
BRCA1

Mrcl Mrcl Claspin

Effector kinases Rad53 Cdsl CHK2
Chkl Chkl CHK1
Dunl (Cdsl) (CHK2)

MRX complex Mrell Rad32 MRE11
Rad50 Rad50 RAD50
Xrs2 Nbsl NBS1

Histone Htal/Hta2 Htal H2AX

ssDNA binding RPA RPA RPA
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important for a number of aspects of the DNA damage checkpoint, including the 

establishment of a specialised transcription programme (Huang et al., 1998a).

Several approaches are widely used to trigger and study checkpoint activation. 

Amongst these are treatment with UV, IR, MMS, hydroxyurea (HU), 4-nitro-quinoline 

(4-NQO), and HO-induced DSBs. In addition to these, the eroded telomeres of cdcl3-l 

mutant cells incubated at the restrictive temperature (see above, section 1.2.3.3) have 

extensively been used to trigger checkpoint responses. Importantly, checkpoint 

activation by HU is specific for cells in S phase. HU treatment results in the inhibition 

of ribonucleotide reductase (RNR), and in a consequential depletion of dNTP pools, 

thus causing replicative stress by stalling DNA polymerases (Elford, 1968). In wild type 

situations, this effect appears to be completely reversible (Tercero et al., 2003; Rouse,

2004).

A large number of connections exist between repair, checkpoint control and the cell 

cycle stage, and the correct and sometimes differential approach to dealing with 

different lesions at different cell cycle stages is of great importance for viability. 

Moreover, different lesions affect cell cycle progression differentially depending on the 

stage in which damage is formed and/or recognised.

1.3.1 The key components of the checkpoint machinery

1.3.1.1 The PI3K-like kinases, Mecl and Tell

Mecl is a member of a family of protein kinases that share similarity with the lipid 

kinase phosphatidyl-inositol-3-kinase (PI3K). This family of serine/threonine protein 

kinases, the PI3KK (PI3K-like kinases) also includes Tell, DNA-PKcS, and ATR and 

ATM, the Mecl and Tell homologues in higher eukaryotes, and (Table 1.1, see also 

section 1.2.3.4).

In S. cerevisiae, Mecl is the main PI3KK checkpoint component in wild type 

situations. Deletion of TEL1, although resulting in telomere shortening (Smogorzewska 

and de Lange, 2004), does not result in any obvious defects in checkpoint signalling or 

increased sensitivity to DNA damage (Morrow et al., 1995; Vialard et al., 1998; 

Pellicioli et al., 1999). On the other hand, MEC1 is required for virtually all known 

DNA damage responses (reviewed in Longhese et al., 2003; Longhese et al., 2006).
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Interestingly, all residual checkpoint activity in mecl A cells requires Tell (Sanchez et 

al., 1996; Vialard et al., 1998; Lisby et al., 2004), indicating that Tell can carry out 

some checkpoint functions but that this activity is usually masked by Mecl.

Both Mecl and Tell bind to regions of DNA damage, but with different cofactor 

requirements (Kondo et al., 2001; Melo et al., 2001; Rouse and Jackson, 2002b; Nakada 

et al., 2003; Lisby et al., 2004; Falck et al., 2005). Mecl appears to be directly recruited 

to DNA by virtue of its partner protein, Lcdl, also known as Ddc2 and Piel (ATRIP in 

higher eukaryotes, see Table 1.1 and Paciotti et al., 2000; Rouse and Jackson, 2000; 

Cortez et al., 2001; Kondo et al., 2001; Melo et al., 2001; Wakayama et al., 2001; Falck 

et al., 2005). Neither Mecl nor Lcdl appear to have functions outside of the complex 

that they form with each other. Deletion of either gene gives near identical phenotypes 

of DNA damage sensitivity and checkpoint deficiency, and no additional phenotypes 

are observed in double mutants (Paciotti et al., 2000; Rouse and Jackson, 2000; 

Wakayama et al., 2001). ChIP and fluorescence microscopy experiments have shown 

that both proteins associate with an HO-induced DSB in an interdependent manner 

(Kondo et al., 2001; Melo et al., 2001; Rouse and Jackson, 2002b). No catalytic 

function has been attributed to Lcdl and its function has been speculated to mainly 

consist of assuring the association of Mecl with DNA damage sites (Rouse and 

Jackson, 2002b). In addition, it may be speculated that Lcdl could be involved in 

recruiting other checkpoint factors and/or mediating interactions with Mecl substrates.

Similar to Mecl, Tell was also shown to be recruited to regions close to an HO- 

induced DSB (Nakada et al., 2003; Lisby et al., 2004). In this case, the interaction was 

dependent on the C terminus of Xrs2 (Nakada et al., 2003; Lisby et al., 2004). No clear 

function for Tell association with lesions has yet been described in wild type cells (see 

below).

As discussed above, Tell does not appear to be essential for checkpoint responses 

under normal conditions. However, deletion of SAE2 or introduction of the rad50S 

mutation in mecl A strains leads to an increase in Rad53 activation and cell cycle arrest 

efficiency that is dependent on Tell and the MRX complex (Usui et al., 2001; Nakada 

et al., 2003). It is believed that mammalian ATM, the homologue of Tell, signals 

specifically in response to unprocessed DSBs (see below and Jazayeri et al., 2006; 

Longhese et al., 2006). In contrast, ATR, the homologue of Mecl, appears to be 

activated specifically by processed ends, intermediates in repair pathways, and 

replicative stress (Longhese et al., 2003; Jazayeri et al., 2006; Longhese et al., 2006).
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Since Tell activity can be enhanced by the deletion of SAE2 or the rad50S mutation, 

both resulting in delayed DSB resection (see above, section 1.2.3.6), similar 

mechanisms are thought to operate in S. cerevisiae (Usui et al., 2001; Ira et al., 2004; 

see below). However, the DSB resection defects in sae2A and rad50S mutants are not 

dramatic (Clerici et al., 2006), and recently it was shown that Sae2 appears to have 

some activity that is inhibitory to checkpoint activation (Clerici et al., 2006; see below). 

Thus, deletion of SAE2 could permit checkpoint activation in mecl A cells by means 

other than reducing end processing. Due to a lack of clear evidence, this issue is not 

very clear.

Mecl appears to be involved in other functions besides checkpoint regulation. 

Deletion of MEC1, or of LCD1, is lethal (Desany et al., 1998; Zhao et al., 1998; Paciotti 

et al., 2000; Rouse and Jackson, 2000; Wakayama et al., 2001). This lethality can be 

rescued by increasing dNTP levels by overexpression of ribonucleotide reductase or by 

deletion of its inhibitor SML1 (Desany et al., 1998; Zhao et al., 1998; Paciotti et al., 

2000; Rouse and Jackson, 2000; Wakayama et al., 2001). Importantly, suppression of 

lethality does not rescue any of the defects in checkpoint signalling associated with 

mecl A and lcdl A (Desany et al., 1998; Zhao et al., 1998; Paciotti et al., 2000; Rouse 

and Jackson, 2000; Wakayama et al., 2001). Similar mechanisms might be at work in 

higher eukaryotes since ATR is an essential gene as well (Shiloh, 2003).

1.3.1.2 Rad24, and the Ddcl-Mec3-Radl 7 complex

Checkpoint signalling in response to most damage stimuli, with the exception of 

replicative stress (Pellicioli et al., 1999), also requires four other proteins Ddcl, Mec3, 

Radi7, and Rad24 (de la Torre-Ruiz et al., 1998; Vialard et al., 1998; Kondo et al., 

2001). Interestingly, Ddcl, Mec3, and Rad 17 form a heterotrimeric complex with 

similarity to PCNA (Thelen et al., 1999). Rad24 is a homologue of the large subunit of 

RFC that associates with the other four RFC components, Rfc2-5 (Green et al., 2000). 

Rad24 is required for the association of Ddcl with HO-induced DSBs (Kondo et al., 

2001; Melo and Toczyski, 2002). Furthermore, proper localisation of the alternative 

PCNA checkpoint complex requires the presence of all three subunits (Melo and 

Toczyski, 2002). A model in which, in analogy to RFC and PCNA, Rad24-RFC loads 

the Ddcl-Mec3-Radl7 complex, is therefore widely believed to be true (Rouse and 

Jackson, 2002a). Localisation of Ddcl to sites of DNA damage depends on none of the
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other checkpoint proteins except for the requirements described above (Kondo et al., 

2001; Melo and Toczyski, 2002; Lisby et al., 2004). The function of these proteins is 

somewhat enigmatic. Deletion of any of these proteins results in reduced activation of 

Rad9 and Rad53 in response to DNA damage in G1 or G2/M arrested cells (de la Torre- 

Ruiz et al., 1998; Vialard et al., 1998; Kondo et al., 2001). On the other hand, however, 

phosphorylation of other Mecl targets such as H2A and Lcdl, is not affected (Downs et 

al., 2000; Paciotti et al., 2000). A possible role for these proteins in processing 

unprotected telomeres and DSBs has already been discussed (see section 1.2.3.6).

The alternative RFC and PCNA-like checkpoint complexes appear not to be 

required for the initial checkpoint response to replication fork stalling induced by HU 

and MMS (Alcasabas et al., 2001), and deletion mutants are only mildly sensitive to 

these agents (Longhese et al., 1997; Parsons et al., 2004), indicating lesser importance 

in the replicative response to DNA damage.

1.3.1.3 Rad9, Mrcl, and the mode of effector kinase activation

Rad9 and Mrcl belong to a class of checkpoint proteins that are thought to have an 

adapter role, mediating between the upstream kinase(s) Mecl (and Tell) and the 

effector kinases Rad53 and Chkl (reviewed in Pellicioli and Foiani, 2005). While the 

mechanism in which Rad9 mediates Rad53 activation is relatively well understood, 

Chkl activation by Rad9 is still rather enigmatic. Moreover, the mechanism of Rad53 

activation by Mrcl is not clear at present. More is known about S. pombe counterparts 

of Mrcl and Rad53 (Table 1.1), and this mechanism will be referred to for lack of 

evidence in S. cerevisiae.

Importantly, both Mrcl and Rad9 are phosphorylated in a Mecl dependent manner 

(Vialard et al., 1998; Osborn and Elledge, 2003). In the case of Rad9, phosphorylation 

allows dimerisation of Rad9 via the phospho-epitope binding BRCT repeats in the Rad9 

C-terminus (Soulier and Lowndes, 1999). Phosphorylated Rad9 can also be recognised 

by Rad53 through interaction between FHA domains of Rad53 and specific 

phosphoresidues on Rad9 (Sun et al., 1998; Schwartz et al., 2002). Activation of Rad53 

requires two different phosphorylation events, its phosphorylation by Mecl, and 

autophosphorylation (Gilbert et al., 2001; Sweeney et al., 2005). It is thought that Rad9 

mediates both of these events. Firstly, Rad9 is required to recruit Rad53 to sites of 

damage, allowing Mecl-mediated phosphorylation (Lisby and Rothstein, 2004; 

Sweeney et al., 2005). Secondly, binding of Rad53 to Rad9 complexes is thought to
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increase its local concentration, thus allowing autophosphorylation (Gilbert et al., 2001; 

Sweeney et al., 2005). Fully phosphorylated Rad53 is then believed to be released from 

Rad9, and can subsequently mediate the phosphorylation of its substrates (Gilbert et al.,

2001). It may also be possible that, in a positive feedback loop, Rad53 can activate 

other Rad53 molecules that have not been primed by Mecl (Gilbert et al., 2001; Ma et 

al., 2006).

A similar mechanism is thought to operate in the activation of Rad53 by Mrcl 

(Alcasabas et al., 2001; Osborn and Elledge, 2003). Mrcl is phosphorylated in a Mecl 

dependent manner upon treatment with HU or MMS (Alcasabas et al., 2001) and a 

mutant version of Mrcl, in which all putative Mecl phosphorylation sites have been 

removed, fails to allow Rad53 activation in response to HU (Osborn and Elledge, 2003). 

However, very little is known about the biochemistry of this mechanism in S. 

cerevisiae. In S. pombe, phosphorylation of Mrcl by Rad3 (Mecl) mediates binding to 

Cdsl (Rad53) by interacting with the FHA domain on Cdsl (Tanaka and Russell,

2004). Recent data support the idea that Mrcl-bound Cdsl is then itself phosphorylated 

by Rad3 (Xu et al., 2006). Two individual phosphorylated Cdsl proteins subsequently 

dimerise via FHA phosphoepitope interaction and phosphorylate each other, leading to 

the formation of active Cdsl (Xu et al., 2006). Importantly, in this case, amplification of 

the primary signal by Cdsl autophosphorylation is not predicted to happen, because 

both Cdsl molecules have to be prephosphorylated by Rad3 before they can interact 

with each other.

Although Chkl activation also depends on Rad9 (Sanchez et al., 1999), very little is 

known about the biochemistry of this mechanism. Phosphorylation of Rad9 by Mecl is 

expected to be important in this pathway, but different sites appear to be used than in 

the activation of Rad53. Mutation of the Mecl sites on Rad9 important for Rad53 

activation does not apparently affect Chkl activation (Schwartz et al., 2002). Recently, 

a domain in Rad9 was identified that appeared to be required for Chkl activation, but 

not for Rad53 activation in response to cdcl3-l mediated telomere erosion (Blankley 

and Lydall, 2004). Lastly, HU treatment does not result in activation of Chkl, perhaps 

indicating that Mrcl has specificity for Rad53 and cannot support Chkl activation 

(Alcasabas et al., 2001).
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1.3.1.4 The effector kinases Rad53, Chkl and Dunl

As outlined above, activation of Mecl /Tell leads to the activation of the 

downstream effector kinases Rad53 and Chkl (Lowndes and Murguia, 2000; Melo and 

Toczyski, 2002; Rouse and Jackson, 2002a). Rad53 furthermore activates another 

kinase, Dunl, which is also important for some of the downstream events in the 

checkpoint response (Bashkirov et al., 2003). Ultimately, these effector kinases mediate 

the various functions of the DNA damage checkpoint. These include the 

phosphorylation of cell cycle regulators, the stabilisation of stalled replication forks, the 

inhibition of late origin firing, the modification of dNTP pools, and the activation of 

damage-inducible transcription (reviewed in Lowndes and Murguia, 2000; Melo and 

Toczyski, 2002; Rouse and Jackson, 2002a). Interestingly, RAD53 is an essential gene 

(Desany et al., 1998; Zhao et al., 1998). Similar to mecl Is cells, viability can be restored 

by deletion of SML1 or overexpression of ribonucleotide reductase without rescuing 

checkpoint defects (Desany et al., 1998; Zhao et al., 1998).

In terms of cell cycle arrest, it appears that Chkl and Rad53 function in two 

pathways that are partially interdependent. Deletion of either protein usually results in 

only a partial alleviation of cell cycle arrest in response to many sources of DNA 

damage (Gardner et al., 1999; Sanchez et al., 1999; see below). In the response to DNA 

replication stress, however, Rad53 appears to be the much more important than Chkl 

(Liu et al., 2000; Alcasabas et al., 2001; Schollaert et al., 2004; see below). 

Interestingly, in higher eukaryotes, Chkl and Chk2 (the Rad53 homologue) appear to 

have switched some aspects of their functions, and Chkl is more important for the 

response to replicative stress than Chk2 (reviewed in Sancar et al., 2004).

Many of the functions of Rad53 are mediated through Dunl (Zhou and Elledge, 

1993; Huang et al., 1998a; Gasch et al., 2001; Zhao and Rothstein, 2002). However, 

deletion of DUN1, however, is not lethal (Zhou and Elledge, 1993; Zhao et al., 1998). 

Moreover, dunl A strains, although sensitive to DNA damaging agents, are usually not 

as sensitive as rad53A strains (Schollaert et al., 2004).

Rad53 is also very important as an experimental marker for DNA damage 

checkpoint activation. Activated Rad53 is hyperphosphorylated, and runs with slower 

mobility during gel electrophoresis (see for example Figure 3.4A and Pellicioli et al., 

1999; Gilbert et al., 2001; Tercero et al., 2003). Moreover, activated Rad53 shows 

autokinase activity that can be analysed in protein extracts immobilised on membranes 

after gel electrophoresis and western blotting (Pellicioli et al., 1999; see section
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Materials and Methods section 2.10 for experimental details, and Figure 4.5B for an 

example). No situations are known in which checkpoint activation occurs but Rad53 

remains in its inactive form. Therefore, Rad53 activation is frequently used as a marker 

for checkpoint activation.

1.3.1.5 Other components of DNA damage checkpoints 

Histone modifications

An important factor in the response to DNA damage is thought to be the chromatin 

environment at the lesions. Much research has been carried out on how formation of an 

HO-induced DSB affects the surrounding chromatin state, and on how histone 

modifications can in turn influence the damage response (reviewed in Wurtele and 

Verreault, 2006).

Amongst the many histone modifications, the most important ones for the 

checkpoint response are phosphorylation of histone H2A by Mecl and/or Tell, and 

Dot 1-dependent methylation of histone H3 (Wurtele and Verreault, 2006). H2A 

phosphorylation rapidly occurs on either side of an HO-induced DSB, and can be 

detected at regions up to 50kb away from the break (Shroff et al., 2004). Accumulation 

of Rad9 into damage-induced foci depends on H2A phosphorylation by Mecl/Tell 

(Toh et al., 2006). In a manner that is thought to be similar, the Rad9 homologues 

MDC1, 53BP1, and Crb2 require equivalent phosphorylation in S. pombe and higher 

eukaryotes for accumulation at damage sites (Ward et al., 2003; Nakamura et al., 2004; 

Stucki et al., 2005). Phosphorylation of H2A is not required for checkpoint activation 

and cell cycle arrest (Downs et al., 2000), but it appears to be involved in NHEJ repair, 

and its dephosphorylation following repair is necessary for recovery from checkpoint 

arrest (Downs et al., 2000; Keogh et al., 2006). It is thought that H2A phosphorylation 

dependent accumulation of adapter proteins at damage sites represents a mechanism of 

signal amplification (Lou et al., 2006).

Similar to H2A phosphorylation, methylation of histone H3 on lysine 79 by Dotl is 

also required for retention of Rad9 in damage-induced foci (Toh et al., 2006). 

Interestingly, this modification is also necessary for cell cycle delay and Rad9 and 

Rad53 phosphorylation in response to IR and UV in Gl, but not for the response to IR 

in G2/M (Giannattasio et al., 2005; Wysocki et al., 2005). Furthermore, the checkpoint 

response during S phase, induced by MMS, UV and HU treatment was reduced in
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strains deficient for H3 lysine 79 methylation (Giannattasio et al., 2005; Wysocki et al.,

2005). Activation of Mecl kinase itself appeared to be largely unaffected in these 

situations, however, because Mecl-dependent phosphorylation of Ddcl and Lcdl that 

occur in response to DNA damage were detected (Giannattasio et al., 2005). This may 

indicate that H3 methylation is required specifically for the transduction of checkpoint 

signals downstream of the PI3K kinases. However, because histone modification 

mutants usually have a number of pleiotropic effects, it is not clear if these phenotypes 

are a result of direct involvement of H3 methylation in the DNA damage checkpoint. 

Some support for a direct involvement comes from the finding that Rad9-like proteins 

contain conserved Tudor domains that have been shown to directly bind to K79 

methylated histone H3 (Huyen et al., 2004).

MRX, Sae2 and RPA

Efficient checkpoint activation in response to IR, HO-induced DSBs, and following 

treatment with low amounts of HU requires a functional MRX complex (D*Amours and 

Jackson, 2001; Grenon et al., 2001; Nakada et al., 2004). However, because the MRX 

complex is believed to be involved in both the processing of DSBs as well as in 

establishment of the proper protein organisation at breaks (see above), it is not clear 

whether these effects are direct or indirect.

Sae2 was recently shown to be involved in checkpoint control as well (Lisby et al., 

2004; Clerici et al., 2006). Deletion of SAE2 results in an inability of cells to adapt to 

the DSBs induced at a single HOcs and the persistence of MRX foci (Lisby et al., 2004; 

Clerici et al., 2006; see below). Overexpression of Sae2 has the opposite effect, 

resulting in the absence of detectable Rad53 activation in response to a low number of 

DSBs (Clerici et al., 2006). The mechanistic bases for these phenomena are unknown at 

present.

A proposed role for RPA in checkpoint activation (Lee et al., 1998; Zou and 

Elledge, 2003; Zou et al., 2003; Ira et al., 2004) will be discussed later (see section

1.3.5).
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1.3.2 Checkpoint control during G2/M: Preventing CDK inactivation

In many organisms, including S. pombe and mammalian cells, a prominent stage of 

cell cycle arrest in response to DNA damage is G2 (Boutros et al., 2006). Cell cycle 

arrest is mediated by maintaining inhibitory phosphorylation of CDK (exemplified by 

the Y15 phosphorylation of CDK2). This is due to downregulation of the Cdc25-type 

phosphatases that normally reactivate CDK2 at the G2/M transition (Boutros et al.,

2006). However, in S. cerevisiae, an equivalent mechanism appears to function only in 

meiotic cells (Leu and Roeder, 1999), and there is no indication of it being involved in 

mitotic DNA damage checkpoint control (Amon et al., 1992). Consequently, no delay in 

G2 is observed under conditions of DNA damage in vegetative cells. In contrast, many 

types of damage, most importantly DSBs, usually lead to metaphase arrest with high 

levels of CDK activity (Amon et al., 1992; Sanchez et al., 1999). The two effector 

kinases Rad53 and Chkl are required for maintaining active CDK in two largely 

parallel pathways (Gardner et al., 1999; Sanchez et al., 1999; Figure 1.9A).

Chkl appears to directly phosphorylate Pdsl, and this phosphorylation is required 

to prevent its degradation by the APCcdc20 (Cohen-Fix and Koshland, 1997; Sanchez et 

al., 1999; Wang et al., 2001; Agarwal et al., 2003). Thus, Chkl largely works through 

inhibiting sister chromatid separation and preventing the activation of the FEAR 

network of early cyclin inactivation (Figure 1.4A and Figure 1.9A, see also section

1.1.5).

Rad53 appears to prevent CDK inactivation by preventing the activation of the 

mitotic exit network (Figure 1.4A and Figure 1.9A, see also section 1.1.5). The 

mechanistic details of this pathway, however, are not very clear. It appears that the polo 

kinase, Cdc5, is a component of this branch of the checkpoint (Cheng et al., 1998; 

Sanchez et al., 1999). Interestingly, DNA damage results in phosphorylation of Cdc5, 

and this phosphorylation is dependent on Rad53 (Cheng et al., 1998). However, the 

biological significance of this modification has not been addressed.

In addition to regulating MEN in response to DNA damage, Rad53 also appears to 

have an influence on Pdsl stability, by inhibiting its interaction with the APC in an as 

yet uncharacterised manner (Agarwal et al., 2003).

In terms of cell cycle arrest, most of the phenotypes of rad53k cells probably reflect 

the inability to activate Dunl, since rad53k dun I k  double mutants only show mildly 

synergistic defects in cell cycle arrest in response to unprotected cdcl3-l telomeres 

(Gardner et al., 1999).
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1.3.3 Checkpoint control during G l: Preventing CDK activation

In response to DNA damage in early G l, cells undergo a Rad9- and Mecl- 

dependent delay in passage through Start, as detected by a delay in bud formation 

(Siede et al., 1993; Sidorova and Breeden, 1997). Partially, this delay appears to be due 

to Rad53-dependent downregulation of Swi6 (Sidorova and Breeden, 1997; Sidorova 

and Breeden, 2003). Consequently, transcription of SBF-dependent genes such as CLN1 

and CLN2 is delayed, and Start-dependent reactivation of CDK is impeded (Sidorova 

and Breeden, 1997; Breeden, 2003; see Figure 1.2). Since Rad53 can directly 

phosphorylate Swi6 in vitro (Sidorova and Breeden, 1997; Breeden, 2003), this 

mechanism might not require Dunl. Unfortunately, it is not clear if downregulation of 

Swi6 is the only way in which Rad53 affects the Gl/S transition. It is furthermore not 

known, whether Chkl contributes to the Gl delay in response to DNA damage.

1.3.4 Checkpoint control during S phase: Preventing fork collapse and late 

origin firing

During S phase, in addition to preventing cell cycle progression, the checkpoint 

machinery is also required for the protection of replication forks and for blocking 

further origin firing (reviewed in Longhese et al., 2003). Interestingly, the tolerance of 

replicative stress appears to be more important for cell viability than cell cycle arrests. 

Cells deleted for CHK1 have similar cell cycle arrest deficiencies as cells deleted for 

RAD53 (see for example Gardner et al., 1999; Sanchez et al., 1999). However, Rad53 

appears to be much more important than Chkl in the tolerance of replicative stress 

(Sanchez et al., 1999; Alcasabas et al., 2001; Schollaert et al., 2004). Furthermore, 

while chkl A cells are only mildly sensitive to most sources of DNA damage (Sanchez et 

al., 1999; Schollaert et al., 2004), rad53A cells show a high incidence of lethality after 

DNA damage (Schollaert et al., 2004). Artificially delaying the cell cycle in rad53A (or 

mecl A cells) cells with nocodazole after treatment with the DNA damaging agent MMS 

does not rescue lethality (Tercero and Diffley, 2001). Together, these findings suggest 

that in response to replication stress inducing DNA damage, the replication-associated 

functions of the checkpoint machinery, rather than the cell cycle arrest functions, are 

essential for maintaining viability. To analyse this process and to induce replication 

stress and checkpoint activation in yeast, HU treatment is routinely used. In studies
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carried out in higher eukaryotes, treatment with aphidicolin, a competitive inhibitor of 

DNA polymerases, is frequently encountered as well (Komberg and Baker, 1992). In 

response to DNA damage that does not grossly interfere with replication (for example a 

low number of DSBs), the cell cycle arrest function of the checkpoint may be more 

important for maintaining viability.

Checkpoint activation during S phase affects DNA replication in two specific ways, 

both dependent on Mecl as well as Rad53 (Figure 1.9B). Firstly, late origin firing is 

prevented (Santocanale and Diffley, 1998; Shirahige et al., 1998). Secondly, the 

irreversible breakdown of replication forks is prevented (Lopes et al., 2001; Tercero and 

Diffley, 2001). Interestingly, although rad53A and mecl A strains have near-identical 

phenotypes of hypersensitivity to replicative stress, deletion of DUN1 results in only 

mild lethality (Schollaert et al., 2004). Thus, most of the responses to stalled replication 

forks appear to be mediated by Rad53 directly, or by downstream effectors other than 

Dunl. So far, the only functions that can be attributed to Dunl in the response to 

replicative stress is the induction of the transcription programme associated with DNA 

damage and the stimulation of ribonucleotide reductase activity (Zhao and Rothstein, 

2002; see also above and Figure 1.9B).

In the absence of Rad53 or Mecl, stalled replication forks have a high rate of 

collapsing (Lopes et al., 2001; Tercero and Diffley, 2001). Thus, in these checkpoint 

mutants, restart of DNA synthesis after repair or removal of HU occurs only in a very 

low fraction of replication forks. Because of the transmission of underreplicated 

chromosomes, this ultimately results in severe aneuploidy and lethality. In the presence 

of Mecl and Rad53, fork breakdown is prevented, and replication can eventually 

resume. Presumably, the block to late origin firing induced by checkpoint activation 

represents a mechanism to allow the rescue of potentially collapsed forks by newly 

initiated forks after recovery from HU treatment or after DNA repair. Furthermore, 

reducing the number of forks available for breakdown may represent a mechanism to 

limit the potential amount of damage induced by stalled and collapsed forks.

It is not known which proteins are phosphorylated by Rad53 in order to mediate 

these two effects. Dbf4 appears to be an important component in preventing late origin 

firing because it is phosphorylated in a Rad53 dependent manner upon treatment with 

HU (Weinreich and Stillman, 1999; Duncker et al., 2002). However, definitive proof for 

such a regulation is still lacking.
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Apart from being regulated by the checkpoint, replication forks can also be essential 

for activating the checkpoint in response to specific lesions, such as MMS-induced 

DNA alkylation and unrepaired UV photoproducts (Neecke et al., 1999; Lupardus et al., 

2002; Tercero et al., 2003).

In the absence of Mrcl, it is thought that other structures are being generated that 

result in the activation of the Rad9-dependent branch of Rad53 activation (Alcasabas et 

al., 2001; Zegerman and Diffley, 2003; see Figure 1.9B). In such a situation, Rad53 

activation in response to HU is delayed (Alcasabas et al., 2001). Furthermore, only in 

the absence of Mrcl does HU treatment result in detectable phosphorylation of Rad9 

and Chkl (Alcasabas et al., 2001).

Apart from the proteins described, the MRX complex, the alternative RFC and 

PCNA-like checkpoint complexes and the RecQ-helicase Sgsl have also been 

suggested to operate in the DNA replication checkpoint (Paulovich et al., 1997; Frei and 

Gasser, 2000; D'Amours and Jackson, 2001). However, these mechanisms are relatively 

poorly understood. Furthermore, only partial phenotypes are observed in mutants of any 

of these other factors when compared to mecl A and rad53A strains.

1.3.5 Is ssDNA the universal checkpoint signal?

While many of the key players in the checkpoint response are known, the 

mechanisms of lesion detection and signalling initiation are very poorly understood. 

Importantly, the DNA structures that are being recognised by the checkpoint machinery 

are unknown. Checkpoint activation as well as Mecl/ATR activation and its 

accumulation at DNA damage sites and stalled replication forks has been closely linked 

to ssDNA and RPA (Lee et al., 1998; Zou and Elledge, 2003; Zou et al., 2003; Ira et al., 

2004; Lisby et al., 2004; Byun et al., 2005; Namiki and Zou, 2006).

Initial support for an involvement of ssDNA in eukaryotic checkpoint signalling 

came from the finding that checkpoint activation at unprotected cdcl3-l telomeres 

correlated with telomeric erosion and ssDNA formation (Garvik et al., 1995; see also 

sections 1.2.3.3 and 1.2.3.6). The idea that checkpoint activation might be induced by 

the detection of ssDNA was very attractive, because ssDNA had been shown to be 

necessary for activation of the checkpoint-analogous process in prokaryotes, the SOS 

response (reviewed in Sutton et al., 2000). Furthermore, it was observed that the 

strength of Rad53 activation at irreparable HO-induced DSBs was increased in yku70A 

mutants, which show increased DSB resection (Lee et al., 1998). In contrast, deletion of
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MRE11, resulting in delayed DSB processing, caused a decrease in the strength of 

checkpoint activation (Lee et al., 1998). In response to HO-induced DSBs, an xrs2A 

exolA  double mutant that is severely deficient for 5’-3’ resection (see above, section 

1.2.3.6) also shows defects in Rad53 activation (Nakada et al., 2004). Moreover, CDK 

inactivation resulted in a deficiency in checkpoint activation to HO-induced DSBs that 

correlated with defects in DSB processing (see sections 1.2.3.6 and 1.3.7).

During DNA replication in Xenopus laevis extracts and in mammalian cells, 

checkpoint activation can be induced by treatment with the DNA polymerase inhibitor 

aphidicolin. In a specific X. laevis extract system, the nucleoplasmic extract replication 

system (NPE, Walter et al., 1998), aphidicolin treatment appears to also result in 

uncoupling of helicase and polymerase activities (Walter and Newport, 2000; Byun et 

al., 2005). Interestingly, the strength of checkpoint response induced by aphidicolin was 

found to correlate with the amount of ssDNA produced (Byun et al., 2005).

At the same time as support for an involvement of ssDNA in the DNA damage 

response accumulated, evidence emerged that linked RPA with the transmission of the 

ssDNA signal to the checkpoint machinery. Firstly, a point mutant in RFA1, r fa l-tll , 

resulted in several checkpoint defects, including reduced recruitment of Led 1 and Ddcl 

to HO-induced DSBs, and reduced efficiency of checkpoint arrest in response to DSBs 

(Lee et al., 1998; Zou and Elledge, 2003; Zou et al., 2003). Furthermore, as described in 

more detail below, RPA was shown to be able to interact with both Lcdl-Mecl and the 

alternative RFC- and PCNA-like complexes and its homologues in other organisms (see 

below). In mammalian cells, RPA downregulation by RNAi resulted in reduced ATR 

signalling after IR treatment and a loss of ATR foci (Zou and Elledge, 2003). Lastly, 

RPA depletion in X. laevis egg extracts resulted in abrogation of a checkpoint response 

to the topoisomerase II inhibitor etoposide and ssDNA gaps (Costanzo and Gautier, 

2003; Costanzo et al., 2003).

For the reasons outlined above it is believed that large amounts of RPA-covered 

ssDNA are required in order to induce checkpoint activation. ssDNA is therefore widely 

accepted as the best candidate for a universal checkpoint inducing structure, if such a 

structure exists (Lee et al., 1998; Longhese et al., 2003; Ira et al., 2004; O'Connell and 

Cimprich, 2005; Longhese et al., 2006). However, it has to be kept in mind, that 

definitive proof for such a mechanism is still missing. Moreover, many discrepancies 

amongst the various results linking ssDNA formation with checkpoint activation have 

not yet been resolved.
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1.3.5.1 Interactions of checkpoint proteins with DNA

A large number of studies have been reported aiming at identifying the potential 

mode of interaction between checkpoint proteins and DNA. These studies have largely 

concentrated on the alternative RFC and PCNA like complexes and on the Lcdl-Mecl 

(ATR-ATRIP) complex.

DNA binding of the alternative RFC and PCNA-like complexes

Binding of the human homologue of the Rad24-RFC complex to various DNA 

substrates can be stimulated by using DNA coated with RPA (Zou et al., 2003). 

Interestingly, E. coli single strand binding protein cannot functionally substitute for 

RPA in these assays, indicating a specific interaction. Furthermore, RPA also appears to 

be able to stimulate the loading of the human 9-1-1 complex (the PCNA-like checkpoint 

complex) to the same substrates. Experiments carried out with the purified yeast 

proteins recently showed that RPA also lends specificity to the loading reaction of 

Ddcl-Mec3-Radl7. RPA-coated substrates as opposed to naked substrates show 

preferential loading of the PCNA-like complex onto 5’ ends at ssDNA/dsDNA 

junctions (Majka et al., 2006).

Lastly, both the human and yeast the PCNA-like checkpoint complex appeared to 

be able to directly interact with RPA (Wu et al., 2005; Majka et al., 2006).

DNA binding of the PI3K-like kinases

Purified Lcdl can bind to short DNA fragments (~70bp) of both ssDNA and 

dsDNA (Rouse and Jackson, 2002b). In cell extracts, however, the Lcdl-Mecl complex 

efficiently bound only dsDNA fragments (Rouse and Jackson, 2002b). Furthermore, it 

appeared that Lcdl-Mecl had a preference for linear molecules rather than circular 

ones, indicating a requirement for DNA ends (Rouse and Jackson, 2002b). 

Unfortunately, it is not known whether the DNA inserted into the extracts was 

processed or remained completely stable.

Conflicting results have been reported regarding the ability of the human ATR- 

ATRIP complex to bind DNA. One study reported that purified ATR-ATRIP complex 

specifically interacted with RPA coated ssDNA (Zou and Elledge, 2003). In contrast to
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the results with yeast Lcdl, this interaction could not be prevented by the addition of 

linear or circular dsDNA as competitor (Zou and Elledge, 2003). However, it was found 

in another study that both ATR and ATRIP individually as well as the ATR-ATRIP 

complex were able to bind ssDNA (Unsal-Kacmaz and Sancar, 2004). This interaction 

could not be stimulated by the prior incubation of the DNA with RPA (Unsal-Kacmaz 

and Sancar, 2004). Undoubtedly, differing experimental conditions are accountable for 

this discrepancy. It is not known yet, which situation is more relevant physiologically. 

Purified X. laevis ATRIP (XATRIP) can bind both to ssDNA and dsDNA, and both 

these interactions can be stimulated by the addition of RPA (Kim et al., 2005). 

Interestingly, in egg extracts, no interaction with DNA fragments was observed after 

depletion of RPA, perhaps indicating that the RPA-dependent binding mode is more 

important biologically (Kim et al., 2005). However, in these studies, oligonucleotides 

were used to analyse DNA binding, structures that perhaps would normally not be 

expected to be intermediates in DNA damage signalling in response to physiological 

sources of DNA damage. Furthermore, XCHK1 activation in response to these 

fragments was not abrogated by depletion of RPA or the use of XATRIP mutant 

versions that rendered the XATR-XATRIP complex unable to interact with RPA or 

RPA-covered ssDNA in vitro (Kim et al., 2005), see below). Lastly, it is not known 

whether RPA directly recruits ATR-ATRIP, or whether other effects, such as 

elimination of secondary structures on ssDNA, stimulate ATR-ATRIP binding after 

treatment with RPA. Similar models have been proposed to explain the stimulation by 

RPA of in vitro strand invasion reactions carried out by Rad51 and Rad52 (Sung, 1997).

In contrast to the situation with Mecl/ATR, where there is some evidence for 

interaction with ssDNA and/or RPA, and for the importance of such a mechanism, no 

such indications exist for ATM/Tell. No biochemical characterisation of Tell DNA 

binding has been reported, but purified ATM has the ability to bind to DNA and shows 

a preference for the ends of dsDNA over ssDNA and circular molecules (Smith et al., 

1999). Further studies on purified ATM showed that, on immobilised dsDNA, ATM 

binding could be increased by prior treatment of the DNA with restriction enzymes or 

IR, but not by treatment with UV (Suzuki et al., 1999). Lastly, in cell extracts, ATM 

also preferentially associated with linear dsDNA (Suzuki et al., 1999). It is not clear, 

however, how much relevance these findings have for in vivo activation of ATM/Tell. 

Detection of Tell at an HO-induced DSB by ChIP depends on Xrs2 (Nakada et al.,
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2003). Moreover, in human cells, association of ATM with sites of DNA damage and 

ATM-dependent signalling requires a domain on NBS1 that interacts with ATM (Falck 

et al., 2005). These observations may suggest that the DNA binding activity of ATM is 

of much lesser importance than its recruitment by the MRX/MRN complex.

Nonetheless, together with the ATR results described above and the finding that 

ATM responds quickly to IR, while ATR responds relatively slowly (Bakkenist and 

Kastan, 2003; Jazayeri et al., 2006), this has led to the belief that ATM can be activated 

by unprocessed DSBs, whereas ATR activation requires DSBs to be processed. 

However, definitive evidence for both of these pathways is still missing.

1.3.5.2 Genetic approaches to deciphering the role of RPA in checkpoint signalling

Because of the essential nature of all individual RPA subunits it has so far not been 

possible to directly test the hypothesis of RPA regulating the damage response. 

Therefore, an extensive number of hypomorphic mutants were generated and analysed 

(Longhese et al., 1994; Firmenich et al., 1995; Santocanale et al., 1995; Smith and 

Rothstein, 1995; Longhese et al., 1996; Maniar et al., 1997; Parker et al., 1997; Huang 

et al., 1998b; Lee et al., 1998; Umezu et al., 1998; Smith and Rothstein, 1999; Smith et 

al., 2000; Kim and Brill, 2001; Kantake et al., 2003; Zou and Elledge, 2003; Lucca et 

al., 2004). Three mutants of RFA1, rfal-M2 (Longhese et al., 1994), rfa l-tll (Umezu et 

al., 1998), and rfal-S178A (Kim and Brill, 2003) show partial defects in DNA damage 

checkpoint responses.

The rfal-M2 mutant, a two amino acid insertion at position 96, appeared to be 

partially defective in the checkpoint response to UV in G1 and during S phase, as well 

as in the response to MMS (Longhese et al., 1996). These conclusions were based on 

two different sets of experiments. Firstly, rfal-M2 mutants were found to have a defect 

in delaying budding after UV irradiation in G1 (Longhese et al., 1996). Because RPA is 

required for NER (Coverley et al., 1991; see above, section 1.2.2.2), it is possible that 

an inability to perform NER in this strain might lead to an indirect checkpoint defect. In 

this respect, it is of interest that that deletion of an early NER gene, RADI4, rendered 

the checkpoint blind towards UV damage outside S phase (Neecke et al., 1999). This is 

thought to result from an inability to produce checkpoint inducing repair intermediates 

(Neecke et al., 1999). However, the rfal-M2 mutant displays no apparent NER defects 

in a cell extract-based assay (Huang et al., 1998b), arguing against such indirect effects. 

To add to the confusion about the rfal-M2 phenotype, another report (Pellicioli et al.,
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1999) found no defects in Rad53 activation in response DNA damage induced by 4- 

NQO, which, similar to UV-induced damage, requires NER for repair.

Secondly, in flow-cytometry experiments, DNA synthesis was found to be faster in 

the rfal-M2 mutant than in the wild type after UV irradiation and MMS treatment, 

although to an apparently lesser degree than in mecl or rad53 mutants (Paulovich and 

Hartwell, 1995; Longhese et al., 1996). The increased speed of DNA synthesis in 

checkpoint mutants after DNA damage has been attributed to a defect in the inhibition 

of late origin firing normally observed in the wild type after DNA damage (Santocanale 

and Diffley, 1998; Shirahige et al., 1998). These findings might therefore indicate rfal- 

M2 mutants to be partially defective in the activation of the S phase checkpoint. 

Because of the requirement of RPA in replication initiation (Wold and Kelly, 1988; 

Walter and Newport, 2000), an alternative explanation would be the loss of a function 

downstream of checkpoint activation in the r fa l-M2 mutant that prevented the 

inhibition of late origins. It is interesting in this respect to note that Rpal is a target of 

checkpoint kinases (Brush et al., 1996; Brush and Kelly, 2000; Brush et al., 2001). Yet 

another alternative explanation based on the involvement of RPA in replication 

initiation would be a defect in origin firing in the rfa l-M2 mutant. Such a defect might 

inhibit checkpoint activation during S phase indirectly, in a manner similar to the 

situation in the orc2-l mutant (Shirahige et al., 1998; Shimada et al., 2002). If fewer 

origins were to fire in the rfal-M2 mutant, a threshold level of damaged forks required 

for full checkpoint activation might not be reached (Shimada et al., 2002), thus reducing 

the amounts of active checkpoint kinases and allowing late origins to be activated. 

However, arguing against such a scenario, Pellicioli et al. (1999) have found no obvious 

defects in Rad53 activation to either HU or MMS in the rfal-M2 mutant. It is therefore 

likely that the apparent defects of the rfa l-M2 mutant in regulating the cell cycle in 

response to certain types of DNA damage are due to indirect effects.

A large number of papers have been published on the r fa l- til  allele. Originally 

isolated in a screen for RFA1 point mutants (Umezu et al., 1998), r fa l-tll contains a 

lysine to glutamate substitution at position 48. rfa l-tll  cells show increased sensitivity 

to DSBs, HU, UV and MMS (Umezu et al., 1998). In addition, they show severe defects 

in SSA and in HR during both mitosis and meiosis (Umezu et al., 1998; Soustelle et al., 

2002; Kantake et al., 2003; Wang and Haber, 2004). NER was, however, found not to 

be affected in a cell extract based assay (Huang et al., 1998b). The HR and SSA defect
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appears to be the consequence of an increased resistance to being displaced by Rad51 

and Rad52 on ssDNA (Kantake et al., 2003; Wang and Haber, 2004).

Importantly, rfa l-tll mutants are partially defective in arresting the cell cycle when 

combined with the cdcl3 mutation and grown at the temperature restrictive for cdcl3 

(Kim and Brill, 2001). However, it is not clear whether this deficiency directly is the 

result from checkpoint defects or caused by possible secondary effects, such as 

suppression of the telomere attrition in cdcl3  mutants that is responsible for the 

checkpoint arrest (Garvik et al., 1995).

Support for a direct effect on the DNA damage checkpoint conferred by r fa l- tll  

comes from the finding that rfa l-tll  mutants show Rad53 activation defects upon UV 

irradiation in G1 and in asynchronous populations (Clerici et al., 2004). Furthermore, 

when compared to wild type cells, r fa l- tll  cells show slightly slower activation of 

Rad53 after DSB formation by HO endonuclease (Pellicioli et al., 2001). However, 

because these experiments were carried out in asynchronous populations, alternative 

explanations such as different cell cycle stage distributions upon break formation are 

possible. Moreover, all cells were able to a undergo cell cycle arrest, despite these 

altered kinetics of Rad53 activation.

The rfa l-tll allele was also shown to have an effect on the curious phenomenon of 

checkpoint adaptation (Pellicioli et al., 2001). This is described in more detail below 

(section 1.3.6).

Conflicting results have been published as to whether recruitment of checkpoint 

proteins to sites of DNA lesions is affected in r fa l- tl l .  In chromatin-IP (ChIP) 

experiments it was found that antibodies against both Lcdl/Ddc2 and Ddcl co

precipitated less DNA in r fa l- tll  mutants than in the wild type when analysed with 

PCR primers close to an HO-induced DSB (Zou and Elledge, 2003; Zou et al., 2003). 

Similar results were obtained when HU-arrested cells were analysed for the capacity of 

Ddcl and Lcdl/Ddc2 to co-precipitate DNA close to an origin of replication (Lucca et 

al., 2004). However, a recent study investigating HU treatment in more detail did only 

find Ddcl localisation to be affected by the r fa l- tl l  mutation (Kanoh et al., 2006). 

R pal-tll protein was found to severely impair the interaction of RPA with Rfc4, a 

factor required for Ddcl-Rad 17-Mec3 loading (Kim and Brill, 2001), thus providing a 

possible molecular explanation for the reduced ChIP signals. It is possible that strain 

differences account for the conflicting results regarding Lcdl/Ddc2.
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Together, it is therefore not clear whether the altered dynamics of the checkpoint 

response in r fa l- tll  mutants result from defects in an active function for checkpoint 

activation/maintenance or are merely indirect effects. One possibility is that the reduced 

displacement of R pal-tll by Rad51 (Kantake et al., 2003) results in an inaccessibility 

of ssDNA for other proteins required for checkpoint activation. Such a model would 

predict a negative role for RPA in checkpoint activation. Interestingly, in cell extracts, 

RPA is thought to compromise the DNA binding activity of Lcdl/Ddc2 (Rouse and 

Jackson, 2002b). Unfortunately, no data regarding RPA overexpression have been 

published.

In addition to rfa l-M2 and r fa l- t l l , the rfal -SI 78A mutation, which abolishes a 

Mecl -dependent phosphorylation site, was postulated to cause some defects in 

checkpoint signalling (Kim and Brill, 2003). This conclusion was based on the fact that 

Rad53 phosphorylation appeared to be delayed when compared to the wild type upon 

release from G1-arrested cells into HU (Kim and Brill, 2003). Unfortunately, no data 

were presented as to whether release from G1 arrest was as synchronous in the mutant 

as in the wild type. Nor is it known, whether there are slight initiation defects in the 

rfal-S178A  mutant that might reduce the number of active replication forks, thus 

reducing the amount of checkpoint signal (Shimada et al., 2002). The rfal-S178A 

mutant was further found to have no hypersensitivity to HU, MMS or UV irradiation, 

and to be able to delay S phase in response to MMS (Kim and Brill, 2003). Moreover, 

no defects in delaying budding in response to UV irradiation in G1 were observed (Kim 

and Brill, 2003). It is therefore not clear at present, whether the reduced Rad53 

phosphorylation described above represents a bona fide checkpoint activation defect.

Lastly, some experiments have been carried out on a degron mutant of RFA1 

(rfaltd) that allows temperature-dependent protein degradation (Zou and Elledge, 2003). 

After partial protein depletion, it was found that less DNA close to a DSB co

precipitated with Lcdl/Ddc2 (Zou and Elledge, 2003). However, because depletion of 

RPA could affect many processes at a DSB, including the generation of ssDNA itself, it 

is again not clear whether this represents a direct checkpoint-protein recruitment 

function of RPA. Furthermore, no results regarding checkpoint activation were 

presented alongside the ChIP data. In this respect it is of interest that degradation of an 

Rpaltd allele was found to interfere only with IR-induced focus formation of GFP 

tagged Rad24, Ddcl, and Lcdl, but not with focus formation by Rad9-GFP and Rad53- 

GFP (Lisby et al., 2004). This would suggest that although accumulation of Lcdl-Mecl
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and the alternative RFC and PCNA-like complexes to DNA damage is impaired under 

conditions limiting for RPA, this accumulation is not a prerequisite for the activation of 

the downstream effector kinases.

The regions responsible for interaction with RPA have been mapped to a high 

degree of detail in both human and X  laevis ATRIP (Ball et al., 2005; Kim et al., 2005). 

In human cells depleted for ATRIP by RNAi, Chkl activation appeared normal in 

response to IR and HU when the RPA interaction mutant of ATRIP was allowed to be 

expressed (Ball et al., 2005). Accumulation of ATR-ATRIP at sites of damage, on the 

other hand, appeared to be abolished (Ball et al., 2005). Similar results were reported 

for X. laevis egg extracts treated with a short dsDNA model substrate for checkpoint 

activation (Kim et al., 2005). XCHK1 activation was reestablished upon addition of 

mutant XATRIP that could not interact with RPA to extracts depleted for ATR. 

Depletion of RPA did not appear to affect XCHK1 activation in response to these 

substrates, although XATR-XATRIP DNA binding was again abolished (Kim et al.,

2005). Unfortunately, no other DNA substrates were analysed, and it is therefore not 

known whether this is a specific or general effect.

Interestingly, in the yeast Lcdl-Mecl complex, an RPA-interacting region has been 

mapped to Mecl (Nakada et al., 2005). Mutation of this region resulted in loss of Mecl 

and Lcdl association with an HO-induced DSB as measured by ChIP. However, other 

aspects of the Mecl-Lcdl complex besides interaction with RPA may be affected, 

because these mutants were also deficient for their kinase activity (Nakada et al., 2005).

In summary, although much evidence for RPA modulating checkpoint responses 

exists, no clear picture of its actual function has emerged. Similarly, there is no clear 

understanding of the role of ssDNA in DNA damage checkpoint activation at present. 

The main problem in dissecting the role of ssDNA is that all checkpoint inducing 

lesions contain strand breaks in addition to ssDNA.

1.3.6 Checkpoint inactivation and adaptation

Relatively little is known about the mechanisms that turn off the checkpoint 

response after completion of DNA repair and loss of checkpoint stimulus. During 

recovery from HO-induced DSBs, however, it appears that at least two different 

mechanisms contribute to checkpoint inactivation. Firstly, the helicase Srs2 is required
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for re-entry into the cell cycle after repair of a DSB by SSA (Vaze et al., 2002). This 

mechanism, which has been speculated to involve displacement of recombination 

and/or checkpoint proteins from DNA after completion of repair (Vaze et al., 2002), is 

not very well characterised to date.

Secondly, the dephosphorylation of checkpoint proteins was shown to be important 

for checkpoint inactivation after DNA damage as well. Three different phosphatases 

have been implicated in this process, the PP2C-like phosphatases Ptc2 and Ptc3, which 

are required for Rad53 dephosphorylation after repair of HO-induced DSBs (Leroy et 

al., 2003), and Pph3, which appears to mediate histone H2A dephosphorylation (Keogh 

et al., 2006). It is not clear, which proteins are involved in dephosphorylating other 

checkpoint components, or, indeed whether other dephosphorylation events are 

necessary for checkpoint inactivation. Furthermore, it is not known, whether other 

factors are involved in checkpoint inactivation following repair of DNA damage other 

than DSBs.

Inactivation of Rad53 and re-entry into the cell cycle can eventually also be 

triggered in cases in which DSBs have not been repaired. This curious phenomenon has 

been termed checkpoint adaptation (reviewed in Harrison and Haber, 2006). Adaptation 

occurs only after a prolonged period of time (>14hrs), and is a strictly dose dependent 

process (Toczyski et al., 1997; Pellicioli et al., 2001). Increasing the amount of induced 

DSBs from two to four efficiently prevents adaptation (Pellicioli et al., 2001). 

Furthermore, deletions of YKU70 or TID1 (a sequence homologue of RAD54), as well 

as a specific mutation in CDC5, cdc5ad, all compromise adaptation (Toczyski et al., 

1997; Lee et al., 1998; Lee et al., 2001). In addition, Rad51 is also required for 

adaptation, and this requirement can be overcome by deletion of RAD52 (Lee et al., 

2003). Additional requirements for adaptation are the Ptc2 and Ptc3 phosphatases, but 

not Srs2. Interestingly, deletion of MRX components or introduction of the rfa l-tll 

mutation suppresses the permanent arrest of yku70A and tidlA  mutants (Lee et al., 

1998; Lee et al., 2001), but not that of cdc5ad mutants (Lee et al., 1998). This may 

indicate that different pathways are involved in adaptation. Deletion of YKU70 

increases DSB resection (see above, section 1.2.3.6), and, together with the involvement 

of an RPA mutant in adaptation, this was taken as evidence in favour of RPA coated 

ssDNA being measured by the checkpoint (Lee et al., 1998). However, deletion of TID1 

does not appear to affect resection, yet its adaptation defect can also be rescued by rfal-
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t i l  (Lee et al., 2001). Furthermore, by the time that adaptation actually happens, the 

differences in resection between wild type cells and yku70h cells appear to be minute 

(Lee et al., 1998). Similar to their hitherto elusive roles in checkpoint activation, the 

roles of ssDNA and RPA in adaptation are very poorly understood, therefore.

It remains possible that adaptation represents stochastic inactivation of the 

checkpoint machinery rather than it being actively enforced by a specifically evolved 

mechanism. The finding that most adaptation events appear to happen rather 

asynchronously after arrest for more than seven generation times may lend some 

support to the former possibility (Pellicioli et al., 2001).

1.3.7 Is checkpoint activation to DSB damage cell cycle regulated?

Expression of HO endonuclease in cells harbouring one HO recognition site leads 

to Rad53 activation in nocodazole arrested cells (G2/M phase), but not in alpha factor 

arrested cells (G1 phase, Pellicioli et al., 2001). Subsequent studies showed that 

abrogation of CDK activity in nocodazole arrested cells similarly compromised 

checkpoint activation (Ira et al., 2004). Since inactivation of CDK resulted in reduced 

DSB resection and an inefficiency to carry out HDR (Aylon et al., 2004; Ira et al., 2004; 

see also section 1.2.3.6), it was concluded that checkpoint activation in G1 was 

prevented because of a lack of ssDNA formation due to the low CDK activity in G1 (Ira 

et al., 2004; Longhese et al., 2006). Indeed, very little ssDNA was found to be 

detectable at a DSB introduced in G1 arrested cells (Aylon et al., 2004; Ira et al., 2004). 

Similar processes were recently also proposed to be at work in human cells (Jazayeri et 

al., 2006). IR was found to activate only ATM-dependent signalling in G1-enriched cell 

populations, whereas both ATM- and ATR-dependent signalling was induced by IR 

treatment at later stages of the cell cycle (Jazayeri et al., 2006). CDK appeared to play a 

role in these processes as well, because inactivation of CDK by treatment with 

roscovitine was inhibitory to ATR signalling and RPA focus formation after IR 

(Jazayeri et al., 2006).

However, conflicting results were reported in another study using IR to induce 

DSBs in yeast (Lisby et al., 2004). In this study, checkpoint activation was monitored 

by analysing focus formation of a number of checkpoint proteins fused to GFP variants. 

G1-arrested cells appeared competent for both ssDNA formation and checkpoint 

activation in this system, since Rpal, Mecl, Lcdl, Tell, M rell, Ddcl, Rad9, Rad24,
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and Rad53 were all able to form foci in irradiated G1 cells (Lisby et al., 2004; see 

above, section 1.2.3.7).

Since the two yeast studies utilised different experimental systems and cells of 

different strain backgrounds, this discrepancy cannot at present be resolved. One 

attractive possibility is, for example, that damage other than DSBs contributes to 

checkpoint activation after IR treatment.
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1.4 Conclusions

Checkpoint mechanisms are important contributors to the maintenance of genomic 

stability. Although most of the key protein components of checkpoint signalling are 

likely to be known by now, very little understanding has emerged regarding the DNA 

structures that mediate checkpoint activation, and the mechanisms by which checkpoint 

pathways maintain viability after DNA damage and replicative stress.

Correlative evidence points towards a role for ssDNA in checkpoint activation. 

However, no definitive evidence has emerged for ssDNA to be able to induce a 

checkpoint response on its own. This is because the effects of strand breaks cannot be 

separated from those of ssDNA generated at sites of DNA damage. Moreover, 

convenient quantitative methods for the measurement of ssDNA amounts are still 

lacking.

Similarly, the RPA complex shows a clear interplay with the checkpoint machinery. 

However, the essential nature of RPA has made approaches to elucidating its role in the 

damage response very difficult.

A better understanding of the early steps and players in checkpoint activation would 

greatly improve our picture of this important process. In this study, it was attempted to 

obtain new evidence regarding the ability of ssDNA to induce a checkpoint response, 

the involvement of RPA in activating the checkpoint, and the correlation between 

checkpoint activation and DSB resection. In the following chapters the results regarding 

these approaches will be presented.
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2 Material and Methods

2.1 G rowth media and chem icals

Standard growth media were obtained from the media production services unit of 

Cancer Research UK. Deionised water was used for all media, and solid media 

additionally contained 1.6% agar. Prior to addition of sugar, amino acids and drugs, the 

media was autoclaved for 15min.

All chemicals, unless otherwise indicated, were purchased from Sigma.

2.1.1 Yeast media

2.1.1.1 YPD, YPGal, YPRaff

1% w/v yeast extract (DIFCO)

1% w/v peptone (DIFCO)

2% w/v glucose (YPD), galactose (YPGal), or raffmose (YPRaff)

Supplemented with adenine to a concentration of 40pg/ml.

2.1.1.2 Selective yeast drop-in media

6.7mg/ml Yeast nitrogen base without amino acids (DIFCO)

2% w/v glucose 

40pg/ml adenine 

40pg/ml uracil 

80pg/ml leucine 

40pg/ml tryptophan 

40pg/ml histidine

The particular compound being selected for was not added to the media.

2.1.2 Bacterial media

2.1.2,1 LB (rich medium)

1% w/v bacto-tryptone (DIFCO)

0.5% w/v yeast extract (DIFCO)

1% w/vNaCl
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pH adjusted to ~7

2.1.2.2 SOBandSOC

2% w/v bacto-tryptone 

0.5% w/v yeast extract 

lOmMNaCl 

2.5mM KC1 

lOmM MgCl2 

lOmM MgS04

20mM glucose (only in SOC) 

pH adjusted to ~7

2.1.2.3 m broth

0.5% w/v yeast extract (DIFCO)

2% w/v tryptone (DIFCO) 

lOmM KC1 

20mM MgS04

adjusted to pH ~7 with NaOH

2.1.3 Drug concentrations

Table 2.1 summarises the chemicals that were used for marker gene selection 

yeast and E. coli, and for checkpoint induction in yeast.

2.2 General solutions

2.2.1 PBS (Phosphate Buffered Saline)

0.13MNaCl 

7mM Na2HP04 

3mM NaH2P04 

pH adjusted to 7.5

Routinely, a lOx stock solution was prepared and diluted in water before use.



Table 2.1: Antibiotics and drugs used for growth selection and checkpoint induction.
Drug Organism Final concentration
ampicillin E. coli lOOpg/ml

5-FOAa S. cerevisiae 1 mg/ml
G418 (geneticin) S. cerevisiae 200pg/ml
HUb S. cerevisiae 0.2M
hygromycin S. cerevisiae 250pg/ml
MMSC S. cerevisiae 0 .01% w/v
a 5-fluoro-orotic acid 
b hydroxyurea
c methyl-methane sulphonate



2.2.2 TBS (Tris Buffered Saline) and TBST

lOmM Tris-base

150mM NaCl

0.1% Tween-20 (only for TBST) 

pH adjusted to 7.5 with HC1

Routinely, a lOx stock solution was prepared and diluted in water before use.

2.2.3 TE (Tris-EDTA)

ImM Tris-Cl pH 7.5

O.lmM EDTA pH 8.0

Routinely, a lOx stock solution was prepared and diluted in sterile water before use.

2.3 Yeast strains

Table 2.2 lists the yeast strains that were used in this study. All strains are isogenic 

to the w303 strain background (MATa ade2-l canl-100 hisS-11,15 leu2-3,112 trpl-1 

uraS-T).

Gene deletions were made using one step PCR product transformations. Marker 

genes were amplified from pRS vectors (Sikorski and Hieter, 1989) or pFA6a-based 

vectors (Wach et al., 1994; Wach et al., 1997; Bahler et al., 1998; Longtine et al., 1998; 

Knop et al., 1999). G418 (Merck Biosciences, Table 2.1) was used to select for KanMX. 

Hygromycin was used to select for hph (Table 2.1). Some genes were deleted using 

two-step transformations: after deletion with a URA3 marker, URA3 was deleted using 

parts of the pRS vector backbone (pRS-1 and pRS-2) or parts of the pBR322 vector 

backbone (pBR-1 and pBR-2). 5-fluoro orotic acid (5-FOA, Melford Labs, Table 2.1) 

was used to select for clones that had lost the URA3 gene. Integrations of PCR products 

and plasmids were always analysed by colony PCR (see section 2.8.3) for correct 

integration. In addition, checkpoint and repair mutants were assayed for the phenotype 

of hypersensitivity to damaging agents.

The P cupi ' 'rfatd strains were made by replacing the respective RFA-promoters with 

a PCR product made from pPW66R (Dohmen et al., 1994) containing the degron 

cassette. The PCR products were transformed into YKL83 (Labib et al., 2000). YCZ20 

was made by replacing the CUP 1 -promoter in front of rfa ltd with the tetracycline 

regulatable promoter (Tanaka and Diffley, 2002b).
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Table 2.2: Yeast strains used in this study.
Strain Relevant genotype
w303-lb MATa
Y CZ2 ubrl A: :PGAL-Ubiquitin-M-lacIfragment-Myc- UBR1: :HIS3

rfalA::Pcupi::rfal'd:: URA3 
YCZ3 ubrl A: :PGAL-Ubiquitin-M-lacIfragment-Myc-UBRl: :HIS3

rfa2A: :PCUpt- :rfa2“t:: URA3 
YCZ4 ubrl A: :PGAL-Ubiquitin-M-lacIfragment-Myc-UBRl ::HIS3

rfa3A::PCupi::rfa3‘d::URA3 
YCZ5 MATa leu2-3,lI2A::PGAU.,o::T-Ag::LEU2 (pJT19, 4x)
Y CZ20 ubrl A: :PGAL- Ubiquitin-M-laclfragment-Myc- UBR1: :HIS3

leu2-3,112 A::pCM244 (PCMvi::tetR’-SSN6, LEU2, 3x)
PRFA1A: :KanMX: :tTA:: Tet02: :rfaltd 

YCZ42 trpl-1: :PGAL1-io: :P4gpaE214Q-2xNLS-MycHis:: TRP1 (pCZ27)
YCZ44 pRS316-KanMX (pCZ7)
YCZ45 pRS316-KanMX-P4ori+P4crrl (pCZl 7)
YCZ46 pRS426-KanMX (pCZ15)
YCZ47 pRS426-KanMX-P4orl +P4crrl (pCZ18)
Y CZ56 trpl-1: :Pgali-io' :P4gpaE214Q-2xNLS-MycHis:: TRP1 (pCZ2 7)

pRS316-KanMX (pCZ7)
YCZ57 trpl-1: :PGAL1.10: :P4gpaE214 Q-2xNLS-MycHis:: TRP1 (pCZ27)

PRS316-KanMX-P4ori+P4crrl (pCZ17)
YCZ58 trpl-1 ::PGALI-io-: P4gpaE214Q-2xNLS-MycHis:: TRP1 (pCZ27)

pRS426-KanMX (pCZ15)
Y CZ5 9 trpl-1: :P GAl  i-io•' :P4gpaE214Q-2xNLS-MycHis:: TRP1 (pCZ2 7)

pRS426-KanMX-P4orl +P4crrl (pCZ18)
YCZ64 ade3::PGAL::HO ARS607::HOcs::KanMX DDC2-GFP::TRP1

barlA::URA3
YCZ65 ade3::PGAL::HO ARS607::HOcs::KanMX DDC2-GFP::TRP1

barlA::URA3 mrellA::LEU2 
YCZ70 ade3::PGAL::HO ARS607::HOcs::KanMX DDC2-GFP::TRP1

barlA:: URA3 matHOcsA::hph 
YCZ100 ade3::PGAL::HO ARS607::HOcs::KanMX barlA::URA3
YCZ101 ade3::PGAL::HO ARS607::HOcs::KanMX barlA::URA3

matHOcsA:: TRP1 
YCZ102 ade3::PGAL::HO barlA::URA3
YCZ127 ade3::PGAL::HO ARS607::HOcs::KanMX barlA::URA3

matHOcsA:: TRP1 trpl A: :LEU2: :HOcs 
YCZ134 ade3::PGAL::HO ARS607::HOcs::KanMX barlA::URA3

smllA::URA3 rad53A::TRPl 
YCZ136 ade3::PGAL::HO ARS607::HOcs::KanMX barlA::URA3

matHOcsA: :TRP1 dnl4A::LEU2 
YCZ147 ade3::PGAL::HO ARS607::HOcs::KanMX bar 1 A:MRP 1

hmlA::URA3
YCZ154 ubrl A: :PGAL-Ubiquitin-M-lacIfragment-Myc-UBRl ::HIS3

leu2-3,112A: :pCM244 (PCMvi::tetR’-SSN6, LEU2, 3x) 
PRFAlA::KanMX::tTA::Tet02::rfalu‘ rad9A::TRPl smllA::URA3
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YCZ155

YCZ156

YCZ161

YCZ163

YCZ172

YCZ173

YCZ180

YCZ186

YCZ189

YCZ190

YKL83
YST114

ubrl A: :PGAL-Ubiquitin-M-lacIfragment-Myc- UBR1: :HIS3 
leu2-3,112A::pCM244 (PCMvi::tetR’-SSN6, LEU2, 3x) 
PRFA1A:: KanMX::tTA::Tet02::rfal* smllA::URA3 
ubrl A: :PGAL-Ubiquitin-M-lacIfragment-Myc- UBR1: :HIS3 
leu2-3,112A::pCM244 (PCMvi::tetR’-SSN6, LEU2, 3x) 
PRFA1A:: KanMX: :tTA:: Tet02: :rfal‘d 
mrclAr.hph smllA::URA3
ade3::PGAL'.:HO ARS607::HOcs::KanMX barlA::TRPl 
hmrA::URA3
ubrl A: :PGAL- Ubiquitin-M-lacIfragment-Myc- UBRl: :HIS3 
leu2-3,l 12A::pCM244 (PCMvi::tetR’-SSN6, LEU2, 3x) 

PRFAl A:: KanMX: :tTA: :Tet02: :rfal'd 
rad9A::TRPl mrclA::hph smllA::URA3 
ade3::PGAL::HO ARS607::HOcs::KanMX barlA::URA3 
hmlA::pRS-l hmrA::pRS-2 leu2A::TRPl::HOcs 
trpl A: :LE U2: :HOcs
ade3::PGAL::HO ARS607::HOcs::KanMX barlAr.TRPl 
hmlA::pRS-l hmrA: :pRS-2 matHOcsA::pBR-l 
ade3::PGAL::H0 ARS607::HOcs::KanMX barlAr.TRPl 
hmlA::pRS-l hmrA::pRS-2 matHOcsA::pBR-l 
URA3::PGAL-SIC1 AntMyc::ura3 (pLDl, >2x) 
ade3::PGAL::HO ARS607::HOcsrKanMX barlA::LEU2 
hmrA::pRS-2
URA3: :PGAL-SIC1 AntMyc::ura3 (pLDl, >2x) 
ade3::PGAL::HO ARS607::HOcsrKanMX 
hmlA::pRS-l hmrA::pRS-2 matHOcsA::TRP 1 
URA3:.PGAL-SIClAntMyc::ura3 (pLDl) 
ade3::PGAL::HO ARS607::HOcsrKanMX 
hmrA::pRS-2
URA 3::PGAL-SICl AntMyc:: ura3 (pLDl) 
ubrl A: :PGAL- Ubiquitin-M-lacIfragment-Myc- UBR 1: :HIS3 
ubrl A: :PGAL- Ubiquitin-M-laclfragment-Myc- UBR1: .HIS3 
leu2-3,112A::pCM244 (PCMvi::tetR’-SSN6, LEU2, 3x)
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To generate HO cut sites at various places in the genome, a ~140bp sequence 

including the HO recognition site at MAT was PCR amplified, cloned into pGEM-T 

(Promega) and sequenced. It was subcloned into pUG6 (Guldener et al., 1996), pRS304 

(Sikorski and Hieter, 1989), and pRS305 (Sikorski and Hieter, 1989) to allow the 

construction of ARS607::HOcs, leu2A: :TRP1: :HOcs and trplA::LEU2::HOcs strains, 

respectively. These strains were generated by targeted PCR product integration. The 

original Gal-HO ARS607::HOcs strain was constructed by H. Debrauwere (YHHD180). 

This strain was used in genetic crosses and for gene deletions or knock-in 

transformations.

2.4 Plasm ids

Brief overviews of the cloning procedures for the plasmids used in this study are 

provided here. PCR products were always sequenced in the final vector.

pCZ7 was made by cloning the Xbal-SacI KanMX4 fragment from pUG6 

(Guldener et al., 1996) into Xbal/SacI cut pRS316 (Sikorski and Hieter, 1989).

pCZ12 was made by cloning four tandem copies of the SV40 origin (obtained from 

pSVOl 1; Gluzman et al., 1980) into the Xbal site on pCZ7 (see above).

pCZ13 was made by cloning four tandem copies of the SV40 origin (obtained from 

pSVOl 1; Gluzman et al., 1980) into the Spel site on pCZ15 (see below).

pCZ15 was made by cloning the Notl KanMX4 fragment from pUG6 (Guldener et 

al., 1996) into Notl-cut pRS426 (Christianson et al., 1992).

pCZ17 was made by cloning a PCR product of the oril and err regions from pRB4 

(Tocchetti et al., 1999) into EcoRI-cut pCZ7 (see above).

pCZ18 was made by cloning a PCR product of the oril and err regions from pRB4 

(Tocchetti et al., 1999) into EcoRI-cut pCZ15 (see above).

pCZ27 was constructed in the following way. A PCR product of the 2xNLS cassette 

from pJL1206 (Nguyen et al., 2000; Nguyen et al., 2001) was cloned into the BamHI 

site of pMHTGal (Ferreira et al., 2000) to make pCZ20. The PGALi-io-'2xNLS-MycHis 

fragment was released from pCZ20 by cutting with EcoRI/Ndel and the ends of the 

fragment were filled in with T4 DNA polymerase (New England Biolabs). The 

fragment was ligated into pRS304 (Sikorski and Hieter, 1989) cut with EcoRI/Notl 

(ends filled in as before) to make pCZ24. Finally, the gpaE214Q ORF from pMS4Al
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(Ziegelin et al., 1993) was cloned behind the Gal-promoter (BamHI site) on pCZ24. The 

resulting plasmid was pCZ27.

pJT19 (provided by JA Tercero) was made by cloning the T-Ag coding sequence 

from pT7 (Mohr et al., 1989) into the BamHI/XhoI cut galactose-inducible expression 

vector pST6 (Tanaka and Diffley, 2002a).

pLDl has been described previously (Desdouets et al., 1998).

2.5 Antibodies

Table 2.3 lists the antibodies that were used in this study. All antibody incubations 

for immunoblotting were performed in TBST containing 5% w/v fat-free milk (Marvel 

milk powder).

2.6 Bacterial techniques

2.6.1 Generation of competent E. coli

An overnight culture of E. coli strain DH5a grown in W broth was used to inoculate 

100ml fresh W broth. The culture was allowed to grow at 37°C until it reached an OD550 

of -0.4. The culture was cooled on ice for lOmin and centrifuged at 4°C. The pellet was 

resuspended in 33ml RF1 (lOOmM rubidium chloride; 50mM manganese chloride; 

30mM potassium acetate; 10.2mM calcium chloride dihydrate; 15% w/v glycerol pH 

7.5) and incubated on ice and centrifuged as before. The pellet was resuspended in 8ml 

RF2 (lOmM MOPS pH 6 .8; lOmM rubidium chloride; lOmM potassium chloride; 

74.8mM calcium chloride; 15% w/v glycerol) and incubated on ice as before. This cell 

suspension was aliquoted and frozen on dry ice. The aliquots were stored at -80°C.

2.6.2 Plasmid transformation into E . coli

100pi of competent cells were mixed with transformation DNA and incubated on 

ice for ca. 30min. The cells were then heat-shocked at 42°C for 90sec, and cooled on 

ice. 1ml of SOC was then added and the tubes were incubated at 37°C with shaking for 

ca. 30min. Lastly, the cells were spun down and plated onto selective plates.
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Table 2.3: Antibodies used in this study
Primary antibody Secondary antibody

Antigen/Name Concentration Name Concentration

HA-epitope (12CA5 monoclonal) 1:1,000 a-mouse-HRP
(Amersham) 1:1,000

HA-epitope (16B12 monoclonal) 1:10,0000 a-mouse-HRP
(Amersham) 1:2,000

Myc-epitope (9E10 monoclonal) 1:1,000 a-mouse-HRP
(Amersham) 1:1,000

Orc6 (SB49 monoclonal) 1.4|iig/ml a-mouse-HRP
(Amersham) 1:10,000

Rad53 (JDI48 rabbit polyclonal) 1:800 Protein A-HRP 
(Amersham) 1:10,000

Rpal (rabbit polyclonal) 1:1,000 Protein A-HRP 
(Amersham) 1:10,000

T-Ag (rabbit polyclonal) 1:1,000 Protein A-HRP 
(Amersham) 1:10,000
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2.6.3 Plasmid miniprep

QiaGen miniprep kits were used for plasmid purification from E. coli. 5ml of 

overnight cultures grown in LB plus ampicillin were harvested and used for each 

plasmid preparation. The manufacturer’s instructions were followed throughout.

2.7 Yeast techniques

2.7.1 Growth conditions and cell cycle synchronisations

Unless otherwise indicated, cells were usually grown at 30°C. Experiments were 

performed with cultures of a density of ~ lx l07 cells/ml. Cell density was measured by 

cell counting using microscopic analysis of cells within a haemocytometer.

Nocodazole (methyl-(5-[2-thienylcarbonyl]-H-benzimidazol-2-yl) carbamate) was 

used for arrest in mitosis (Jacobs et al., 1988). A stock solution of 2mg/ml in DMSO 

was added to cultures to obtain a final concentration of 5pg/ml. Cells were incubated 

thus for ~2hrs, until >90% percent of the cells were arrested (as measured by counting 

the number of large-budded cells).

a  factor mating pheromone was used to arrest cells in G1 (Duntze et al., 1973). The 

final concentration of a  factor for arrests of strains wild type for the mating response 

was lOpg/ml. Cells deleted for the mating pheromone adaptation gene BARI (Chan and 

Otte, 1982) were arrested in 1 pg/ml a  factor. For prolonged G1 arrests, a  factor was re

added in regular intervals of -1  generation time, a  factor was obtained from the peptide 

synthesis laboratory at Cancer Research UK. Its peptide sequence is 

THTLQLKPGQPMY. Cell cycle arrests were confirmed by counting the proportion of 

unbudded cells.

When cells were released from a cell cycle arrest, they were harvested and washed 

twice before being resuspended in fresh medium.

2.7.2 LiOAc transformation of yeast strains

An overnight culture of the desired strain grown in rich medium was used to 

inoculate fresh medium. This culture was grown until it reached a density of -1x10 

cells/ml of culture. The cells were washed once in sterile water and once in LiOAc/TE 

(lOOmM LiOAc; lOmM Tris-Cl; ImM EDTA; pH 7.5). After pelleting, the cells were
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resuspended in LiOAc/TE at a concentration of 2x109 cells/ml. DNA for transformation 

(usually ~15jnl of PCR product or ~ lpl of mini-prep plasmid) was combined with 50pl 

of this cell suspension and 5 pi of salmon sperm ssDNA (lOmg/ml, denatured by boiling 

for 5min prior to use) were added. Finally, 300pl of 40% v/v PEG3350 in LiOAc/TE 

were added and the transformation mixes were incubated at 30°C with shaking for 

30min. Following this, 40pl of DMSO were added and the cells were heat-shocked at 

42°C for 15min. After cooling briefly on ice, the cells were plated onto selective 

medium.

In case of usage of the KanM X  or hph marker genes, cells were grown in rich 

medium for ca. 2hrs prior to plating.

In case of selection against URA3, cells were allowed to grow overnight in 10ml 

rich medium without selective pressure. 400pl of this overnight culture were plated onto 

rich media plates containing 1 mg/ml 5-FOA and again incubated overnight. The 

following day, the plates were replica plated onto minimal medium containing all the 

supplemented substances outlined in section 2.1.1.2 and 1 mg/ml 5-FOA.

2.7.3 Flow cytometric analysis of yeast DNA content

lml of a culture of a density of lx l07 cells/ml was harvested and washed with 

50mM Tris-Cl pH 7.8. Cells were pelleted and resuspended in 0.5ml of 70% ethanol 

50mM Tris-Cl pH 7.8, briefly sonicated and stored overnight at 4°C. Cells were then 

spun down, washed twice in 50mM Tris-Cl pH 7.8, and finally resuspended in 0.5ml of 

50mM Tris-Cl pH 7.8 containing 0.2mg/ml RNase A (Sigma). After incubation at 37°C 

for ~4hrs, cells were pelleted, resuspended in 0.25ml of 55mM HC1 containing 5mg/ml 

pepsin (Sigma) and incubated at 37°C for another 30min. The cells were then washed 

with 0.5ml FACS buffer (211mM NaCl; 78mM MgCk; 200mM Tris-Cl pH 7.5) and 

resuspended in 0.5ml FACS buffer containing 50pg/ml propidium iodide (Sigma). The 

samples were stored at 4°C in the dark until use. lOOpl of the cells were mixed with lml 

of 50mM Tris-Cl pH 7.8 and briefly sonicated before reading on a Becton Dickinson 

FACScan machine. The manufacturer’s instructions were followed for data acquisition 

and analysis.
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2.7.4 Fluorescence microscopy

lx l0 7 cells were harvested and washed with PBS. Cells were then resuspended in 

lOOpl water and 500j l i1 99% ethanol were added. The suspension was briefly sonicated 

and incubated for 5-10min at room temperature. Cells were then spun down and 

resuspended in ~100pl of PBS containing 2pg/ml DAPI (4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole) 

to allow visualisation of the nucleus. Cells were stored at 4°C for up to five days.

Deltavision microscopy with a 60x 1.4 NA Planapochromat lens on an Olympus 

inverted microscope (1X71) was used to examine cells. Images were captured and 

manipulated using SoftWorx software (Applied Precision). For pictures taken with the 

GFP channel, lOsec exposure times were used. Multiple z-stacks of views with multiple 

cells were taken. Three-dimensional data sets were computationally deconvolved and 

projected into one dimension. Between 70 and 100 cells were analysed per time point.

2.7.5 Preparation of yeast protein extracts with TCA
o

1x10 cells were harvested, frozen on dry ice and stored at -80°C until use. After 

thawing, the cells were resuspended in 200pl of 20% trichlor-acetic acid (TCA) and 

—400jnl of glass beads were added (0.5mm, BDH). Cells were crushed by incubation for 

4min on a Mixer 5432 (Eppendorf). The liquid was transferred to a fresh tube and the 

glass beads were washed twice with 200pl 5% TCA. The washes were recovered and 

added to original cell lysate. Precipitated proteins were recovered by centrifugation 

(13krpm, 3min) and the supernatant was discarded. The pellets were resuspended in 

200pl lx Laemmli buffer (62.5mM Tris-Cl pH 6 .8; 0.5% SDS; 10% glycerol; 720mM 

(3-mercaptoethanol) and 50pl 1M Tris base was added. The extract was boiled for 5min 

and subsequently centrifuged (13krpm, 3min). The supernatant was transferred to 

another tube and used for subsequent analysis by SDS-PAGE (see section 2.9).

2.7.6 Preparation of yeast crude chromatin extracts

Yeast chromatin was, with minor modifications, isolated as described (Donovan et 

al., 1997).
Q

2x10 cells were harvested, resuspended in 6.25ml lOOmM Pipes/KOH pH 9.4 

lOmM DTT, and incubated at 30°C for lOmin with agitation. Cells were then 

centrifuged and resuspended in 2.5ml YPD containing 0.6M sorbitol; 25mM Tris-Cl pH

7.5 and 0.5mg/ml lyticase (L-5763, Sigma, 8000u/mg protein). This suspension was
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incubated at 30°C with agitation for ca. 15min until nearly 100% of the cells were 

spheroplasted (as judged microscopically by lysis in 1% Triton X-100). The cells were 

spun at lkrpm for 3min and the pellet was washed three times with lml lysis buffer 

(0.4M sorbitol; 150mM potassium acetate; 2mM magnesium acetate; 20mM 

Pipes/KOH pH 6 .8; ImM PMSF; 10pg/ml leupeptin; 1 jig/ml pepstatin A; lOmM 

benzamidine HC1). The cells were finally resuspended in an equal pellet volume of lysis 

buffer (~500|ul). Triton X-100 was then added to a final concentration of 1%, and the 

tubes were incubated on ice with gentle mixing until all cells were lysed (determined 

experimentally). 90pl of this solution was removed, mixed with 45pi of 3x Laemmli 

buffer and boiled and centrifuged as described above (see section 2.7.5). This 

represented the whole cell extract sample. Another lOOpl were taken for chromatin 

enrichment. This sample was spun at 14krpm, 4°C for 15min. The supernatant was 

taken and mixed with half its volume of 3x Laemmli buffer, and boiled and centrifuged 

as before. The chromatin enriched pellet was washed with lOOpl of lysis buffer and 

afterwards resuspended in a volume of lysis buffer that was equal to the volume of the 

supernatant. 3x Laemmli buffer was added, and the mixture was treated as before.

2.8 DNA techniques

2.8.1 Restriction digests and ligation reactions

Restriction enzymes were purchased from New England Biolabs and used 

according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Ligation reactions were performed with T4 DNA ligase (New England Biolabs), 

used as recommended by the manufacturer. The only difference was that ligation 

reactions of cohesive ends were usually performed for lhr at 24°C. Whole ligation 

reactions were used for transformation into E. coli.

2.8.2 DNA sequencing

Sequencing reactions were performed using the BigDye Terminator v.1.1 Cycle 

Sequencing Kit (Applied Biosystems) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The 

Cancer Research UK Sequencing Service was used for analysis of the sequencing 

reactions. In all cases, both strands were sequenced.
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2.8.3 Polymerase chain reaction (PCR)

All traditional PCR reactions were performed on a PTC-200 temperature cycler (MJ 

Research). Standard PCR reactions for gene replacements were carried out with ExTaq 

(Takara). Reaction mixes had concentrations of 250pM for each of the four dNTPs; 

200nM for each oligonucleotides; and lx of the supplied buffer, lu ExTaq was used for 

each 25 pi of reaction volume. For plasmid templates ~25ng of plasmid were used for 

each 25pi of reaction volume. For tagging/deletion PCR amplification a standard 

temperature programme was usually used: 95°C 2:30min —> 5x(95°C 40sec —> 55°C 

40sec 72°C lmin/kb) 20x(95°C 40sec 59°C 40sec 72°C lmin/kb) 72°C 

lOmin.

For generation of epitope-tagging constructs, Phusion polymerase (Finnzymes) was 

used as instructed by the manufacturer.

Colony PCR was used for standard genotyping of clones after transformation. 

Primers annealing up- and downstream of the replaced sequence were usually used. For 

plasmid transformations, both ends of the integration were tested, by using one primer 

outside the integrated plasmid, and one primer inside the plasmid. Furthermore, clones 

were tested for multiple integration and for the absence of a PCR product corresponding 

to the wild type sequence. Standard PCR mixes without enzyme were incubated with a 

toothpick full of yeast for 5min at 96°C. The samples were then allowed to cool on ice 

and Taq-polymerase was added. A slightly different temperature program was used in 

this case: 95°C 2min 30x(95°C lmin -*■ 56°C lmin -* 72°C lmin/kb) -» 72°C 

lOmin.

For descriptions of the quantitative real-time PCR see below (section 2.11).

All oligonucleotides were obtained from Sigma Genosys and were routinely 

desalted.

2.8.4 Agarose gel electrophoresis

Horizontal agarose gels were routinely used for the separation of DNA fragments. 

All agarose gels were 0.8% w/v agarose (SseKem LE, Cambrex) in lxTAE (40mM 

Tris-acetate; ImM EDTA pH8.0). The samples were loaded in lx loading dye (6x 

stock: 0.25% bromophenol blue; 0.25 xylene cyanol FF; 30% v/v glycerol). Gels also 

contained 1 pg/ml ethidium bromide to allow visualisation of the DNA under UV light.
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Gels were run at ~6V/cm of the distance between the two electrodes. Hyperladder I 

(Bioline) was used for fragment size determination.

2.8.5 Purification of DNA from agarose gels

DNA was purified from agarose gels using the High Pure PCR Product Purification 

Kit from Roche as instructed by the manufacturer.

2.8.6 Southern blotting

2.8.6.1 Gel electrophoresis, gel preparation and Southern transfer

Agarose gels were run as described above. Gels were then photographed, and 

prepared for the transfer reaction as follows: The gel was trimmed and acid depurinated 

for lOmin with gentle agitation in 0.25M HC1. DNA was then denatured by incubating 

for 25min with gentle agitation in denaturing solution (1.5M NaCl, 0.5M NaOH). 

Finally, the gel was neutralised in 1.5M NaCl, 1M Tris-Cl pH 7.4 for 30min with gentle 

agitation. Following this, DNA was transferred from the gel to a Hybond-N+ nylon 

membrane (Amersham) by the capillary transfer technique (Sambrook and Russell, 

2001) using lOx SSC as transfer solution (150mM Na3-Citrate, 1.5 M NaCl). The 

following day, the blotting setup was disassembled, the nylon membrane was removed 

and allowed to dry for ~15min. Finally, DNA was crosslinked to the membrane with a 

UV crosslinking apparatus (UV-Stratalinker 2400, Stratagene, default settings for auto 

crosslinking).

2.8.6.2 Probe preparation, hybridisation, stringency washes and detection

Non-radioactive probes

Non-radioactive probes were generated using the Gene Images Random Prime 

Labelling Module (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech) according to the manufacturer’s 

instructions. Hybridisation and stringency wash steps were also performed as described 

in the manual.

For detection, the Gene Images CDP-Star Detection Module (Amersham) was used 

as described by the manufacturer. Membranes were exposed to Kodak Biomax XAR 

films.
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If bands had to be quantified, the ECF detection reagent (Amersham) was used as 

instructed by the manufacturer. Membranes were read using a Fujifilm FLA-5000 

scanner.

Radioactive probes

Radioactive probes were prepared using the Prime-a-Gene labelling system 

(Promega) as instructed by the manufacturer. dCTP labelled with 32P at the a  position 

(Amersham) was used.

Membranes were pre-hybridised in hybridisation buffer (0.2M Na-phosphate buffer 

pH 7.2; 6% w/v PEG6000; 1% BSA; 1% SDS) at 60°C for ~3hrs. Denatured probe was 

then added to fresh prewarmed hybrisiation buffer and this was used to replace the 

prehybridisation solution. Hybridisation was allowed to occur overnight (60°C).

Stringency washes were performed at 50°C. First, the membrane was washed inside 

the hybridisation bottle in 2xSSC; 0.1% SDS. Following this, it was further washed 

inside a plastic box with lxSSC 0.1% SDS and with 0.5xSSC 0.1% SDS. The 

membrane was then exposed to a storage phosphor screen. Screens were read after 

typical exposure times of ~5days on a Storm 860 scanner (Molecular Dynamics).

2.9 Protein analysis by SDS-PAGE and im m unoblotting

Samples were run on SDS-PAGE gels as described before (Sambrook and Russell, 

2001). Gels were transferred to nitrocellulose membranes (Hybond-ECL, Amersham) 

using the semi-dry blotting mechanism (Sambrook and Russell, 2001). The transfer 

buffer that was used was 40mM Tris-base; 32mM glycine; 0.1% SDS 20% methanol.

Membranes were stained with 2% w/v ponceau S in 3% w/v TCA to check for 

equal loading and transfer efficiencies.

For immunoblots, membranes were washed in TBST and then blocked for ~30min 

in TBST containing 5% fat free milk (Marvel milk powder). Antibody incubations (in 

TBST 5% milk, see Table 2.3 for concentrations) were either for lh at room 

temperature or for ca. 12h at 4°C. After each antibody incubation, the membrane was 

washed ~5 times with TBST for ~10min each time.

Visualisation was carried out using ECL (Amersham) as described by the 

manufacturer. Membranes were exposed to Kodak Biomax XAR films.
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2.10 Rad53 in situ  kinase assay

Rad53 autokinase assays were performed essentially as described (Pellicioli et al., 

1999). Protein samples (generated as described in section 2.7.5) were run on 10% SDS- 

PAGE gels until the blue dye just migrated out from the bottom of the gel. Western 

blotting was then performed as described above except that methanol was omitted from 

the transfer buffer, and a PVDF membrane (Amersham) was used instead of 

nitrocellulose. The membrane was then put into denaturing solution (7M Guanidine 

chloride; 50mM DTT; 2mM EDTA, 50mM Tris-Cl pH 8) and incubated with gentle 

agitation for lhr at room temperature. The membrane was then washed two times with 

TBS (lOmin each) and finally transferred to renaturing solution (2mM DTT; 2mM 

EDTA; 140mM NaCl; 1% w/v BSA; 0.04% v/v Tween 20; lOmM Tris-Cl pH7.5) in 

which it was incubated for 12-18hrs at 4°C. The membrane was then washed in 30mM 

Tris-Cl pH 7.5 for lh. Following this, it was preincubated with kinase reaction solution 

for lOmin (ImM DTT; O.lmM EGTA; 20mM MgCE; 20mM MnCb; 100pM NasVCU; 

40mM Hepes/NaOH pH 8.0). The kinase reaction solution was then replaced and 8pl of 

ATP labelled with P at the y position (Amersham) was added for each 10ml of kinase 

reaction solution. After one hour at room temperature, the membrane was washed 2 

times in 30mM Tris-Cl pH 7.5, once in 30mM Tris-Cl pH 7.5 containing 0.1% v/v NP- 

40, once in 30mM Tris-Cl pH 7.5; once in 1M KOH, and lastly once in 10% TCA. The 

membrane was then rinsed with water, air dried and exposed to a storage phosphor 

screen (Amersham). Typical exposure times were 1-2 days. Screens were read on a 

Storm 860 scanner (Molecular Dynamics).
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2.11 Setting up a new assay for 5 ’-3’ resection at a defined DSB

2.11.1 Overview of the assay

In the course of this study, a new assay was set up to quantify ssDNA formation at a 

defined DSB (induced by HO at ARS607::HOcs, see section 2.3). The first steps in this 

assay are, in principle, similar to the ones in the first of the Southern blot based assays 

described in section 2.2.3.6 , since it relies on the resistance of ssDNA to restriction 

endonuclease digestion.

Samples of a culture were taken before and during HO induction and DNA was 

extracted. The DNA was then subjected to digestion with BstUI restriction 

endonuclease. At the same time, DNA was mock-digested in an identical manner, with 

water being substituted for BstUI. The digested and the mock-digested DNA was then 

used as template in quantitative real-time PCR reactions (QPCR). The TaqManR 

fluorogenic probe system was utilised for detection of PCR product formation (Heid et 

al., 1996). Briefly, this system is based on PCR-mediated degradation of a dually 

labelled probe that anneals inside the amplified sequence. On one side, the probe is 

labelled with a fluorophor (VIC or FAM), whose fluorescence is inhibited by the 

presence of a quencher molecule that labels the other end of the probe (TAMRA). Only 

when a probe molecule gets degraded as the DNA polymerase passes through, will the 

fluorophor be released and be able to fluoresce. Therefore, the intensity of fluorescence 

is directly proportional to the product amounts generated.

Three different amplicons were analysed, located 0.3; 9; and 14kb distal from the 

break (Figure 2.1 A, Table 2.4). Each of them spanned two BstUI restriction sites, and 

none of the probes overlapped with any of these restriction sites. At early time points, 

only background amounts of PCR product are generated at all three amplicons, when 

BstUI-digested DNA is used as template (Figure 5.1 A). This is because the vast 

majority of molecules are still double-stranded and therefore are degraded by BstUI. 

However, over the following period of time, as 5’-3’ resection occurs, PCR products 

will first be detected in BstUI-digested samples at amplicons close to the HO-induced 

break (Figure 5.IB), and later on for amplicons that are further away from the DSB 

(Figure 5.1C). By comparing the amount of PCR product generated from digested 

template with that generated from mock-digested template DNA, the percentage of 

ssDNA can be calculated that is present at each time point (see below). To correct for
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Figure 2.1: The QPCR approach. A: Schematic representation of the position of the sites 
analysed at ARS607::HOcs. B: The underlying principle of quantitative PCR. C: Extensive 
linear range of amplification of the  used amplicons. D: No BstUI activity is retained during 
PCR and ssDNA is resistant to BstUI digestion. DNA extracted from YCZ64 was digested 
with BstUI (column 1). Another sample of the  same extract was boiled and two thirds of this 
were digested with BstUI, whereas one third was mock-digested (columns 2-4). The 
digested sample was split in two and one half was extracted with phenol/chloroform/iso- 
amylalcohol (PCI). QPCR was then performed for all four samples using oligonucleotides 
OCZ125/OCZ126/OCZ140 (see Table 2.4).
Ct, threshold cycle. WCE, whole cell extract
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Table 2.4: Oligonucleotides used for Q-PCR.
Amplicon Oligo Sequence (5 ’-3 ’) Concentration

OCZ125 GGCGCGAAGCAAAAATTAC 400nM

0.3kb OCZ126 AAGAACCTCAGTGGCAAATCC 400nM

OCZ140 FAM-TCCTCGCTGCAGACCTGCGA-TAMRA 150nM

OCZ127 GAAACCTCCTGCCGCCTT 600nM

9kb
OCZ128 GTTGTAGCTGGCATCTCCTTATGT

FAM-
600nM

OCZ141 TCATCCTTCGACTTAGGGAAGAATCTTAACAAATG-
TAMRA

200nM

OCZ129 ACCATACAACTTTCGCACGAC 600nM

14kb
OCZ130 AAGGAAGTGTCTATGGACCGAAC

FAM-
600nM

OCZ142 TGATCATATCTTTGCAGAAAATAAACGAACCAAGAC-  
TAMRA

200nM

internal OCZ135 AATCAAATAGGCGTGGAGCA 400nM
control,
chromosom e

OCZ136 TTCGCTGTCTATCAACTCTAGATCAG 400nM

XIII OCZ139 VIC-TGCGTCCTTTTCCAGATCATCTTCCA-TAMRA 200nM



possible variations in template input amounts, the data was normalised to an amplicon 

on a different chromosome that does not contain any BstUI sites (Table 2.4).

2.11.2 DNA extraction and BstUI digestion 

DNA extractions

2xl07 cells were harvested and frozen on dry ice. Cells were stored at -80°C until 

use. For DNA preparations, cells were thawed on ice and resuspended in 500pl 

extraction solution (1% SDS; lOOmM NaCl; lOmM EDTA; 50mM Tris-Cl pH 8.0; 1% 

v/v p-mercaptoethanol; lu/pl lyticase) and lysed by incubation with shaking at 37°C for 

6min. Cells were then extracted twice with equal volumes of phenol/chloroform/iso- 

amylalcohol (25:24:1) and once with chloroform (Sambrook and Russell, 2001). Phenol 

saturated with Tris base was used (Rathbum) and phase lock gel tubes (Eppendorf) 

were used for extractions. Two volumes of 99% ethanol were added to the last aqueous 

phase, and nucleic acids were precipitated by incubation at -20°C for ~30min. Tubes 

were then centrifuged (13krpm ~8sec) and the supernatant was discarded. Care was 

taken to take out as much of the liquid as possible. Pellets were dried for lmin at 37°C 

and then resuspended in TE pH 8.0 containing 0.05pg/pl RNase A (40pl for samples 

from G1-arrested cells, 70pl for samples from M-arrested cells). RNA was digested by 

incubation for 45min at 37°C with shaking. DNA extraction and RNase digestion were 

confirmed by running 1 pi on an agarose gel. Samples were then stored at -20°C until 

use.

BstUI digestion

4pl of the DNA extracts were digested in a total volume of 30pl containing lOu of 

BstUI in lxbuffer 2 (both New Englands Biolabs). Reactions were allowed to proceed 

for lhr at 60°C in a PTC-200 temperature cycler (MJ Research) with lid heating. In 

mock digests, BstUI was replaced with water. Samples were cooled on ice, centrifuged 

and then serially diluted three times in lxTE pH 8.0, first 1:4 and then twice 1:2. The 

diluted samples, which were to be used as template in QPCR reactions, were stored at 

-20°C. Filter tips were used throughout, and samples were always kept on ice during 

the dilutions.
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2.11.3 PCR analysis

QPCR was performed with the ABI7000 Sequence Detection System and 

corresponding software (Applied Biosystems), lx ABsolute QPCR ROX Mix (ABgene) 

was used for the reactions. Table 2.4 lists the oligonucleotides for each amplicon and 

their respective concentrations within the PCR reaction mix. All labelled 

oligonucleotides (the TaqManR probes) were obtained from ABI. All other 

oligonucleotides were obtained from Sigma Genosys. Reaction volumes were 40pl, 

containing 4pl of the diluted samples each. The temperature cycling program was 95°C 

15min -> 45 x (95°C 15sec -*• 60°C lmin). Primer and probe concentrations were 

optimised as instructed by ABI QPCR manuals.

For PCR analysis, the base line was set to cycles 6-15, and the following 

fluorescence values determined the threshold cycle (see below):

Amplicon 0.3 kb: 0.16

Amplicon 9kb: 0.2

Amplicon 14kb: 0.2

Control amplicon: 0.1

2.11.4 Analysis of break formation by southern blotting

Samples from the DNA extracts were digested with EcoRI and Notl (New England 

Biolabs) for lhr at 37°C. The digested DNA was then separated on an 0.8% agarose gel 

and Southern transferred as described above. Probe generation and hybridisation were 

carried out as described above (section 2.8.6). Both radioactively labelled and non- 

radioactively labelled probes were used.

A 1.5kb PCR product corresponding to the region 1026-2532bp distal of the break 

dXARS607::HOcs was used for labelling. This PCR product was cloned into pGEM-T 

(Promega) to make pCZ29, and miniprep plasmid was used in PCR to generate template 

for labelling. Disappearance of a 4.3kb band corresponding to the intact locus was 

charted. Bands were quantified using Imagequant v.1.2 (Molecular Dynamics, 

radiolabelled probes) and AIDA v3.20.116 (Raytest, for non-radioactive probes).
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2.11.5 Mathematical calculations

In real-time PCR, relative differences in template DNA are calculated by comparing 

the number of PCR cycles required to reach a specific fluorescence level, known as 

threshold fluorescence (Figure 2.IB). This value is referred to as threshold cycle, Ct, 

and the difference in Ct between two reactions is hence known as ACt (Figure 2.IB). 

Each cycle difference between two reactions is a consequence of a two-fold difference 

in template amounts. Threshold fluorescence is set in the mid-range of exponential 

detection of PCR product formation.

Rather than doing the usual triplicates of identical reactions during QPCR, it was 

decided to use three serial dilutions of BstUI digests and mock digests (see above). This 

step controlled for the linearity of PCR reactions. After subtraction of one cycle per 

dilution, averages of the three Ct values were calculated.

The following formula describes the percentage difference in template amounts 

between two reactions:

% difference= 100/(2ACt) (Equation 1)

In the specific case of the assay described here, ACt describes the difference in 

average Ct values between undigested and digested template. ACt is thus computed 

from the following equation:

A C t= C t(+ B stU I, break)”Ct(-BstUI, break) (Equation 2)

(where Ct(+Bstui, break) is the C t value for a given amplicon at the break region using 

digested DNA as template, and Ct(-Bstui, break) is the C t value for its mock-digested 

counterpart)

To accommodate possible differences in the input amounts between digested and 

undigested samples, A C t was normalised to the control amplicon (Table 2.4). In this 

equation, Ct(+Bstui, control) is the C t value of the control amplicon using digested DNA as 

template, and C e s t u i ,  control) is the C t value for its mock-digested counterpart:

A C t - (Ct(+BstUI, break)“Ct(-BstUI, break))“(Ct(+BstUI, control)"Ct(_BstUI, control) ( E q u a t i o n  3 )

Equation 1 only describes the difference in template amounts between two 

reactions. Since all the template DNA that remains after BstUI digestion is single

stranded, Equation 1 furthermore has to be modified as follows to describe the 

percentage of resected molecules at a given locus at a given time:

% resected= 100/[( 1 +2ACt)/2] (Equation 4)

Lastly, the fraction of molecules cut by HO (f) has to be taken into account:

% resected= {100[(1 +2ACt)/2]}/f (Equation 5)
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The equations described above allow the calculation of the proportion of ssDNA as 

a percentage of the total DNA that is present at each time point. However, although not 

represented in this thesis, it is also possible, to determine the number of resected 

molecules present at each time point (f) relative to the number of molecules that were 

present before HO induction (to). In this case, A C t  is described by the following 

equation:

A C t = [ ( C t t 0(-BstUI, control)“Cttj(+BstUI, controI))~^Ctti(+BstUI, break)] _Ctt()(-BstUI, break)

(Equation 6)

Here, ACt describes the difference between undigested template at to and digested 

template at a given time point tj.

The percentage of ssDNA is then calculated by using following equation: 

%resected=( 100/2ACt'1 )/f (Equation 7)

Lastly, information obtained from QPCR can also be used to quantify whole 

template levels throughout a time course. As with the previous paragraph, such data is 

not presented in this study. However, for completeness’s sake it is outlined here. In 

principle, if resection were allowed to occur to completion, this should result in a 50% 

drop in template levels at the most. If template were lost beyond 50%, this would be 

indicative of degradation of the 3’ strand as well. Equation 1 can be used to calculate 

template levels when ACt is expressed by following formula.

A C t= [(C tto (-B stU I, control)-Cttj(-BstUI, control))+Ctti(_BstUI, break)]“Ctto(-BstUI, break)

(Equation 8)

2.11.6 Control experiments

Template titration experiments were carried out to determine the linear range of 

amplification of each of the four PCR products (Figure 2.1C). DNA extracted from 

strain YCZ64 grown in YPD was quantified using the fluorescent dye PicoGreen 

(Molecular Probes) as instructed by the manufacturer. An RF-1501 

spectrofluorophotometer (Shimadzu) was used to read DNA-PicoGreen fluorescence 

levels. Serial dilutions of the extracted DNA were used in QPCR reactions, without 

having been digested by BstUI beforehand. All four different sets of PCR primers had a 

linear detection range of PCR product over several orders of magnitude of template
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DNA amounts (Figure 2.1C). Typical Ct values in actual experiments were in between 

20 and 33 cycles for all amplicons used to detect ssDNA, and around 20 cycles for the 

control locus. These values are well within the linear detection range.

Although there are no indications that BstUI is able to cut ssDNA, it was tested 

whether treatment of heat-denatured DNA with BstUI had an effect on the outcome of 

QPCR if used as template. If BstUI shows no activity on ssDNA, heat denatured DNA 

should be completely resistant to enzyme treatment. No difference in QPCR efficiency 

between BstUI-treated and mock-treated template is expected in such a scenario. DNA 

was boiled for 5min and snap-cooled on ice. It was then used in restriction digests as 

before. QPCR was then performed for the amplicon closest to the HO site at ARS607 

(0.3kb). As shown in Figure 2.ID, column 3 and 4, no relevant difference in 

amplification was detected when boiled and BstUI treated DNA was compared with its 

boiled and mock-treated counterpart. In contrast, treatment of non-denatured DNA with 

BstUI resulted in an increase of Ct by ~6 cycles, thus confirming BstUI activity (a ~64- 

fold difference in PCR efficiency, column 1 in Figure 2.ID). Together, these findings 

confirm that ssDNA is indeed resistant to BstUI-digestion.

BstUI shows optimal cutting efficiency at 60°C, and can thus be expected to be 

relatively thermostable. It is of vital importance, however, that the enzyme does not 

remain active during PCR. Therefore, a part of the boiled and BstUI-treated DNA used 

in the previous experiment was extracted with phenol/chloroform/isoamylalcohol (see 

above) to remove the restriction enzyme. After extraction, DNA amounts were 

quantified as before to correct for any possible losses during the extraction. When this 

sample was used as template in QPCR of the amplicon closest to the HO site at ARS607 

and compared to its counterpart that had not been extracted, no relevant difference in 

PCR efficiency was detected (Figure 2.ID, compare column 2 with column 3). Since 

remaining BstUI activity in the non-extracted sample should result in an increase in Ct, 

this finding allows the conclusion that no such activity remains during QPCR.

The next question that was addressed was whether both strands were amplified with 

similar efficiencies. Bacteriophage T7 exonuclease (New England Biolabs) was used to 

mimic 5’-3’ resection in vitro. This enzyme specifically degrades the 5’ strand from 

dsDNA termini, and should thus result in the generation of similar structures as 5’-3’
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resection in vivo (Kerr and Sadowski, 1972b; Kerr and Sadowski, 1972a; Shinozaki and 

Okazaki, 1978).

Strain YCZ101 was arrested in nocodazole and HO expression was induced for lhr. 

At this point, >90% of the break sites were cut by HO (data not shown). A sample was 

taken and extracted as described above. 12pl of the DNA extract were digested with 

20u T7 exonuclease in a total volume of 20pl. The recommended buffer was used at lx 

concentration and digestion was allowed to proceed for 1.5h at 25°C. In parallel, mock 

digests using water instead of exonuclease were performed. 7.5pi of each mix were 

digested and mock-digested with BstUI as described above. Samples were diluted as 

described and used as template in QPCR-amplification of all the three different 

amplicons aXARS607::HOcs.

QPCR was performed with template DNA that had been digested with T7 

exonuclease. In parallel, QPCR was performed using template that had not been treated 

with T7 exonuclease. Neither DNA had been digested with BstUI. The two Ct values 

were then compared with each other. As expected, PCR reactions with template that had 

been digested with T7 exonuclease required ~1 additional cycle to reach threshold 

fluorescence (Figure 2.2A). Thus, the loss of the 5’ strand results in the predicted 

reduction in template amounts by 50%. These findings therefore confirm that both 

strands are amplified with similar efficiencies.

It was also determined whether T7 exonuclease-generated ssDNA was resistant to 

BstUI digestion. dsDNA (mock-treated with BstUI) was sensitive to BstUI digestion, 

and a large increase in Ct was observed when used as template and compared with its 

undigested counterpart (Figure 2.2B). In contrast, no relevant difference in Ct was 

detected when BstUI-treated or mock-treated DNA that had been digested with T7 

exonuclease beforehand was used as template (Figure 2.2C). Therefore, these findings 

confirm the results obtained with boiled DNA described above and indicate that ssDNA 

is indeed resistant to BstUI digestion.

Together, these control experiments show that the assay described above is well 

suited to the demands of detecting and quantifying ssDNA formation in vivo. Chapter 5 

describes how this assay was used in an experimental approach to gaining information 

about the regulation of DSB resection.
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strain YCZ64 after 1 hr of HO induction. A: Both strands are amplified with similar efficien
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digested or mock-digested with BstUI. The graphs show comparisons of Ct values of BstUI 
digested versus mock-digested tem plate.
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3 Attempts at generating ssDNA in vivo

3.1 O verview

A large amount of experimental evidence suggests that the strength of DNA 

damage checkpoint activation usually correlates with the levels of ssDNA produced by 

either the damaging agent itself or as a result of processing of the primary lesion 

(Garvik et al., 1995; Lee et al., 1998; Pellicioli et al., 2001; Costanzo and Gautier, 2003; 

Zou and Elledge, 2003; Ira et al., 2004; Byun et al., 2005). This, by analogy with the 

bacterial SOS response (Sutton et al., 2000), has led to the hypothesis that ssDNA is the 

DNA structure being recognised by all DNA damage checkpoint pathways (see for 

example Lisby and Rothstein, 2004; Li and Zou, 2005). However, as described in 

Chapter 1, all lesions that are known to cause checkpoint activation also contain strand 

breaks, and no situation has been described in which the effects of ssDNA can be 

separated from the effects of associated strand breaks. It has, thus, so far not been 

possible to test this hypothesis experimentally. The aim of this investigation was to 

design a system that should allow the generation of ssDNA in vivo without causing 

additional strand breaks. This system could then be used to determine whether ssDNA 

by itself can result in checkpoint activation.

To this end, the plan was to unwind circular plasmid DNA in vivo by using the 

simian virus 40 (SV40) large T-antigen (T-Ag) and plasmids containing the SV40 

replication origin. During SV40 replication, T-Ag performs the role of both the origin 

unwinding enzyme and of the replicative helicase (reviewed in Fanning and Knippers, 

1992; Sullivan and Pipas, 2002). Importantly, in vitro studies have shown that T-Ag is 

able to co-operate with yeast RPA for origin unwinding and helicase activities, but not 

in any of the further steps in SV40 replication (such as primase recruitment; Brill and 

Stillman, 1989). Thus, expression of T-Ag in yeast containing SV40 origin plasmids 

should lead to origin melting and plasmid DNA unwinding without inducing DNA 

synthesis or causing DNA breaks to be formed.
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3.2 Results

3.2.1 Expression of T-Ag in yeast does not result in checkpoint activation

Yeast strains were constructed containing multiple (s>4) copies of the ORF encoding 

T-Ag under the control of the GALj.io promoter stably integrated into the chromosomal 

leu2 locus. Expression of T-Ag from these constructs can be induced by the addition of 

galactose to the growth medium. No expression of T-Ag was observed in cultures 

grown in the absence of galactose (Figure 3.1 A). As expected, shifting cultures to 

medium containing galactose resulted in the rapid expression of T-Ag (Figure 3.1 A).

Two different plasmids were constructed that contained four tandem repeats of the 

SV40 origin of replication (see Materials and Methods). One plasmid was based on the 

low-copy centromeric vector pRS316 (Sikorski and Hieter, 1989) (referred to as pCEN- 

4xori); the other was based on the multi-copy vector pRS426 (Christianson et al., 1992) 

that does not contain a centromere (referred to as p2pm-4xori). Since no induction of T- 

Ag was observed upon galactose-induction in minimal medium (used to select for the 

URA3 marker on the plasmids), the plasmids were modified to additionally contain the 

KanMX4 marker gene. This allowed selection for the plasmids in rich medium by 

adding the drug G418 to the growth medium (Wach et al., 1994). Under these 

conditions, T-Ag induction was possible (see below).

Cultures of the parent strain or the strain expressing T-Ag transformed with either 

plasmid were grown to mid-exponential phase in YPRaff and subsequently shifted to 

YPGal to induce expression of T-Ag (Figure 3.1 A). Although T-Ag production was 

clearly detected, no phosphorylation of Rad53 was observed (Figure 3.1 A), indicating 

that the checkpoint was not activated. Additionally, the cell cycle profile and density of 

each culture was monitored (Table 3.1). Cell morphology in S. cerevisiae closely 

correlates with the cell cycle stage: unbudded cells are in the G1 stage of the cell cycle, 

small-budded cells are in S-phase, and large-budded cells signify a position in either G2 

or M phase. Since checkpoint activation results in an inhibition of cell proliferation and 

cell cycle arrest mostly in the G2/M stage (Weinert and Hartwell, 1988; Weinert and 

Hartwell, 1993; Sanchez et al., 1999), activation of the checkpoint should lead to an 

over-representation of large budded cells and/or an attenuation of cell proliferation. 

However, as shown in Table 3.1, no arrest or inhibition of growth was observed when 

strains expressing T-Ag were compared with their parent strain. Together with the 

absence of Rad53 activation (Figure 3.1 A) this argues that the expression of T-Ag in
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Figure  3 .1 : Expression of T-Ag in yeast does not result in checkpoint 
activation. A: Cells of strain YCZ5 (PGAL-TAg) and w303-1 b (parent) trans
formed with either pCEN-4xori (pCZ12) or p2pm-4xori (pCZ13) were 
grown inYPRaff G418and shifted to YPGal G418.TCA extracts were anal
ysed by western blotting. B: Chromatin fractionation of samples of strain 
YCZ5 (PGAL-TAg) grown either in YPRaff or YPGal. WCE: whole cell extract; 
Pellet:chromatin enriched pellet;Sup: supernatant.
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Table 3.1: Expression of T-Ag in yeast does not inhibit cell-cycle progression.
Time in % % small % large Densityoiiciiii YPGal unbudded budded budded (xl07)a

PGAL-TAg pCEN-ori lh 47 52 1 1.3(1)
2h 37 62 1 2.1 (1.6)
3h 55 45 0 3.2 (2.5)

p2pm-ori lh 57 43 0 1.4(1)
2h 45 55 0 1.5 (1.1)
3h 64 35 1 3.2 (2.3)

parent pCEN-ori lh 55 45 0 2(1)
2h 45 54 1 2.6 (1.3)
3h 51 49 0 4.8 (2.4)

p2pm-ori lh 50 49 1 1.2(1)
2h 54 46 0 1.9 (1.6)
3h 59 41 0 3 (2.5)

a Values in brackets denote the fold increase over the density at lhr
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yeast containing SV40 origin plasmids does not result in checkpoint activation. 

Furthermore, no obvious growth inhibition was detected on YPGal G418 plates 

incubated over several days, indicating an absence of chronic effects of T-Ag 

expression.

3.2.2 Expression of T-Ag in yeast does not affect topology of SV40 origin 

plasmids

The lack of checkpoint activation described above raised the possibility that T-Ag 

was inactive in yeast. Previously, it was shown that in in vitro experiments, T-Ag is able 

to co-operate with yeast RPA in origin unwinding and helicase activity, but not in the 

recruitment of primase (Brill and Stillman, 1989). If T-Ag were active in yeast, 

unwound plasmid DNA should be present and detectable. Therefore, plasmid topology 

was followed throughout the experiment.

During plasmid unwinding, each helical turn that is being unwound leads to the 

formation of a compensatory positive supercoil ahead of the helicase (Hiasa and 

Marians, 1996; Walter and Newport, 2000; Postow et al., 2001). These positive 

supercoils are, however, almost immediately relaxed by topoisomerases. In vivo, the re

annealing of the separated strands is inhibited by the single-strand binding complex 

RPA (see also Chapters 1 and 4). However, in a deproteinised DNA extract, the 

separated strands are able to re-anneal. Since this occurs in the absence of 

topoisomerases, each helical turn that re-anneals results in the formation of a 

compensatory negative supercoil. Thus, the re-annealing of a partially or completely 

unwound circular plasmid generates molecules with a higher number of negative 

supercoils than were present in the starting molecules (see for example Baker et al., 

1986; Walter and Newport, 2000).

On standard agarose gels, these highly supercoiled plasmids cannot be resolved 

from the regularly supercoiled form. However, the addition of DNA intercalating agents 

such as chloroquine or ethidium bromide to the gel and running buffer allows detection 

of these different topoisomers (Bates and Maxwell, 1993). These agents cause local 

unwinding of the double helix and a decrease in the twist of the molecule (number of 

helical turns) by binding in between the base stacks. The decrease in twist is 

accommodated for by the relaxation of negative supercoils, resulting in reduced gel 

mobility of the plasmid. At a certain concentration of intercalator, the DNA will run at 

an identical position as the relaxed (nicked) plasmid. If the intercalator concentration is
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increased even further, positive supercoils will be induced, resulting in an increased 

mobility of the plasmid. Because of the resolution limits of gel electrophoresis, a highly 

negatively supercoiled plasmid will appear to be resistant in its gel mobility to low 

concentrations of chloroquine (Walter and Newport, 2000).

Plasmid topology of both pCEN-4xori and p2pm-4xori extracted from samples 

taken at regular intervals during galactose induction was analysed by Southern blotting. 

Membranes were hybridised with probes generated by random prime labelling of each 

plasmid (see Material and Methods). After optimisation of the concentration of 

chloroquine, agarose gels containing 3.5pM chloroquine were used for the assay. As 

control experiments, gels were run in parallel that contained no chloroquine.

Either plasmid, when extracted from E. coli or yeast not expressing T-Ag, showed 

reduced gel mobility and shifted towards the position of the relaxed (open) circle in gels 

containing chloroquine (Figure 3.2; Figure 3.3 and data not shown). Because the 

superhelicity throughout the population of a given plasmid is not identical in all the 

individual molecules, a distribution of topoisomers can be detected on both the gels 

containing chloroquine and lacking chloroquine (Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3). These 

topoisomers cannot be separated in standard ethidium bromide gels because of the high 

concentration of intercalator used (Bates and Maxwell, 1993). In addition to the bands 

resulting from different supercoiled topoisomers, several other bands can be observed 

(Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3). One band, labelled OC, represents the open (relaxed) 

circular form, resulting from single-strand breaks (nicks) introduced during DNA 

extraction (Bates and Maxwell, 1993). Other forms, labelled RI for replication 

intermediates, represent transient forms produced during the process of DNA 

replication (Sundin and Varshavsky, 1980; Sundin and Varshavsky, 1981).

No changes in the distribution of plasmid topoisomers were detected when 

expression of T-Ag was induced by shifting the culture to medium containing galactose 

(Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3). Importantly, no plasmid forms were detected that appeared 

to be resistant to the effects of chloroquine. Since, as described above, such forms 

would have been the consequence of plasmid unwinding, this allows the conclusion that 

T-Ag was not functional in yeast. Interestingly, T-Ag was not found to associate with 

chromatin precipitates in cell fractionation experiments (Figure 3.IB; see Material and 

Methods for details about this assay). Whereas Orc6, a component of the origin 

recognition complex that stays associated with DNA throughout the cell cycle (Diffley 

et al., 1994; Donovan and Diffley, 1996), was specifically enriched in chromatin pellets,
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Figure 3 .2 : Expression of T-Ag does not result in any obvious topological 
changes in the pCEN-4xori plasmid. A: cells of strain YCZ5 (PGAL~TAg) and 
w303-1b (parent) transformed with pCEN-4xori (pCZ12) were grown in 
YPRaff G418 and shifted to YPGal G418 to induce expression of T-Ag. DNA 
samples were run on an agarose gel in the absence of chloroquine.
B: Aliquots of the same samples as in A were run on an agarose gel contain
ing 3.5pM chloroquine.SC:supercoiled plasmid;OC:open circle;Rl:replication 
intermediates.
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Figure 3 .3: Expression of T-Ag does not result in any obvious topological 
changes in the p2pm-4xori plasmid. A: Cells of strain YCZ5 [PGA-TAg) and 
w303-1b (parent) transformed with p2pm-4xori (pCZ13) were grown in 
YPRaff G418 and shifted to YPGal G418 to induce expression of T-Ag. DNA 
samples were run on an agarose gel in the absence of chloroquine.
B: Aliquots of the same samples as in A were run on an agarose gel contain
ing 3.5pM chloroquine.SGsupercoiled plasmid;OC:open circle; Rl: replication 
intermediates.
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T-Ag could only be detected in cytosolic supernatants (Figure 3.IB). Therefore, 

impaired nuclear import/retention and/or inefficient interactions of T-Ag with DNA 

might be a cause for its inactivity. Other possible reasons are described below 

(Discussion, section 3.3).

Because of the absence of detectable function of T-Ag, the lack of checkpoint 

activation upon expression of T-Ag (Figure 3.1 A and Table 3.1) does not allow 

conclusions regarding the role of ssDNA in initiation of the DNA damage checkpoint.

3.2.3 Expression of bacteriophage P4 gpa, an enzyme with T-Ag-like 

activities

As discussed more fully in section 3.3, the activity of T-Ag is intimately connected 

with the cellular environment and cell cycle stage of the natural host cells of SV40 

(McVey et al., 1989; Adamczewski et al., 1993; McVey et al., 1993; Xiao et al., 1998). 

In particular, CDK-dependent phosphorylation of T-Ag, presumably by cyclin A/cdc2 

(Adamczewski et al., 1993), is required for the origin unwinding activity of T-Ag 

(McVey et al., 1993). In addition, dephosphorylation of T-Ag by PP2A is required for 

SV40 replication, probably by stimulating the assembly of double hexamers of T-Ag at 

the origin (Virshup et al., 1989; Virshup et al., 1992). It is possible that one or more of 

these mechanisms are lacking in yeast, resulting in the expression of inactive T-Ag. In 

order to avoid the effects of such elaborate control mechanisms, the bacteriophage 

literature was searched for proteins with activities Similar to T-Ag. The alpha gene 

product (gpa) of the E. coli satellite phage P4 (Briani et al., 2001) appeared to be a 

useful candidate. During P4 replication, gpa performs both the origin unwinding and 

helicase functions (Ziegelin et al., 1993; Ziegelin and Lanka, 1995). In addition, gpa 

also contains primase activity (Ziegelin et al., 1993). These data are supported by 

several lines of experimental evidence in addition to helicase and primase assays. In 

vivo experiments have shown that the host initiator protein DnaA, and DnaC, the 

loading factor for the host helicase DnaB, are not required for P4 replication (Ziegelin 

and Lanka, 1995). Importantly, other studies have also shown that the host helicase 

DnaB itself is dispensable for P4 in vitro replication (Diaz Orejas et al., 1994). 

Furthermore, the DnaA chaperones DnaJ and DnaK and the host primase DnaG are not 

required for in vitro replication (Diaz Orejas et al., 1994).
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Since it was essential not to initiate DNA replication during plasmid unwinding, a 

point mutation in gpa shown to abolish primase activity was utilised (Strack et al., 

1992; Ziegelin et al., 1995). Similar to the T-Ag expressing strains, yeast strains were 

generated that carried PGALi-io'- '-gpo. fusions stably integrated into the genome at the trpl 

locus. To allow gpa to migrate into the nucleus and to be able to detect the protein by 

western blotting, two copies of the SV40 T-Ag nuclear localisation signal (NLS) 

(Nguyen et al., 2000; Nguyen et al., 2001) and Myc and His tags were fused to the gpa 

ORF. Two different fusion genes, 2xNLS-gpa-MycHis and gpa-2xNLS-MycHis, were 

constructed. Strains expressing either of these proteins behaved in an identical manner 

in all assays. For brevity, however, only the results obtained with the gpa-2xNLS- 

MycHis version are described.

Two different plasmids were constructed, based on the SV40 origin plasmids 

described earlier (see section 3.2.1). The two plasmids contained both the oril and err 

regions of P4 shown to be required for P4 replication both in vitro and in vivo 

(Flensburg and Calendar, 1987). A centromeric version, pCEN-ori, and a multicopy 

version without a centromere, p2pm-ori, were constructed. Furthermore, the analogous 

plasmids lacking oril and err (referred to as pCEN and p2pm) were used as controls.

As shown in Figure 3.4B, no gpa expression was detected when cells were grown 

in the absence of galactose. Moreover, no cross-reacting band was detected with the 

anti-Myc antibody in the parental strain (Figure 3.4A). Upon shifting the strains from 

YPRaff to YPGal, rapid induction of gpa expression was observed (Figure 3.4B). 

However, production of gpa did not lead to hyperphosphorylation of Rad53, even when 

the strains contained origin plasmids (Figure 3.4B).

As for the experiments described above for T-Ag expressing cells, cell proliferation 

and cell cycle stage distribution were followed throughout the experiment (Table 3.2). 

Again, no evidence of cell cycle arrest or growth inhibition was detected upon 

expression of gpa (Table 3.2). Furthermore, no obvious growth defects on YPGal G418 

plates were observed (data not shown). Together, these findings imply that expression 

of gpa does not result in checkpoint activation, irrespective of whether cells contain 

origin-plasmids or not.
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Figure  3 .4 : Expression and chromatin association of bacteriophage P4 gpa in 
yeast does not result in checkpoint activation. A: Cells of strains YCZ44 (pCEN), 
YCZ45 (pCEN-ori), YCZ46 (p2pm),and YCZ47 (p2pm-ori) were grown in YPRaff 
G418 and shifted to YPGal G418.TCA extracts were analysed by western blot
ting. DSB: samples from cells with DSBs (strain YCZ64); HU: samples from cells 
arrested with HU (strain YCZ64). B: Cells of strain YCZ56 (pCEN PGA-gpaMyc), 
YCZ57 (pCEN-ori PGA-gpaMyc), YCZ58 (p2pm PGA-gpaMyc), and YCZ59 
(p2pm-ori PGAL-gpaMyc) were treated as in A. C: Chromatin fractionation of 
samples of strain YCZ42 [PGA~gpaMyc) grown either in YPRaff or YPGal. WCE: 
whole cell extract; Pellet: chromatin enriched pellet; Sup: supernatant. 
Plasmids used were pCZ7 (pCEN); pCZ17 (pCEN-ori); pCZ15 (p2pm) and pCZI 8 
(p2pm-ori).
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Table 3.2: Expression of gpa in yeast does not inhibit cell-cycle progression.

strain plasmid Time in 
YPGal

%
unbudded

% small 
budded

% large 
budded

Density
(xl07)a

parent pCEN lh
3h

50
44

31
48

19
8

1.8(1) 
3.2 (1.8)

pCEN-ori lh 47 28 26 1.4(1)
3h 36 41 23 2.7 (1.9)

p2pm lh 47 43 10 1.1(1)
3h 49 39 12 2.5 (2.3)

p2|um-ori lh 36 38 26 1.5(1)
3h 47 40 13 3.2 (2.1)

P cA L -gpctM yc pCEN lh 43 46 11 2(1)
3h 51 41 8 4(2)

pCEN-ori lh 46 42 12 1.8(1)
3h 43 29 28 3.5 (1.9)

p2pm lh 50 43 7 1.3 (1)
3h 50 35 15 2.3 (1.8)

p2|um-ori lh 50 36 14 2(1)
3h 48 29 23 3.5 (1.8)

a Values in brackets denote the fold increase over the density at lhr
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3.2.4 Expression of gpa does not affect the topology of P4-origin containing 

plasmids

The next question that was addressed was whether gpa was able to produce any 

ssDNA in yeast. To this end, plasmid topology was followed in assays similar to those 

described for the SV40-origin plasmids (see section 3.2.2), after determining the 

optimum concentration of chloroquine. Southern blotted membranes of gels run in 

either the absence or in the presence of 2pM chloroquine were hybridised with probes 

generated by random prime labelling of plasmid DNA (see Material and Methods). As 

for T-Ag, no changes in the distribution of plasmid topoisomers were detected upon 

expression of gpa (Figure 3.5). Importantly, no fraction of any of the plasmids appeared 

to become resistant to the reduced gel mobility caused by chloroquine (Figure 3.5C and 

D). Moreover, no difference was detected between plasmids containing the P4 origin 

and those lacking it (Figure 3.5C and D). Lastly, all plasmids behaved identically in the 

parent strain that did not carry the PGALi-io-'gpo. construct (Figure 3.5A and B). It was 

therefore concluded that gpa does not induce plasmid unwinding of P4 origin plasmids 

in yeast.

It is possible that the nuclear localisation signals fused to gpa are not functional in 

this context. If this were the case, no plasmid unwinding would be expected because of 

the lack of nuclear accumulation of gpa. To address whether gpa was able to associate 

with chromatin, chromatin-enriching cell fractionation experiments were carried out 

(see Materials and Methods for details). As shown in Figure 3.4, gpa was found to 

behave in a manner very similar to Orc6, which remains associated with DNA 

throughout the cell cycle (see section 3.2.2). Therefore, the lack of plasmid unwinding 

observed is not due to gpa not entering the nucleus or not being able to interact with 

DNA. Together, these findings indicate gpa to be inactive in yeast. Possible reasons for 

this are described in section 3.3.2.
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Figure 3 .5 : Expression of gpa does not lead to obvious topological changes 
in the pCEN or p2pm plasmids. Cultures of the indicated strains were grown 
in YPRaff G418 and shifted to YPGal G418. DNA extracted from samples taken 
at the indicated time-points was run on agarose gels lacking chloroquine (A 
and C) or containing 2pm chloroquine (B and D). A and B: Cells of strain 
w303-la transformed with pCEN (YCZ44); pCEN-ori (YCZ45); p2pm (YCZ46) 
and p2pm-ori (YCZ47) were used. B and D: Cells of strain YCZ42 [PGA-gpaMyc) 
transformed with the same plasmids as in A and B were used (YCZ56-59).
See Figure 3.4 for plasmid names.
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3.3 D iscussion

The aim of this investigation was to try to identify whether ssDNA without any 

strand breaks would be able to induce a DNA damage checkpoint response in yeast. To 

this end, the unwinding of circular plasmids in vivo was attempted. Plasmids containing 

either the SV40 origin of replication or its bacteriophage P4 counterpart were 

introduced into strains expressing SV40 T-Ag or P4 gpa, respectively. However, 

neither protein appeared to be active in yeast. The possible reasons for this are outlined 

in the following sections.

3.3.1 T-Ag is unable to unwind plasmid DNA in yeast cells

In the natural host cells of SV40, T-Ag activity is tightly regulated at each level of 

gene expression (Fanning and Knippers, 1992). Therefore, a variety of reasons could in 

principle account for the lack of T-Ag activity in yeast. However, because an inducible 

promoter endogenous to yeast was used to express a T-Ag ORF sequence not 

containing any other regulatory elements, only differences in posttranslational 

regulation are likely to be the cause of the inactivity of T-Ag that was observed (Figure 

3.1, Figure 3.2, and Figure 3.3).

Phosphorylation regulates T-Ag activity in many ways, both negatively and 

positively (Fanning and Knippers, 1992). At least three different kinases have been 

implicated in the phosphorylation status of T-Ag: CK2 (Hubner et al., 1997), ATM (Shi 

et al., 2005), and CDK (McVey et al., 1989).

Phosphorylation at CK2 sites correlates with an improved nuclear import of T-Ag, 

probably mediated by an increased affinity for import-factors (Hubner et al., 1997). In 

this context it is of interest that T-Ag could not be detected to co-precipitate with 

chromatin in cell fractionation experiments (Figure 3.IB). A caveat with this 

experiment was, however, that the strains used did not contain the SV40 origin of 

replication and it is possible that nuclear retention and/or chromatin association of T-Ag 

depends on origin binding in yeast. Therefore, improper post-translational modifications 

that result in an inability to associate with origin DNA (see below) might also result in 

reduced nuclear retention of T-Ag.

Recently, it was postulated that phosphorylation of T-Ag by ATM represents yet 

another mechanism of SV40 replication regulation (Shi et al., 2005). Phosphorylation at 

SI20, a site that is required for efficient replication in vivo (Schneider and Fanning,
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1988), is dependent on ATM (Shi et al., 2005). Although PI3K like kinases are thought 

to have similar phosphorylation site preferences (Kim et al., 1999), it is not clear 

whether yeast Mecl or Tell would be able to phosphorylate T-Ag.

Another requirement for T-Ag activity is phosphorylation by CDK (McVey et al.,

1989). At least one essential site, T124, has been identified (McVey et al., 1989). Lack 

of phosphorylation by CDK results in a block to DNA unwinding by T-Ag (McVey et 

al., 1993; Moarefi et al., 1993). Because Cyclin A/CDK2 associates with T-Ag during 

replication (Adamczewski et al., 1993; Cannella et al., 1997), it is probably this 

particular CDK complex that mediates phosphorylation of T-Ag. Again, it is not clear 

whether the yeast CDK is able to substitute for its mammalian counterpart.

In addition to these cases of positive regulation of T-Ag by phosphorylation, 

phosphorylation of some residues is detrimental to T-Ag function (Fanning and 

Knippers, 1992). In particular, phosphorylation at S679 was found to inhibit SV40 

replication (Schneider and Fanning, 1988). Unfortunately, neither the mechanism of 

inhibition, nor the kinase mediating this particular phosphorylation is known. The fact 

that a glutamate residue follows S679, however, suggests the involvement of PI3K-like 

kinases. As for the other modifications of T-Ag, it is not known whether any of these 

inhibitory sites on T-Ag are phosphorylated in yeast.

Another pathway of activating T-Ag by dephosphorylation appears to involve the 

phosphatase PP2A (Virshup et al., 1989; Virshup et al., 1992). Dephosphorylation of T- 

Ag by PP2A is required for SV40 replication in cell extracts (Virshup et al., 1989; 

Virshup et al., 1992). Since this step promotes the loading of a second T-Ag hexamer 

onto origin DNA that has already bound the origin, it is possible that PP2A regulates the 

formation of a double hexamer, the active helicase version of T-Ag (Virshup et al., 

1992; Gai et al., 2004).

Inactivity of T-Ag might not necessarily be a result of deficiencies in post- 

translational modification control. It is theoretically also possible that protein cofactors 

required by T-Ag cannot be substituted in yeast. However, because T-Ag can co-operate 

with yeast RPA, and even E. coli single strand binding protein, in plasmid unwinding in 

vitro (Wold et al., 1987; Brill and Stillman, 1989), this explanation is not very likely.

Since replication origins usually show highly regulated placement of nucleosomes 

(Lipford and Bell, 2001; Weinreich et al., 2004) and chromatin assembly had been 

shown to be inhibitory to SV40 replication (Ishimi, 1992; Alexiadis et al., 1998), it is 

possible that interaction of T-Ag with the origin is prevented by higher order DNA
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structures in yeast. To minimise the chance of origin inaccessibility, all the plasmids 

that were used contained 4 tandem copies of the SV40 origin. However, it still is 

possible that none of the origins allow interaction with T-Ag.

In summary, the most plausible explanation for the inactivity of T-Ag in yeast is an 

incorrect pattern of post-translational modifications, although other reasons might also 

play a part.

3.3.2 gpa is inactive when expressed in yeast

In an attempt to set up a less complicated approach for plasmid unwinding in vivo, 

E. coli bacteriophage P4 gpa (Ziegelin and Lanka, 1995) was used in a similar way as 

T-Ag. It was thought that gpa, originating from a much simpler system, would not be 

under as tight and cell environment specific regulation as T-Ag.

However, upon expression of gpa in cells containing P4 origin plasmids, no activity 

could be detected (Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4). Immunoblot analysis of whole-cell 

extracts and cell fractionations showed that gpa was expressed and specifically 

enriched in chromatin-associated fractions (Figure 3.4). A lack of expression or nuclear 

accumulation of gpa can therefore be excluded as a cause for gpa’s inactivity. Several 

other reasons could still account for it, however. It could be that the epitope tags and 

NLSs that were fused to gpa rendered the protein non-functional. In the hope of 

avoiding such a negative effect, two different versions of the fusion protein had been 

constructed, 2xNLS-gpa-MycHis and gpa-2xNLS-MycHis. Unfortunately, expression 

of neither construct resulted in detectable plasmid unwinding (see section 3.2.3).

Another possible reason for gpa not being functional is that necessary cofactors 

present in E. coli are absent in yeast. Arguing against such a possibility, however, gpa 

is able to carry out its helicase activity in vitro without any accessory proteins (Ziegelin 

et al., 1993). A number of experiments carried out in vivo and in cell extracts have 

implied that the host replication factors DnaA, DnaB, DnaC, DnaG, DnaJ, and DnaK 

are not required for P4 replication (Diaz Orejas et al., 1994; Ziegelin et al., 1995). These 

findings suggest that neither the host origin melting nor the DNA unwinding machinery 

are essential. Since P4 replication has, however, not been reported with reconstituted 

proteins, it is not known what the exact protein requirements are.

Eukaryotic DNA is densely packed into nucleosomes and higher order structures 

(Chakravarthy et al., 2005). This level of organisation is absent in bacterial and phage
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genomes. It is therefore relatively likely that gpa is unable to interact with the origin 

and/or to carry out its unwinding function when the DNA is packaged into chromatin.

Because distinguishing between the possibilities outlined above (and several other 

possible ones) would require a large amount of experimental effort that would not likely 

result in a solution to the problems encountered in this investigation, no further 

experiments were carried out on this issue.

Since neither the T-Ag nor the gpa systems worked, this study does not give any 

further insight into the role of ssDNA in checkpoint activation.
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4 Degradation of RPA leads to Rad9-dependent checkpoint 

activation during S phase

4.1 O verview

As described in chapters 1 and 3, ssDNA is widely believed to be the best candidate 

for a unifying DNA damage checkpoint inducing structure (Garvik et al., 1995; Lee et 

al., 1998; Pellicioli et al., 2001; Rouse and Jackson, 2002b; Costanzo and Gautier, 

2003; Tercero et al., 2003; Zou and Elledge, 2003; Ira et al., 2004; Byun et al., 2005; 

Cortez, 2005). However, ssDNA, probably never exists in its naked form within the 

cell, but is usually covered by the heterotrimeric replication protein-A (RPA) complex 

(Wold, 1997; Iftode et al., 1999). RPA consists of three different subunits, Rpal 

(~70kD), Rpa2 (~36kD), and Rpa3 (~14kD), encoded by the RFA1, RFA2, and RFA3 

genes, respectively (Wold, 1997; Iftode et al., 1999). RPA is the functional homologue 

of prokaryotic single-strand binding protein (Wold, 1997; Iftode et al., 1999). As would 

be expected, therefore, RPA has been found to function in a large number of DNA- 

related processes, such as replication, transcription and repair (Wold, 1997; Iftode et al., 

1999).

If ssDNA does play a role in the checkpoint response, it would not be unreasonable 

to assume a function for RPA in this process. Indeed, several lines of genetic evidence 

appear to support such an assumption (see Chapter 1 for more in-depth discussion of 

this matter). However, the dissection of the in vivo roles of RPA is hampered by the fact 

that all three subunits are essential for cell viability (Brill and Stillman, 1991). 

Therefore, most studies have utilised hypomorphic mutations (see Chapter 1). However, 

there are a number of problems associated with hypomorphs, the most obvious being 

that such mutations do not represent null phenotypes. Furthermore, apparent defects in 

checkpoint signalling in a particular mutant might not necessarily only reflect the loss 

of a function required. It is also possible that primary defects due to the mutation cause 

misleading secondary phenotypes. The aim of this investigation was therefore to 

construct mutants that could be expected to mimic the effects of complete gene 

deletions. To this end, the heat-inducible degron approach was used (Dohmen et al., 

1994; Labib et al., 2000; Sanchez-Diaz et al., 2004) that allows the rapid degradation of
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Figure 4 .1 : The heat-inducible degron approach for protein depletion in 
vivo. Upon expression of the degron-cassette fusion protein, the ubiquitin 
moiety is cleaved off from the N-terminus. This leaves a protein with an 
aberrant N-terminus, a strong substrate for the N-end rule degradation 
pathway. Ubr1 recognises such proteins and, with the help of Ubc2, cataly
ses their poly-ubiquitination once the culture is shifted from 24°C to 37°C. 
Ubiquitination at 24°C is inhibited because the conformation of the DHFR 
part of the degron cassette is such that none of its lysines are accessible to 
Ubrl. Overexpression of Ubr1 from the GALM0 promoter greatly improves 
degradation.
Figure modified from Sanchez-Diaz et al., 2004.
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a chosen protein in vivo in a temperature-dependent manner (Figure 4.1.)- In this 

method, a degron-cassette, consisting of a ubiquitin moiety followed by a part of the 

dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR) gene, is fused to the region coding for the N-terminus 

of a given protein. In addition, the gene’s promoter is replaced with the CUP1 promoter 

that can be regulated to a certain extent by the addition/omission of copper to the 

growth medium. Upon expression of the fusion protein, the N-terminal ubiquitin is 

rapidly cleaved off. This leaves a protein with an aberrant N-terminus (an arginine 

instead of the conventional methionine), a strong substrate for the N-end rule 

degradation pathway, a specialised poly-ubiquitination mode (Varshavsky, 1997). Ubrl, 

an E3 ubiquitin ligase and key component of the N-end rule degradation pathway, 

recognises such proteins. Together with its ubiquitin conjugating enzyme, Ubc2, Ubrl 

then catalyses their poly-ubiquitination. However, at 24°C, none of the lysines in the N- 

terminal DHFR part of the degron fusion-protein are accessible to Ubrl, resulting in a 

block to ubiquitination and the maintenance of degron-protein stability at this 

permissive temperature. Upon shift to 37°C, the DHFR conformation changes, causing 

its lysines to become exposed, thus allowing rapid poly-ubiquitination and degradation 

of the degron proteins (Figure 4.1). Because overexpression of Ubrl greatly improves 

degradation (Labib et al., 2000; Sanchez-Diaz et al., 2004), all the strains used had the 

galactose-inducible GALj.jo promoter fused in front of the UBR1 locus.

To further improve protein depletion, some degron constructs also allowed 

transcriptional repression of the chosen gene (Tanaka and Diffley, 2002b). This was 

achieved by utilising a dual activator/repressor system that can be regulated by the 

addition of tetracycline or its related compound doxycycline to the medium (Belli et al., 

1998). In this system, the CUP1 promoter from which the degron construct is expressed 

is replaced with tetC>2 promoter sequences, the binding site for the bacterial Tet- 

repressor (tetR, (Belli et al., 1998). Additionally, two transcription factor fusion proteins 

are expressed that are both based on tetR (Belli et al., 1998). A fusion protein of tetR to 

the transactivation domain VP 16, works as an activator of transcription whose binding 

to the promoter is only possible in the absence of doxycycline. Furthermore, an 

inhibitor of transcription, Ssn6 is expressed in fusion with a modified form of the Tet- 

repressor that only allows promoter binding in the presence of doxycyline (<tetR - 

Ssn6)(Belli et al., 1998). Therefore, in the absence of doxycycline, only tTA will be 

able to interact with the promoter, resulting in activation of transcription. Upon addition 

of doxycycline, tTA will be replaced by tetR -Ssn6, leading to transcriptional repression
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(Belli et al., 1998). This system allows much tighter expression regulation than the 

standard CUP1 promoter used in the original degron system (Tanaka and Diffley, 

2002b).

4.2 R esults

4.2.1 RPA degradation does not appear to interfere with maintaining an 

active DNA replication checkpoint

In order to address the function of RPA in the DNA damage response during 

replication, CUP /-degron mutants of RFA1 , RFA2, and RFA3 were constructed 

(referred to as r fa ltd, rfa2td, and rfa3td). None of the strains exhibited any obvious 

growth defects at the permissive temperature, or when grown at 37°C in the presence of 

glucose instead of galactose (i.e. in the absence of Ubrl). Moreover, as expected, no 

growth defects were detected when the strains were grown in galactose containing 

medium at the permissive temperature. Growth was, however, severely reduced when 

the strains were grown at 37°C in the presence of galactose. These findings are in 

agreement with the expectations of a degron mutant allele that is functional under 

permissive conditions but not at restrictive conditions. In order to allow detection of 

each degron protein by western blotting, all proteins also contained a haemagglutinin 

(HA) epitope tag on their N-terminus. As outlined below, a shift to 37°C in the presence 

of galactose resulted in the rapid degradation of each degron protein (see also Figure 

4.2B and C).

The first question that was addressed was whether depletion of any of the individual 

subunits would interfere with maintaining a DNA replication checkpoint that had 

previously been activated. Two different drugs were used to induce a checkpoint 

response: hydroxyurea (HU), which inhibits ribonucleotide reductase, thereby depleting 

the intracellular dNTP pool (Elford, 1968); and methyl methanesulphonate (MMS), a 

DNA alkylating agent (Drablos et al., 2004). Both drugs had previously been shown to 

induce a DNA replication checkpoint response (Weinert et al., 1994; Navas et al., 1996; 

Sanchez et al., 1996; Sun et al., 1996; Tercero et al., 2003).

Figure 4.2A shows the experimental design that was followed. Cells were grown 

overnight at the permissive temperature in the absence of galactose with raffinose as the 

only carbon source. Subsequently, the cultures were synchronised in G1 by treatment 

with a  factor (Bucking-Throm et al., 1973). At this stage, galactose was substituted as
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carbon source, resulting in rapid induction of Ubrl expression. The cells were then 

released from the arrest into medium containing either 0.2M HU or 0.01% MMS in 

order to activate the checkpoint. In the last step, degradation of the Rpatd proteins was 

triggered by shifting the cultures to 37°C, in the continued presence of drugs. 

Checkpoint activation was assayed by monitoring the phosphorylation state of Rad53 in 

western blots, (see Chapter 1); Rpatd-protein levels were followed by western blotting 

against the HA epitope.

As expected, increasing the temperature from 25°C to 37°C had no effect on the 

checkpoint response of the wild type parent strain to either HU or MMS (Figure 4.2B 

and C, top panels). Upon shifting the rfatd strains to restrictive conditions, each degron 

protein was rapidly degraded to below detection levels (Figure 4.2B and C, lower part 

of each panel). Degradation of the Rpatd mutant proteins, did, however, not result in a 

loss of Rad53 activation. It was therefore concluded that depletion of RPA does not 

result in a deficiency in maintaining an active DNA replication checkpoint. However, 

since it was later found that degradation of the Rpatd proteins does not lead to a 

complete null phenotype due to some residual protein levels remaining (see section

4.2.3), these results do not indicate whether RPA per se is required for replication 

checkpoint maintenance. The only conclusion that can safely be drawn is that if the 

checkpoint required RPA, even extremely low amounts are sufficient for this function.

4.2.2 RPA degradation does not appear to interfere with DNA replication 

checkpoint activation

Although the experiments described above show that RPA degradation does not 

compromise checkpoint maintenance, they provide no indication as to whether de novo 

checkpoint activation might be affected. This issue was addressed in the experiments 

outlined in Figure 4.3A. Cells from overnight cultures grown at the permissive 

temperature in raffinose were G1-arrested at the same time as UBR1 expression was 

induced. Following this, the arrest was maintained, but the temperature was shifted to 

37°C to trigger Rpatd degradation. Lastly, cells were released into medium containing 

0.2M HU at 37°C. As for the experiments described above, Rad53 

hyperphosphorylation and Rpatd degradation were followed by immunoblotting (Figure 

4.3B). Again, the elevated temperature did not affect checkpoint activation in the wild 

type parent strain (Figure 4.3B, top panel). No defects were observed in any of the three 

rfatd strains, although the degron proteins were degraded to below detection limits
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(Figure 4.3B bottom three panels). Therefore, degradation of the individual RPA 

subunits does not compromise the establishment of the DNA replication checkpoint 

response. However, again it has to be emphasised that the results described in the 

following section (4.2.3) indicated some RPA function remained after Rpatd 

degradation. Thus, these findings to do not give a definite answer to the requirement for 

RPA during replication checkpoint activation. As before, they only indicate that if 

checkpoint activation requires RPA, very low amounts are sufficient.

4.2.3 Degradation of R paltd in G1 leads to checkpoint activation and cell 

death in the subsequent S phase

RPA, in addition to its role in checkpoint activation, is also essential for replication 

(Wold, 1997; Iftode et al., 1999). Therefore, it was interesting to see if its loss could 

induce checkpoint activation during replication in the absence of DNA damage. Only 

results for the degron mutant of the largest RPA subunit, rfa ltd, are shown here. Very 

similar observations were made for rfa2td and rfaStd. In order to increase Rpaltd 

degradation efficiency even further, a different version of the rfaltd strain was 

constructed that allowed transcriptional repression in addition to protein degradation. In 

this strain, rfaltd is expressed from a promoter that can be repressed by adding 

doxycyclin to the growth medium (Belli et al., 1998; Tanaka and Diffley, 2002b), see 

section 4.1). Figure 4.4A outlines the experimental design that was followed. As before, 

cultures were grown overnight under permissive conditions in the absence of Ubrl 

expression. In addition, a low level of doxycyclin that did not inhibit growth, but 

reduced rfaltd expression, was present in the medium. Cells were then arrested in G1 

under the same conditions, following which the culture was shifted to galactose medium 

to induce expression of Ubrl. At the same time, the concentration of doxycyclin was 

increased to the level that had been found to completely inhibit growth, even under 

conditions that did not allow Rpaltd degradation. Finally, the cells were released from 

G1 arrest into galactose medium containing this higher level of doxycyclin at 37°C. 

Rad53 hyperphosphorylation and Rpaltd degradation were followed by immunoblotting 

as before. In addition, samples were taken to be used in viability assays and flow- 

cytometric analysis of DNA content. After 90min, a  factor was added to the cultures to 

prevent cells that had undergone mitosis entering a second round of DNA synthesis.

Whereas Rad53 remained in its hypo-phosphorylated, faster migrating, form in the 

wild type strain throughout the experiment, hyper-phosphorylation of Rad53 was
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detected in the rfaltd strain upon release from G1 arrest (Figure 4.4B). At the same time, 

viability dropped dramatically in the rfaltd strain, although it remained unaffected in the 

wild type (Figure 4.4D). This suggests irreversible DNA damage as the source for 

checkpoint activation in the rfaltd strain. Flow-cytometric analysis revealed that rfaltd 

cells were able to enter S phase and finish bulk DNA synthesis (Figure 4.4E). The vast 

majority of cells, however, remained arrested with a DNA content of approximately 2C 

(Figure 4.4E). The lack of reaccumulation of rfa ltd cells in G1 (compare the peak 

distribution between wild type and rfaltd at late time points in Figure 4.4E) is in good 

agreement with the checkpoint activation (Rad53 hyperphosphorylation) that was 

observed specifically in the rfaltd strain (Figure 4.4B).

Together, these results indicate that entry into S phase with limiting amounts of 

RPA leads to irreparable DNA damage and checkpoint activation.

The finding that the rfa ltd strain can finish bulk DNA synthesis under restrictive 

conditions was somewhat surprising given the fact that RPA had previously been shown 

to be absolutely required for SV40 replication in vitro (Wold and Kelly, 1988), and for 

origin firing in the X  laevis NPE system (Walter and Newport, 2000), see Chapter 1). 

Further in vitro studies have also established an involvement of RPA in replication 

elongation (Weisshart et al., 2004). This discrepancy can be resolved by assuming that 

although degradation of Rpaltd seemed to reach completion as judged from western 

blots (Figure 4.4B), some residual Rpaltd levels remained. Indeed, low amounts of 

Rpaltd were detected after protein degradation when anti-Rpal antibody was used 

instead of an anti-HA antibody (Figure 4.4C). Unfortunately, this antiserum was only 

available in very limited amounts. Therefore, it was not used routinely.

As referred to above, the fact that r fa ltd strains are proficient for bulk DNA 

synthesis under restrictive conditions cast doubt upon the HU and MMS experiments 

described earlier (sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2). If Rpaltd degradation does not lead to a 

complete null phenotype during DNA replication, it is also possible that any 

checkpoint-related activities may be still be fully or partially functional. Therefore, the 

lack of defects in the checkpoint response to HU and MMS upon Rpatd degradation does 

not exclude an involvement of RPA in these processes.
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4.2.4 The checkpoint response to R p a ltd degradation operates via Rad9

As described in Chapter 1, different checkpoint stimuli rely on different proteins to 

transduce a checkpoint signal from Mecl to Rad53 (Alcasabas et al., 2001; Longhese et 

al., 2003). While general DNA damage appears to work through Rad9 (Longhese et al., 

2003), this protein appears to play only a minor role in the response to replication stress 

such as induced by HU or MMS (Paulovich et al., 1997; Pellicioli et al., 1999; 

Alcasabas et al., 2001). During the response to replication stress, Mrcl, a protein that 

shows distant homology to Rad9, appears to carry out this function (Alcasabas et al., 

2001; Tanaka and Russell, 2001). Conversely, Mrcl does not appear to be involved in 

the DNA damage response triggered by other sources than replicative stress, such as 

telomere erosion in the cdcJ3 mutant (Alcasabas et al., 2001).

In order to gain some insight into the nature of the checkpoint activation in the 

rfa ltd strain, rad9A, mrcl A, and rad9A mrcl A mutants were tested for their proficiency 

in mediating Rad53 hyperphosphorylation during S phase with degraded Rpaltd. Strains 

deleted for both RAD9 and MRC1 require increased activity of ribonucleotide reductase 

for viability (Alcasabas et al., 2001). Therefore, all strains additionally carried a 

deletion of the ribonucleotide reductase inhibitor SML1 (Zhao et al., 1998). Deletion of 

SML1 also suppresses the lethality of MECl and RAD53 null alleles (Zhao et al., 1998). 

Importantly, this rescue of viability does not result from a re-establishment of 

checkpoint responses (Desany et al., 1998; Zhao et al., 1998), see Chapter 1).

Similarly to the previous experiments, Rpal,d degradation was triggered before each 

of the strains was released from G1 arrest (Figure 4.5A). In addition to monitoring 

Rad53 hyperphosphorylation, Rad53 activation was also determined by in situ 

autokinase assays (Pellicioli et al., 1999; see also Chapter 1). In this assay, Rad53 

autokinase activity is detected in protein extracts immobilised on western blot 

membranes. Checkpoint activation is a prerequisite for this activity (Pellicioli et al., 

1999).

Deletion o f S ML I  did not compromise Rad53 activation during replication 

following Rpal,d degradation in an otherwise wild type background (Figure 4.5B). 

Rad53 activation also appeared fully functional in the mrcl A smllA  strain. In contrast, 

deletion of RAD9 reduced Rad53 activation to levels barely above the detection limit. In 

the rad9A mrcl A double mutant background, which is completely defective for all 

tested checkpoint responses (Alcasabas et al., 2001; Gibson et al., 2004; Grandin et al., 

2005), not even trace amounts of Rad53 activation were detected (Figure 4.5B).
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Analysis of DNA content by flow-cytometry confirmed that each of the cultures entered 

S phase (Figure 4.5C).

These results indicate that checkpoint activation during DNA replication in the 

rfaltd strain is mediated mainly through Rad9 and not through Mrcl. The possible 

implications of this finding are discussed below (see section 4.3).

4.2.5 The checkpoint response to HU does not require Rad9 in the rfa ltd 

strain

The observations just described raise the possibility that any defects of the rfa ltd 

mutant in the checkpoint response to replication stress were masked by this Rad9- 

dependent response that resulted from Rpaltd degradation itself. Thus, the apparent 

proficiency of rfatd mutants for the checkpoint response to HU and MMS after Rpatd 

degradation (Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3) could have been due to secondary effects. 

Therefore, experiments were carried out to determine whether the maintenance of 

activated Rad53 in HU was dependent on Rad9 after Rpaltd degradation. The 

checkpoint response to Rpaltd depletion is almost completely dependent on Rad9 

(Figure 4.5). Therefore, if the checkpoint response to HU under restrictive conditions 

for rfa ltd were only due to secondary effects of Rpaltd degradation, no maintenance of 

Rad53 activation following Rpaltd degradation would be expected in the rad9A strain. 

In parallel with the rfaltd and rad9A rfaltd strains, mrcl A rfaltd and rad9A mrcl A rfaltd 

strains were analysed as controls. As before, SML1 was deleted in all strains.

Under conditions permissive for rfaltd, cells were released from G1 synchronisation 

into medium containing 0.2M HU (Figure 4.6A), resulting in S phase arrest and 

checkpoint activation in the r fa ltdsm llA  control strain (Figure 4.6B and C). In 

agreement with previous results (Figure 4.2B), Rad53 was largely maintained in its 

activated form in this strain upon temperature shift to 37°C and Rpaltd degradation 

(Figure 4.6B). The rad9A rfaltd smllA  strain behaved very similarly to the rfaltd smllA 

control strain (Figure 4.6B and C), indicating that Rad9 is not required for maintaining 

the checkpoint response to HU after degradation of Rpaltd. This suggests that the 

proficiency of cells to maintain a checkpoint response to HU after Rpaltd degradation 

(Figure 4.2) is not instead due to the activation of a secondary checkpoint response 

caused by the depletion of RPA.
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In the mrcl A rfal1** smllA  strain, Rad53 autokinase activity and phosphorylation 

were reduced in response to HU, even under conditions permissive for rfa ltd (Figure 

4.6B and C). This is in agreement with published results showing that Rad53 activation 

in response to HU is delayed and weak in mrcl A cells (Alcasabas et al., 2001). The 

residual Rad53 activity that can be observed is mediated by Rad9 and is thought to be a 

consequence of the generation of secondary lesions rather than the detection of stalled 

forks (Alcasabas et al., 2001). No reduction in the residual Rad53 phosphorylation and 

autokinase activity was observed in the mrcl A mutant after degradation of Rpaltd 

(Figure 4.6B and C). The most likely explanation for this finding is that secondary 

lesions, resulting from either Rpaltd degradation or fork collapse due to stalling in the 

absence of Mrcl are responsible for this checkpoint response. Lastly, no Rad53 

phosphorylation or autokinase activity were observed in the mrcl Is. rad9A background 

at any stage of the experiment (Figure 4.6B), although cells accumulated in S phase as 

judged from the FACS profile (Figure 4.6C). In this case, both the response to stalled 

forks (believed to be mediated by Mrcl), and the response to secondary lesions 

(presumably mediated by Rad9) are inactivated, resulting in a complete absence of 

Rad53 activity and phosphorylation.

Together, these results suggest that the responses to HU, and presumably other 

replication stresses, remain intact after depletion of RPA.

4.3 Discussion

The aim of this investigation was to characterise the potential role for RPA in DNA 

damage checkpoint activation. While many indirect indications for such a role exist (see 

Chapter 1), the fact that all three RPA subunits are essential for viability has made it 

difficult to obtain direct evidence. In an attempt to generate mutants that should mimic 

the effects of null mutants, the construction and phenotypic analysis of heat-inducible 

degron mutants in RFA1, RFA2 and RFA3 was reported in the sections above.

4.3.1 Phenotypic similarity between rfa ltd, rfa2?d, and rfa3td

RPA forms a tight heterotrimeric complex in vivo (Fairman and Stillman, 1988; 

Wold and Kelly, 1988; Wold, 1997). However, in vitro studies have suggested that a 

separate heterodimer between Rpa2 and Rpa3 can also form (Henricksen et al., 1994;
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Wold, 1997). Because all three subunits contain ssDNA binding domains (Bochkarev et 

al., 1997; Brill and Bastin-Shanower, 1998; Bochkarev et al., 1999), it is formally 

possible that the Rpa2/Rpa3 dimer and the Rpal monomer could carry out some RPA- 

specific functions by themselves. However, neither the Rpa2/Rpa3 dimer nor Rpal on 

its own are able to support SV40 replication (Erdile et al., 1991; Henricksen et al., 

1994). Additional support for a situation in which only the heterotrimer is active comes 

from the finding that complex formation can affect subunit stability in vivo (Maniar et 

al., 1997).

Hypomorphic mutations that have been isolated in each of the three subunits of 

RPA, however, show a wide range of overlapping and non-overlapping phenotypes 

(Longhese et al., 1994; Santocanale et al., 1995; Maniar et al., 1997; Umezu et al., 

1998; discussed in detail in Chapter 1, Introduction). In contrast to the vast number of 

different possibilities with hypomorphic mutations, a similar kind of deficiency for each 

subunit should result from induced protein degradation. It was therefore interesting to 

determine whether the degron mutants of the individual RPA subunits constructed in 

this investigation showed identical or non-identical phenotypes.

In all assays, virtually identical phenotypes were observed upon degradation of 

Rpaltd, Rpa2td, or Rpa3td. Degradation of each of the subunits had no obvious effect on 

maintaining Rad53 activation after treatment with HU or MMS (Figure 4.2), nor was 

there any difference in the ability to activate the checkpoint when any of the subunits 

were degraded before release from G1 arrest into HU (Figure 4.3). Lastly, when any of 

the RPA subunits was degraded before release into an otherwise unperturbed S phase, 

checkpoint activation and cell cycle arrest were observed in all three cases (Figure 4.4 

and data not shown). As judged by flow cytometry and microscopic analysis, cells 

depleted for any of the RPA subunits arrested at a similar stage with almost all cells 

showing large buds and a DNA content around 2C (Figure 4.4 and data not shown).

Although one has to bear in mind that rfatd degradation does not lead to a complete 

RPA null phenotype (see below), these data therefore corroborate previous results 

(reviewed in Wold, 1997; Iftode et al., 1999) that the individual RPA subunits are not 

functional outside the heterotrimeric RPA complex.
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4.3.2 rfa ltd mutants are proficient for bulk DNA synthesis after R paltd 

degradation

When Rpaltd (or Rpa2td, or Rpa3td, data not shown) were degraded prior to release 

into an otherwise unperturbed S phase, flow-cytometric analysis of DNA contents 

revealed that cells were able to carry out bulk DNA synthesis (Figure 4.4E). This 

finding was surprising, given the known requirement for RPA in both initiation and 

elongation of SV40 replication (Dean et al., 1987; Wold et al., 1987; Fairman and 

Stillman, 1988; Wold and Kelly, 1988; Fanning and Knippers, 1992; Walther et al., 

1999; Weisshart et al., 2004), and in initiation in X. laevis egg extracts (Walter and 

Newport, 2000). All three subunits of RPA are essential genes in yeast (Brill and 

Stillman, 1991), and temperature-sensitive point mutants in rfa2 have been isolated that 

arrest with a 1C DNA content and prevent DNA synthesis in synchronised populations 

(Maniar et al., 1997). These findings strongly suggest that RPA is essential for DNA 

replication in yeast. The rfatd results therefore suggest that degradation is not complete, 

even though in most cases, the Rpatd proteins were degraded to below detection limits 

of the anti-HA antibody used. Indeed, some residual protein could be detected after 

Rpaltd degradation when an anti-Rpal antibody was used instead (Figure 4.4C). Image 

analysis of immunoblots suggested that -10% of the protein remained after degradation. 

Given the poor linearity of immunoblot signals, it has to be emphasised that this value 

only represents a rough estimate. Together, however, these considerations strongly 

suggest that Rpatd degradation does not lead to a complete null phenotype. The 

proficiency of rfatd strains to carry out bulk DNA synthesis (Figure 4.4E) and to activate 

Rad53 in response to drug treatment (Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3) therefore do not allow 

the conclusion that RPA is not involved in the respective processes.

DNA replication appeared to be a slower process after Rpaltd degradation (Figure 

4.4E). While it only took ~15min for the wild type strain to replicate, the rfaltd strain 

required ~60min (Figure 4.4E). There are two possible reasons to account for this 

phenomenon. Firstly, because checkpoint activation was observed during S phase after 

Rpaltd degradation (Figure 4.4B), the slower S phase could be a result of checkpoint- 

mediated inhibition of late origin firing (Santocanale and Diffley, 1998; Shirahige et al.,

1998). Secondly, because of the involvement of RPA during replication elongation (see 

Chapter 1), it is possible that limiting amounts of RPA interfere with the replication 

process directly. One outcome if only the former model is correct is that compromising 

checkpoint activation should result in the reduction of time spent in S phase to a length
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similar to the wild type. However, deletion of RAD9 , which resulted in a close to 

complete loss of Rad53 activation (Figure 4.5B), did not appear to significantly 

decrease the time required for DNA synthesis (Figure 4.5C). It is therefore unlikely that 

late origin firing inhibition is the major process delaying DNA synthesis after RPA 

depletion. It appears to be more likely that RPA depletion slows down S phase by 

interfering with the replication process itself. Depletion of RPA could affect one or 

more steps in S phase: initiation, DNA unwinding, Pola recruitment, the switch from 

Pola to PolS, and Okazaki fragment maturation (Dean et al., 1987; Wold et al., 1987; 

Fairman and Stillman, 1988; Wold and Kelly, 1988; Walther et al., 1999; Bae et al., 

2001; Weisshart et al., 2004).

RNAi-mediated partial depletion of RPA 1 or RPA2 in human cells leads to a very 

similar phenotype of cells being apparently able to carry out bulk DNA synthesis 

(Dodson et al., 2004). Moreover, similar to the case in yeast, replication after RPA 

depletion leads to accumulation of DNA damage, checkpoint activation and cell death 

(Dodson et al., 2004). This similarity of phenotypes is consistent with the high 

evolutionary conservation of RPA functions.

4.3.3 How much ssDNA is generated during replication?

So far, few studies have endeavoured to quantify ssDNA formation during DNA 

replication, and no definitive results have been obtained (see below). In this section, an 

attempt will be made to provide an estimate of the amounts of ssDNA generated during 

S phase based on evidence from studies on other aspects of DNA replication. However, 

it has to be emphasised that these numbers are very speculative since no hard evidence 

on ssDNA formation is available.

While data from E. coli replication studies suggest that little ssDNA separates the 

leading strand polymerase from the replicative helicase (Johnson and O'Donnell, 2005), 

lagging strand synthesis results in defined patches of ssDNA. A rough estimate of origin 

usage predicts -600 replication forks during an S phase in S. cerevisiae (Lengronne et 

al., 2001). Because yeast Okazaki fragments are ~130bp long on average (Bielinsky and 

Gerbi, 1999), up to ~78kb of ssDNA could be present during mid S phase. This value is 

even higher when one takes into account the flaps generated during lagging strand 

synthesis (Hubscher and Seo, 2001) and the short gap between leading strand 

polymerase and helicase. In vitro studies suggest that one RPA heterotrimer binds to 

~30bp of ssDNA (Wold, 1997; Iftode et al., 1999), indicating -2600 molecules of RPA
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are required if the side-by-side binding mode suggested from in vitro studies (Wold, 

1997; Iftode et al., 1999) is assumed to be correct in vivo. Quantification of tagged 

proteins showed that Rpal, Rpa2, and Rpa3 are present in roughly equal amounts of 

-5000 molecules/cell in asynchronously growing populations (Ghaemmaghami et al., 

2003). Other studies performed on Rpal and Rpa2 showed that RPA amounts do not 

vary throughout the cell cycle (Mitkova et al., 2002). Therefore, wild type cells should 

be able to cover all the ssDNA generated during S phase. Assuming that rfatd strains 

grown under restrictive conditions fire early origins only due to inhibition of late origin 

firing by activation of the DNA damage checkpoint, this would suggest -400 active 

replication forks (Lengronne et al., 2001) and ~52kb of ssDNA. This value is still 

significantly higher than the amount of ssDNA that could be covered by -10% of RPA 

(~15kb, again assuming a roughly side-by-side binding mode of RPA).

A study based on electron microscopy evidence (Sogo et al., 2002) suggested even 

longer tracts of ssDNA generation at each replication fork (~200nt), resulting in 

estimates of ~120kb of ssDNA present during unperturbed replication and ~80kb of 

ssDNA when late origin firing is inhibited. However, this method has to be treated with 

some caution since it employed a process of enrichment of replication intermediates that 

could be biased for some fork structures. Moreover, a relatively high standard deviation 

(~100nt) was associated with this measurement.

Recently, an attempt was made to characterise ssDNA formation on a genome-wide 

scale (Feng et al., 2006). However, due to the low signal/noise ratio, no accurate 

quantification was possible, although the authors were able to use the detection of 

ssDNA generation to identify and confirm replication origins (Feng et al., 2006).

Perhaps the slow S phase observed after depletion of RPA is a consequence of a 

reduced availability of low amounts of RPA to stimulate helicase activity (Baker et al., 

1986; Walter and Newport, 2000). One prediction of such a situation would be a 

reduction in the size of Okazaki fragments under conditions restrictive for RPA. Further 

experiments on Okazaki fragment length and measurements of fork progression rates by 

density-substitution (Tercero et al., 2000) would be required to address this issue 

further.
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4.3.4 Replication with limiting amounts of RPA leads to DNA damage and 

Rad9-dependent checkpoint activation

Releasing cells from G1 arrest after degradation of any one of the RPA subunits 

resulted in Rad53 activation and G2/M arrest (Figure 4.4B, E and data not shown), 

indicating an active DNA damage checkpoint. Rad53 activation required entry into S 

phase because it was not observed in the G1 arrested population and occurred before 

entry into G2/M (Figure 4.4B). Because none of the experiments carried out during this 

investigation has addressed the nature of the DNA damage that presumably is generated 

(see below), it remains formally possible that Rad53 activation and cell cycle arrest are 

caused by means distinct from DNA damage. However, three lines of evidence argue 

against such a possibility. Firstly, no situation has been described in which Rad53 

activation was observed under conditions other than DNA damage (Bartek et al., 2001). 

Secondly, deletion of genes upstream of RAD53 in the DNA damage checkpoint 

resulted in a complete loss of Rad53 activation in response to degraded RPA (Figure 

4.5). Lastly and most importantly, the loss of viability that was observed (Figure 4.4E), 

strongly suggested the formation of irreversible DNA damage.

As described in Chapter 1, transduction of the checkpoint signal from Mecl to 

Rad53 depends on one of two proteins, Rad9 and Mrcl, depending on the nature of 

damage stimulus (Alcasabas et al., 2001; Longhese et al., 2003). Mrcl appears to 

function mainly in response to replication stress (Alcasabas et al., 2001; Tanaka and 

Russell, 2001) whereas Rad9 appears to transduce signals generated by general DNA 

damage (Paulovich et al., 1997; Pellicioli et al., 1999; Alcasabas et al., 2001; Tanaka 

and Russell, 2001). In addition to its role in activating the checkpoint, Mrcl is also 

required to maintain a stably associated replisome after HU treatment (Katou et al., 

2003).

Checkpoint activation in response to Rpaltd degradation was found to depend for 

the most part on Rad9; Mrcl, on the other hand, did not appear to be required (Figure 

4.5B). Such checkpoint activation does not seem to be unique to the rfatd alleles 

generated in this investigation. Several temperature-sensitive mutants of RFA1 and 

RFA2 that had previously been isolated undergo checkpoint arrest in G2/M when grown 

at the restrictive temperature (Santocanale et al., 1995; Maniar et al., 1997; Umezu et 

al., 1998). In some cases this arrest was found to be relieved by deletion of RAD9 

(Santocanale et al., 1995). In addition, degron mutants of CDC45 and of components of 

the MCM complex were found to cause Rad9-dependent checkpoint activation (Rajat
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Roy, unpublished results). Thus, this kind of checkpoint activation might be a common 

theme for loss of function of some replication fork proteins. It will be of interest to 

determine whether other components of the replication fork, such as DNA polymerases 

will behave in a similar manner. Two different mechanisms might be at work. Firstly, 

checkpoint activation due to uncoupling of the helicase and polymerase parts of the 

replisome may cause Rad53 activation in an Mrcl-dependent pathway. Such an 

uncoupling of helicase and polymerase parts of the replication fork is thought to be the 

consequence of polymerase inhibition by treatment with aphidicolin in the X. laevis 

NPE replication system (Byun et al., 2005; see Chapter 1, Introduction). In yeast, the 

situation is less clear, however. For example, after treatment with HU, large-scale 

uncoupling cannot be detected in wild type cells (Katou et al., 2003), although there is 

evidence for some uncoupling to happen at a lower scale (Sogo et al., 2002). 

Interestingly, deletion of MRC1 results in increased uncoupling (Katou et al., 2003).

Secondly, inhibition of helicase function might result in secondary processing of 

replication forks and subsequent activation of Rad9-dependent signalling. Limiting the 

amount of RPA might result in inhibition of helicase activity, given that replicative 

DNA unwinding requires the single strand binding protein in E. coli and RPA in X. 

laevis egg extracts and SV40 replication (Baker et al., 1986; Dean et al., 1987; Wold et 

al., 1987; Fairman and Stillman, 1988; Wold and Kelly, 1988; Walter and Newport, 

2000).

4.3.5 What is the nature of the DNA damage induced by Rpal 

degradation?

Having limiting amounts of RPA present during DNA replication might generate 

DNA damage and activate the checkpoint in several different ways. Here, three 

possibilities are discussed in more detail.

Firstly, it is possible that replication forks containing limiting amounts of RPA are 

being recognised as DNA damage directly. If, for example, RPA were inhibitory to 

checkpoint activation, such a consequence would be possible. In this regard it is of 

interest that the gene product of the rfa l-tll  mutant that is partially defective for DNA 

damage checkpoint activation is less efficiently displaced from ssDNA (Kantake et al.,

2003). Moreover, recognition of aberrant replication forks might not depend on aberrant 

DNA structures. Replication proteins might undergo conformational changes upon fork 

stalling to expose interaction sites that mediate the recruitment of checkpoint proteins.
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Interestingly, Mrcl and Tofl, another protein implicated in the S phase checkpoint 

response, were shown to travel with replication forks (Katou et al., 2003). However, 

because Mrcl is not required for Rad53 activation in response to Rpaltd degradation 

(Figure 4.5), such a process would have to be mediated by other factors. Arguing 

against checkpoint activation without the actual generation of DNA damage, Rpaltd 

degradation was found to result in a dramatic loss of viability (Figure 4.4D). Although 

checkpoint activation can be detrimental to cell viability (Wysocki and Kron, 2004), it 

is hard to envisage how transient checkpoint activation can result in complete loss of 

viability in yeast.

Secondly, RPA might be a factor that inhibits processing of aberrant replication 

forks. Replication forks loaded with sub-optimal amounts of RPA might thus be a 

substrate for flap endonucleases, resulting in DSB formation. In favour of this 

hypothesis, several flap endonucleases were shown to be detrimental to growth of 

rad53A cells treated with low amounts of HU (Monica Segurado, unpublished results). 

However, the fast kinetics of checkpoint activation upon RPA depletion (Figure 4.4B), 

are somewhat in contrast to the relatively slow checkpoint activation observed in 

response to DSB formation (Pellicioli et al., 2001), see also Chapter 5). Moreover, 

deletion of Exol, a flap endonuclease shown to be involved in the processing of 

collapsed replication forks (Cotta-Ramusino et al., 2005), was found not to affect 

checkpoint activation in an mcm4td strain (Rajat Roy, unpublished).

Thirdly, limiting amounts of RPA might result in aberrant processing of Okazaki 

fragments. In an in vitro reconstituted system for this process, RPA has been shown to 

play an essential role by regulating the concerted action of Dna2 and Fenl 

endonucleases (Bae et al., 2001). If proper processing of Okazaki fragments were 

impaired in vivo after Rpaltd degradation, the flaps and gaps generated during lagging 

strand synthesis could account both for checkpoint activation and loss of viability.

4.3,5.1 rfatd strains are proficient for checkpoint activation in response to HU

The observation that depletion of RPA resulted in Rad53 activation during S phase 

(Figure 4.4) cast doubt on the previous findings regarding the apparently normal 

checkpoint response to HU and MMS (Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3). If the checkpoint 

response in HU and MMS under conditions restrictive for r fa l td were only a 

consequence of the signal generated by depletion of RPA, then deletion of RAD9 should 

abolish Rad53 activation. However, this was not observed (Figure 4.6). It was therefore
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concluded that checkpoint activation to replication stress was apparently functional after 

RPA degradation.

Checkpoint activation in response to replication stress is weak and delayed in 

mrcl Is. mutants (Alcasabas et al., 2001). It is believed that secondary lesions generated 

from processing of collapsed replication forks mediate this residual checkpoint 

activation in mrcl Is cells (Alcasabas et al., 2001). Evidence for such a mechanism 

comes from the finding that Rad9 is required for Rad53 activation in response to HU in 

mrcl A mutants, although it is not essential for this process in wild type cells. 

Interestingly, degradation of Rpaltd during an HU arrest did not increase Rad53 

activation in mrcl A (Figure 4.6B, autokinase assay). This might indicate that the 

generation of structures that mediate checkpoint activation in response to HU precedes 

and compromises the formation of structures that mediate checkpoint activation in 

response to RPA depletion. Further studies will, however, be required to resolve this 

issue.

4.3.6 Rad9-dependent checkpoint activation independent of long tracts of 

RPA-covered ssDNA?

It was intriguing to observe efficient checkpoint activation during replication under 

conditions limiting for RPA, and possibly therefore also for the production of ssDNA. 

The findings obtained in the investigation reported here thus raise the possibility of 

structures other than long tracts of RPA covered ssDNA to be able to induce a 

checkpoint response. Support for such a situation comes from studies carried out in 

parallel (Rajat Roy, unpublished), indicating that inhibition of the replicative helicase 

by degradation of MCM subunits results in checkpoint activation as well. In such a 

situation, ssDNA formation by itself is inhibited due to the absence of DNA unwinding 

at the replication fork.

UV irradiation of G1 arrested cells can result in checkpoint activation at doses as 

low as 5Jm*2 (Neecke et al., 1999). At such a dose, an estimated ~70 pyrimidine-dimers 

are being formed per cell (Douki et al., 2000). During repair of these, the NER 

machinery generates gaps of ~30nt for each photoproduct (Prakash and Prakash, 2000). 

Assuming synchronous repair, ~2100nt of ssDNA would be generated. If such a low 

amount of ssDNA can induce a checkpoint response, how can the estimated tens of 

thousands of ssDNA nucleotides generated during DNA replication (see above, section
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4.3.3) escape notice by the checkpoint? Studies carried out in the X. laevis NPE system 

(Walter et al., 1998) have established that ssDNA generation by itself is not sufficient 

for checkpoint activation (Byun et al., 2005). Rather, a junction to dsDNA is required in 

addition to ssDNA (Byun et al., 2005). Further results indicated that a freely available 

5’ end (e.g. a 3’ overhang structure) was necessary for checkpoint activation (K. 

Cimprich, personal communication). Such structures are the preferred substrate for 

loading of the PCNA-like checkpoint complex (Ellison and Stillman, 2003). It is not 

known whether this alternative PCNA checkpoint complex can efficiently be loaded at 

Okazaki fragments, which contain RNA instead of DNA at their 5’ ends. If loading 

were compromised, this might be a mechanism to prevent checkpoint activation during 

normal replication. Interestingly, activation of the checkpoint in non-replicating cells 

treated with UV and after DSB formation, depends on these factors (de la Torre-Ruiz et 

al., 1998; Kondo et al., 2001). Rad53 activation in response to HU or MMS, however, 

requires neither the Radl7-Ddcl-Mec3, nor the Rad24-RFC complex (Pellicioli et al.,

1999). It is therefore possible that stalled replication forks signal to the checkpoint 

machinery in a way that differs from regular DNA damage responses. Such a 

mechanism might well work independently of long tracts of ssDNA.
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5 Checkpoint activation to DSBs is a dose-dependent process 

and works independently of long resection tracts

5.1 O verview

As described in detail in the Introduction (Chapter 1), the first step in DSB repair by 

homologous recombination (HR) is the nucleolytic degradation of the 5’ strands at both 

sides of the DSB (Paques and Haber, 1999). This process, termed DSB resection, 

generates free 3’ ssDNA tails that are then used for strand invasion of homologous 

sequences. Because non-homologous end joining (NHEJ), when compared to HR, is a 

rather inefficient process in yeast (see section 1.2.3.7, Clikeman et al., 2001), the 

majority of breaks will be channelled into the HR route of repair. Therefore, if no 

homology is present within the genome, or if HR is otherwise inhibited, cells will 

largely be unable to repair DSBs. In such a case, checkpoint activation can be observed 

(Pellicioli et al., 2001). For reasons outlined in detail in the Introduction, it is believed 

that the damage response depends on ssDNA formation at DSBs. Resection was 

calculated to occur at a rate of ~4kb/hr (Fishman-Lobell et al., 1992; Vaze et al., 2002) 

and checkpoint activation can first be observed ~l-2hrs after formation of irreparable 

DSBs (Pellicioli et al., 2001). This has led to the wide belief that DSB resection is a 

relatively fast and synchronous process, and a prerequisite for checkpoint activation. 

Extensive tracts of ~16kb ssDNA are thought to be required for checkpoint activation 

(Lee et al., 1998; Vaze et al., 2002; Zou and Elledge, 2003; Ira et al., 2004). Yeast 

provides a powerful model system for studying the responses to DSB damage. By using 

the HO system, it is possible to induce DSBs in defined positions in the genome in a 

synchronous way within a population of cells (see section 1.2.3.2, reviewed in Haber, 

2002).

The aim of this investigation was to characterise the correlation between ssDNA 

formation and checkpoint activation upon HO-dependent DSB formation to a high 

degree of detail. Since most existing assays for ssDNA do not allow an accurate 

quantification, a new method was set up based on quantitative real-time PCR (Q-PCR). 

In addition, the apparent inability of G1 arrested cells to activate the DNA damage 

checkpoint in response to DSB damage and to produce ssDNA at a DSB was analysed 

(Pellicioli et al., 1999; Ira et al., 2004).
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5.2 Results

5.2.1 A new assay for the quantification of ssDNA

As described in Chapter 1, resection at a DSB has so far been measured by several 

different approaches. However, as has been pointed out, none of these assays readily 

allow an accurate quantification of the ssDNA that is produced. Since one of the aims of 

this investigation was the precise analysis of DSB resection, a new assay was set up to 

accurately measure ssDNA. This method is described in detail in the Material and 

Methods section but will briefly be outlined here (Figure 5.1). DNA extracted from 

samples taken before and at regular intervals during HO expression is treated or mock- 

treated with BstUI restriction endonuclease. The DNA is then used for quantitative PCR 

(QPCR) analysis with pairs of primers that amplify across the chosen restriction sites 

(Figure 5.1 A). Because ssDNA is resistant to restriction enzyme digestion, comparison 

of product generation between digested and mock-digested template allows the 

determination of the percentage of ssDNA at each restriction site present at each time 

point. Three amplicons were analysed, situated 0.3kb, 9kb, and 14kb distal from an HO 

cut site (HOcs) inserted close to ARS607 on chromosome VI (Figure 5.2). In addition, 

data was normalised to an amplicon on a different chromosome. Directly after break 

formation by HO, all DNA is double-stranded, and only background amounts of PCR 

product are generated at all three loci after BstUI digestion (Figure 5.1 A). At later time 

points, however, some of the breaks will have been resected, and PCR products will be 

generated first for regions close to the break point (Figure 5.IB), and then for regions 

further away (Figure 5.1C).

Although, for reasons described below, strains with several HO cut sites introduced 

at different loci were used in the course of this investigation (Figure 5.2), resection was 

always analysed at ARS607::HOcs. To ensure rapid and synchronous break formation, 

all strains contained a Pgali-io'-'HO construct stably integrated into the genome.
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5.2.2 Checkpoint activation does not appear to require long resection tracts

Cells containing only the HO recognition site at ARS607 (Figure 5.2A) were 

analysed for DSB resection and checkpoint activation in both the G1 and G2/M stage of 

the cell cycle. Overnight cultures were grown in YPRaff (in the absence of HO) and 

arrested in either G1 with a  factor or G2/M with nocodazole. The cultures were then, in 

the continued presence of a  factor or nocodazole, shifted to YPGal to induce HO 

expression and DSB formation. In all experiments, DSB formation was monitored by 

Southern blotting (Chapter 2, Material and Methods). The reason for analysing Gl- and 

G2/M arrested cells rather than asynchronous populations was to exclude and analyse 

possible cell cycle dependent effects on resection and checkpoint activation (Pellicioli et 

al., 2001). In all strains, BARI was deleted to avoid adaptation to a  factor (Chan and 

Otte, 1982). In order to control for the quality of the cell cycle arrests, immunoblotting 

was performed with antibodies against Orc6, a component of the origin recognition 

complex that is a target of Clb-CDK (Nguyen et al., 2001). Importantly, prior to Start, 

the step blocked by a  factor (Nasmyth, 1996), Orc6 is under-phosphorylated and 

migrates with faster kinetics in gels than after progression through Start and activation 

of Clb-CDK, when it is hyperphosphorylated (Nguyen et al., 2001). Because of the high 

levels of Clb-CDK in nocodazole arrested cells, Orc6 is maintained in its 

hyperphosphorylated state in G2/M arrested cells (Figure 5.3A).

Three different assays were performed to determine the checkpoint status. In two 

population-based approaches, Rad53 activation was followed as readout for checkpoint 

activation. Firstly, by western blotting, Rad53 activation-dependent mobility shift was 

monitored (see Chapter 1, Introduction). Secondly, Rad53 autokinase assays were 

performed (see Chapters 1 and 2). In addition, focus formation of Lcdl-GFP was 

analysed microscopically in order to gain single-cell based information on checkpoint 

activation. It had previously been shown that upon formation of DSBs as well as other 

kinds of DNA damage, Lcdl forms a nuclear focus, thought to represent the 

accumulation of Lcdl-Mecl at sites of damage (Melo et al., 2001).

In agreement with published results (Pellicioli et al., 2001), Rad53 activation after 

break formation in strains containing one HOcs was only observed in G2/M arrested 

cells but not when cells were arrested in Gl (Figure 5.3A). Furthermore, a similar 

restriction was detected to Lcdl-GFP focus formation (Figure 5.3B). After ~4h the 

majority of G2/M arrested cells had an active checkpoint as judged by Lcdl-GFP
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percentage of ssDNA relative to the total am ount of DNA present at each time point. 
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Figure 5.4: Checkpoint activation in strains containing one or two HO recognition 
sites. Cells of strain YCZ70 (1 cs, ARS607::HOcs) and YCZ64 (2cs, ARS607::HOcs MATHOcs) 
were grown as described in Figure 5.3.TCA extracts were used for immunoblotting or 
Rad53 autokinase assay. 1 cs, one HOcs. 2cs, two HOcs.
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microscopy. However, not all of the Rad53 molecules appeared to be hypershifted. 

Analysis of Rad53 activation over a longer period of time showed that it reached a 

plateau after this time and no further increase was detected afterwards (Figure 5.4). This 

indicates that at this level of DNA damage not all of the Rad53 molecules within the 

cell are activated. The alternative explanation that some cells failed to activate the 

checkpoint and contained only inactive Rad53 does not appear to be likely, given that 

most cells showed Lcdl-GFP foci (Figure 5.4B). Moreover, during HO induction in 

asynchronous cultures, virtually all cells are arrested after ~l-2hrs (Pellicioli et al., 

2001, data not shown).

Surprisingly, when DSB resection was analysed, very little ssDNA was found to 

have had been formed (Figure 5.3C). Although the majority of G2/M arrested cells had 

activated the DNA damage response after ~4h, only -50% of the breaks were resected 

up to 0.3kb (Figure 5.3C). Positions further away from the break were resected in an 

even lower percentage of cases (-30% for 9kb and -10% for 14kb). This finding is in 

contrast to the estimation of resection being a very synchronous and efficient process 

occurring at a rate of ~4kb/h (Fishman-Lobell et al., 1992; Vaze et al., 2002). However, 

it is similar to quantifications of ssDNA at eroded telomeres in the cdcl3-l mutant 

(Maringele and Lydall, 2002).

When ssDNA was compared between Gl and G2/M arrested cells, much less 

resection was found to have had occurred in Gl arrested cells. This is in agreement with 

published results indicating that DSB resection is under cell cycle control (Ira et al.,

2004).

5.2.3 Checkpoint activation in response to DSBs appears to be a dose- 

dependent process in G l

Because G2/M arrested cells contain two sister chromatids, but Gl arrested cells 

only contain one, twice as many breaks will be induced upon HO expression in G2/M 

than when HO is expressed in cells of the same strain arrested in Gl. Therefore, rather 

than reflecting genuine cell cycle regulation, the absence of Rad53 activation in Gl 

arrested cells might result from the lower number of breaks induced in Gl. To address 

this issue, a strain was used that, in addition to ARS607::HOcs, also contained the 

endogenous HOcs at MAT (Figure 5.2B). HO expression in cells of this strain arrested 

in Gl causes the formation of two DSBs. Thus, by comparing cells of this strain 

arrested in Gl with cells of the one HOcs (lcs) strain arrested in G2/M, situations with
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Figure 5.5: Checkpoint activation and DSB resection in strains containing one or two 
HO recognition sites. Cells of strain YCZ101 (1 cs, ARS607::HOcs) and YCZ64 (2cs, 
ARS607::HOcs MATHOcs) were grown as described in Figure 5.3. A-D: Resection at the 
DSB close to  ARS607.The graphs show comparisons betw een the indicated strains and 
cell cycle stages. E: TCA extracts were used for immunoblotting or Rad53 autokinase 
assay. Ponceau-S staining was used as loading control. 1cs, one HOcs.2cs,two HOcs.
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equal amounts of breaks are analysed. Interestingly, Rad53 activation was observed in 

the two HOcs (2cs) strain arrested in Gl (Figure 5.4). Therefore, checkpoint activation 

to DSBs appeared to be possible in G l, albeit only if at least two breaks were 

introduced.

Although this phenomenon was further characterised (sections 5.2.4 and 5.2.5), it 

was later found that recombination at MAT contributed to checkpoint activation in the 

2cs strain (see below). In strains in which this pathway is inhibited, at least four DSBs 

are required for checkpoint activation in Gl (see below).

5.2.4 DSB resection appears to be a dose-dependent process in G l

The experiments described above raised the possibility that other processes at a 

DSB that appeared to be cell cycle-regulated were dose-dependent as well. Therefore, 

resection was analysed in the 2cs strain arrested in Gl. For comparisons, parallel 

experiments with the same strain arrested in G2/M and cells of the lcs strain arrested 

under the same conditions were performed (Figure 5.5). Western blot and kinase assay 

analysis confirmed that Rad53 activation occurred as expected (Figure 5.5E). Resection 

was found to be more efficient in G2/M than in Gl, even when another break was 

introduced (Figure 5.5A and B). However, ssDNA formation was increased 2-5 fold 

(depending on the locus) in cells with two breaks arrested with a  factor relative to cells 

with one break arrested in the same way (Figure 5.5C). In nocodazole arrested cells, on 

the other hand, increasing the number of DSBs did not appear to influence resection 

(Figure 5.5D). These results therefore suggest that, at least in G l, DSB resection, 

similar to checkpoint activation, may be a dose-dependent mechanism.

However, again it has to be emphasised that if recombination at MAT is prevented, 

at least four DSBs are required for enhanced resection in Gl. Therefore, some of the 

results obtained with the 2cs strain just described may relate to a somewhat artificial 

situation (see below, section 5.2.8).

No mutants are known that show a complete absence of resection. However, 

mutations in subunits of the MRX complex cause resection to be delayed and less 

efficient (Ivanov et al., 1994; Lee et al., 1998). The m rellE  mutant was therefore used 

as a near-negative control (Figure 5.6). In agreement with the published results (Ivanov 

et al., 1994; Lee et al., 1998), deletion of MRE11 resulted in less ssDNA being 

generated in both Gl and G2/M (Figure 5.6A-D). In parallel with ssDNA
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Figure 5.6: Checkpoint activation and DSB resection are partially dependent on 
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loading control. 2cs,two HOcs.
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quantification, checkpoint activation was analysed (Figure 5.6E). Although M rell had 

been published to be required for checkpoint activation to DSBs (Grenon et al., 2001), 

such an effect was only observed in Gl arrested cells. G2/M arrested cells contained 

activated Rad53, albeit to a lesser extent than wild type cells (Figure 5.6E). Since HO- 

induced DSBs were used in this study, but cells were treated with bleomycin and IR to 

cause DSB formation in the previous study (Grenon et al., 2001), differences in 

damaging agents might account for this apparent discrepancy.

5.2.5 NHEJ inhibits DSB resection differentially in G l and in G2/M 

arrested cells

Recently, it was reported that cells in Gl, as opposed to their G2/M counterparts, 

are highly proficient for DSB repair by NHEJ (Ira et al., 2004). Moreover, deletion of 

the end-joining factor YKU70 was reported to result in an increase in DSB resection 

(Lee et al., 1998).

In order to gain insight into the mechanism of inhibition of resection by NHEJ, the 

ligase responsible for NHEJ, DNL4 (Schar et al., 1997; Teo and Jackson, 1997; Wilson 

et al., 1997, see section 1.2.3.4), was deleted in a strain containing an HOcs only at 

ARS607. DSB resection was analysed in this strain in parallel with its parent strain that 

is wild type for DNL4 (Figure 5.7A and B). Deletion of DNL4 resulted in an increase in 

resection in both Gl and G2/M arrested cells (Figure 5.7C and D). Interestingly, the 

strongest increase was observed in Gl arrested dnl4A cells at the site closest to the DSB 

(0.3kb). Here, deletion of DNL4 resulted in an increase in resection to levels 

comparable to G2/M arrested cells (Figure 5.7B and E). In contrast, at regions further 

away from the break (9kb and 14kb), resection was only marginally increased (Figure 

5.7B and E). These findings suggest that CDKs regulate resection by at least two 

different mechanisms. Firstly, by downregulation of NHEJ, thus making more ends 

available for resection. Secondly, by increasing the rate of resection once initiated.

In G2/M arrested cells, NHEJ is very inefficient (Ira et al., 2004). Accordingly, 

deletion of DNL4 resulted in only a slight increase in resection in G2/M (Figure 5.7C). 

In contrast to Gl arrested cells, a similar increase in resection was detected at all three 

sites in G2/M arrested dnl4& cells (Figure 5.7C). This suggests that all the breaks that 

become available for resection due to the absence of religation are efficiently processed 

in G2/M.
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Figure 5.7: Effects of the deletion of DNL4 on DSB resection and checkpoint activa
tion. Cells of strain YCZ101 (wild type) and YCZ136 (dnl4A) were grown as described in 
Figure 5.3. A-E: Resection at the DSB close to  ARS607.The graphs show comparisons 
betw een the  indicated strains and cell cycle stages. 1 cs, one HOcs. F: TCA extracts were 
used for immunoblotting and Rad53 autokinase assay. Ponceau-S staining was used 
as loading control.
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Although resection was increased in Gl arrested dnl4k cells when compared to 

their wild type counterparts (see above), Rad53 activation was still not detectable 

(Figure 5.7F). In contrast, Rad53 activation seemed to happen slightly earlier in G2/M 

dnl4k cells than in G2/M wild type cells (Figure 5.7F). This suggests that NHEJ can be 

inhibitory to checkpoint activation, although it remains possible that such an effect may 

be confined to G2/M.

5.2.6 Mating-type switching in combination with other effects is responsible 

for Rad53 activation in a  factor arrested cultures

In the course of a more detailed analysis of the phenomena described above, it was 

noticed that the HOcs at MAT was stronger in inducing a checkpoint response than other 

sites. A strain was constructed in which the HOcs at MAT  was deleted but which 

contained the HOcs at ARS607 and an additional one at trpl (Figure 5.2C). Rad53 

activation after HO induction could not be detected when cells of this strain were 

arrested in Gl (Figure 5.8A). G2/M stage checkpoint activation in the same strain was 

not affected. As positive control, the MATHOcs ARS607::HOcs strain was analysed in 

parallel. In agreement with the previous results, Rad53 activation could be detected as 

before (Figure 5.8A).

These findings raised the possibility that checkpoint activation in the MA THOcs 

ARS607::HOcs strain was entirely due to the break at MAT. Therefore, a strain was 

constructed that contained only the HO site at MAT. Cells of this strain were arrested in 

Gl and Rad53 activation after HO induction was compared with that of cells of a strain 

only containing the HO site at ARS607. As positive control, the strain containing both 

the HOcs at MAT and at ARS607 was analysed. Rad53 activation was not detected in 

either of the two strains containing only one HOcs (Figure 5.8B). In contrast, the 

ARS607::HOcs MATHOcs strain showed Rad53 activation as before (Figure 5.8B). 

Therefore, these findings indicate that under conditions of a  factor arrest, a break at 

MAT is not sufficient for checkpoint activation, although it represents a stronger signal 

for the checkpoint.

Interestingly, although either break was sufficient for checkpoint activation in 

G2/M arrested cells, the break at MAT resulted in stronger Rad53 autokinase activity 

(Figure 5.8B). This suggests that also in G2/M, this break might be a stronger 

checkpoint signal than others.
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Figure 5.8: A DSB at MAT is stronger in inducing a checkpoint response than other 
sites but not sufficient for checkpoint activation in G1. A: Cells of strains YCZ100 
(MATHOcs ARS607::HOcs) and YCZ127 (trp1A::H0cs ARS607::HOcs) were grown as 
described in Figure 5.3.TCA extracts were used for imm unoblotting and Rad53 autoki
nase assay. Ponceau-S staining is included as a loading control. B: Cells of strains 
YCZ70 (ARS607::HOcs), YCZ102 (MATHOcs) and YCZ64 (MATHOcs ARS607::HOcs) were 
used as in A.
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What makes a DSB at MA T special when compared to breaks at other locations? 

One feature that is unique to MAT is that it is able to recombine with the silent mating 

type loci HML and HMR (see section 1.2.3.2). The presence of HML and HMR provides 

three possible explanations for the observations described.

Firstly, although during mating-type switching, HML and HMR are inaccessible to 

HO (Haber, 1998), in the course of its prolonged expression, HO might be able to 

interact with HML and/or HMR. This would result in the formation of additional breaks.

Secondly, the DSB at MAT could undergo homologous recombination (HR). Since 

MAT a cells recombine preferentially with HMLa (Haber, 1998), HR would result in 

mating type switching to MATa. Due to the chronic expression of HO, a repaired DSB 

would immediately be cleaved again. However, because of the change in mating type, a  

factor would no longer be able to arrest these cells in Gl (Haber, 1998). Therefore, a 

subpopulation of the cells, although maintaining a broken locus, might leak out of Gl 

arrest and traverse Start, resulting in CDK activation. Checkpoint activation and 

resection occur more efficiently when CDK is active (Ira et al., 2004; see section

1.2.3.6). Therefore, the observed activation of Rad53 (Figure 5.4) might have happened 

in cells that were not in Gl but had progressed to G2/M. In this respect it is of interest 

that Gl arrested cells are able to undergo mating-type switching, although with delayed 

kinetics (Aylon et al., 2004).

Thirdly, if the break at MA T were able to strand invade its donor locus, repair 

intermediates might be generated that are substrates for HO. One such possible pathway 

is outlined in Figure 5.9C. In such a scenario, after strand invasion and repair synthesis, 

a new HO site is created. After cleavage of this site, a small DNA fragment will remain 

associated with the invaded sequence. The other end will be available for another round 

of strand invasion, resulting in the cycle being repeated. Such a mechanism would lead 

to the accumulation of small, partially double-stranded fragments, that could potentially 

be good structures for checkpoint activation.

To determine the contribution of these possible mechanisms to the apparent 

checkpoint activation and DSB resection in Gl, several experiments were performed.

In Southern blot based DSB assays (see Chapter 2, Material and Methods), break 

formation at HML and HMR was analysed. Two different strains, the lHOcs strain 

(ARS607:HOcs) and the 2HOcs strain (ARS607::HOcs MATHOcs), arrested in both Gl 

and G2/M were used. Both HML and HMR were found to be cleaved by HO (Figure 

5.9A, left and middle panels). However, as opposed to a non-silenced HOcs
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(.ARS607::HOcs, Figure 5.9A right panel), both HML and HMR were cut with much 

lower efficiency (Figure 5.9). Break formation occurred to a higher degree in G2/M 

arrested cells, possibly because of a less efficient NHEJ-mediated reverse reaction 

(Figure 5.9A, see above). Although HML was found not to be cut in Gl arrested cells, 

DSBs were detected at HMR. However, the efficiency of break formation was very low 

in Gl (-15% as opposed to -60% in G2/M, Figure 5.9A). Together, this suggests that 

the silent mating-type loci can directly contribute to checkpoint activation following 

HO expression.

To determine the possible contribution of recombination to checkpoint activation, 

strains were constructed in which either HML or HMR were deleted. If recombination 

played a role, deletion of HML should have a stronger effect on checkpoint activation 

because it is the preferred donor for MATa (Haber, 1998). Indeed, deletion of HML was 

found to completely abolish checkpoint activation in a 2cs strain (ARS607::HOcs 

MATHOcs, Figure 5.9B). In contrast, deletion of HMR, although cleaved with higher 

efficiency than HML (Figure 5.9A), caused only a mild reduction of activated Rad53 in 

a  factor treated cells (Figure 5.9B). Checkpoint activation in G2/M appeared to be 

completely unaffected by either deletion (Figure 5.9B). These findings indicate that, 

although both cleavage of the donor loci and recombination may contribute to 

checkpoint activation under conditions of a  factor arrest, recombination is more 

important.

To determine whether switching and consequential insensitivity to a  factor were 

responsible for checkpoint activation in a  factor treated cultures, the following 

experiment was performed. Strains were constructed that contained either 

ARS607::HOcs or both ARS607::HOcs and MATHOcs. In addition, these strains could 

be induced to express a stable version of Sicl (Sic 1 Ant) by the addition of galactose 

(Desdouets et al., 1998). Expression of Sicl or Sicl Ant results in a very specific and 

efficient inhibition of Clb-CDK (Schwob et al., 1994; Desdouets et al., 1998).

As shown in Figure 5.10A, Sicl overexpression in cells that were arrested with a  

factor prevented Rad53 activation in strains with two HO recognition sites. Western 

blotting for Sicl Ant (by virtue of its Myc-epitope tag at the C-terminus) confirmed its 

expression specifically after shift to galactose (Figure 5.10A). Furthermore, the small
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Figure 5.9: HML is required for a stronger checkpoint response to  a DSB at MAT. Cells 
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fraction of phosphorylated Orc6 that is always observed in a  factor arrested cultures 

(see t=0 in Figure 5.10A) disappeared after Sicl Ant induction (Figure 5.10A, l-4hrs 

time points). This confirmed that Clb-CDK remained inactive throughout the 

experiment.

Together, these findings indicate that mating-type switching and subsequent 

insensitivity to a  factor in a small population of cells is the main reason for checkpoint 

activation observed after HO induction in the MATHOcs ARS607::HOcs HML strain 

treated with a  factor. However, switching appears to happen in only a small proportion 

of the cells. Only a low increase in Orc6 phosphorylation is observed during prolonged 

a  factor arrest of cells containing MATHOcs and HML (see for examples Figure 5.5F 

and Figure 5.8). Moreover, only 10-15% of cells form clearly discernible buds during a  

factor arrests (data not shown). However, neither the increase in Orc6 phosphorylation, 

nor the increase in budded cells can be observed in strains in which the HOcs at MAT is 

deleted, or in which HML is deleted (see for examples Figure 5.5F and Figure 5.9B, 

data not shown).

If mating-type switching and insensitivity to a  factor were the only reason for 

checkpoint activation in strains containing MATHOcs and HML, a DSB at MAT should 

be sufficient for checkpoint activation if HML is present. However, this was found not 

to be the case (Figure 5.8A). The reason for this is not clear at present and more detailed 

analysis will be required to resolve this issue.

A break at MAT was stronger in activating Rad53 than a DSB at a different site, 

even when cells were arrested in G2/M (Figure 5.8). At this stage, mating-type 

switching cannot be envisaged to affect checkpoint activation and cell cycle arrest. 

Therefore, recombination intermediates, such as the one described in Figure 5.9, may 

contribute to checkpoint activation.

5.2.7 Cln-CDK can support checkpoint activation

In previous studies, the role of CDK in checkpoint activation in response to DSB 

damage had been addressed by inactivation of CDK in G2/M arrested cells (Aylon et 

al., 2004; Ira et al., 2004). At this stage, only Clb-type cyclins are available for binding 

Cdc28 (Nasmyth, 1996). It was thus concluded that checkpoint activation specifically 

required Clb-CDK. However, these experiments did not address whether Cln-CDK can 

support checkpoint activation in response to DSBs as well.
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then transferred to YPGal in the presence of a  factor to induce expression o f S/C/A n f for 1 hr. Cells 
were then released from G1 arrest.
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As before, strains expressing Sic 1 Ant were used to address this question. These 

strains were identical to the ones described in the previous section, except that BARI 

was not deleted. Thus, cells of this strains can efficiently be released from a  factor 

arrest. Figure 5.1 OB outlines the experimental design that was followed. Cells were 

grown in YPRaff and arrested with a  factor. Cells were then transferred to a  factor 

containing medium in which galactose was the only carbon source, resulting in the 

expression of both Sic 1 Ant and HO. After lhr, cells were released from a  factor arrest 

with the continued expression of Sic 1 Ant and HO. In such cells, Cln-CDK is activated, 

but the subsequent activation of Clb-CDK is prevented by the presence of Sic 1 Ant 

(Schwob et al., 1994). Cln-CDK activation was determined indirectly, by charting the 

percentage of budded cells, indicative of Cln-CDK activity (Nasmyth, 1996). As shown 

in Figure 5.10D, both strains re-entered the cell cycle following the withdrawal of a  

factor with similar kinetics. After two hours, all budded cells showed an elongated bud, 

indicative of Cln-CDK hyperactivity (data not shown, Nugroho and Mendenhall, 1994). 

Sic 1 Ant expression was confirmed by immunoblotting for the Myc-eptiope tag at its C- 

terminus (Figure 5.IOC). As before, the complete absence of phosphorylated Orc6 

indicated the efficient inhibition of Clb-CDK (Figure 5.IOC). Interestingly, activated 

Rad53 could be detected after 4hrs specifically in the strain containing MATHOcs and 

ARS607::HOcs, but not in its counterpart that only contained ARS607::HOcs (Figure 

5. IOC).

These findings suggest that Cln-CDK can support checkpoint activation in response 

to DSBs. However, Rad53 activation appeared delayed and less efficient than in cells 

arrested in G2/M (for example, compare Figure 5.IOC with Figure 5.5E). This may be 

due to the presence of a replicated sister chromatid in G2/M arrested cells, and the 

resulting two-fold increase in HO recognition sites. Alternatively, this may reflect 

differential efficiencies of Clb-CDK and Cln-CDK in supporting checkpoint activation 

to DSB damage.

The results obtained in this experiment may appear to be in contradiction to the 

results described in the previous section. If Cln-CDK can support checkpoint activation, 

why was activated Rad53 not observed in the previous experiment, when have switched 

mating type but were arrested due to overexpression of Sic 1 Ant? In the experiment 

described in this section, the whole population of cells is released from a  factor arrest 

and allowed to activate Cln-CDK. However, in the experiment from the previous 

section, only the subpopulation of cells that have switched (probably no more than
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-15%) escape from a  factor arrest and contain active Cln-CDK. Therefore, the lower 

efficiency of Cln-CDK to support checkpoint activation, in combination with the low 

number of cells that have escaped from the G1 arrest, may prevent the detection of 

activated Rad53 in the previous experiment.

5.2.8 Checkpoint activation and DSB resection are dose-dependent 

processes in G1

In a situation where both HMR and HML are deleted, two DSBs, one at MAT and 

one at ARS607, are insufficient for checkpoint activation in G1 (see above). Moreover, 

the formation of an additional DSB, by insertion of an HOcs at the trpl locus, did not 

result in detectable Rad53 activation in G1 arrested cells (data not shown). However, in 

strains that contained four HO recognition sites (MATHOcs ARS607::HOcs 

trpltsr.HOcs leu2A::HOcs), activated Rad53 was detected in G1 arrested cells (Figure 

5.11 A). Since HML and HMR were deleted in this strain, checkpoint activation was not 

due to mating-type switching and subsequent insensitivity to a  factor. Therefore, 

checkpoint activation in response to DSBs is possible in G1 in a dose-dependent 

manner.

Checkpoint activation after DSB formation may also have an element of dose 

dependency in G2/M. Rad53 activation appeared to be quicker when more breaks were 

induced (compare the lhr time point in lcs and 4cs strains in Figure 5.11 A). 

Furthermore, virtually all Rad53 was hyperphosphorylated after 2hrs in the 4cs strain, 

whereas a large fraction of Rad53 molecules remained in the fast-migrating, hypo- 

phosphorylated, form in the lcs strain (Figure 5.11 A).

In addition to checkpoint activation, DSB resection was followed in this experiment 

(Figure 5.11B-F). A large increase in ssDNA formation was detected in G1 arrested 

cells of the 4cs strain when compared to their lcs strain counterparts (Figure 5.1 ID). 

Similar to what was observed in the dnl4£s strain arrested in G1 (see above), resection 

was specifically increased close to the DSB in the 4cs strain arrested in G2/M (0.3kb 

amplicon), but not further away from the break (Figure 5.1 ID). However, even at the 

site closest to the DSB, resection did not reach levels comparable to G2/M arrested cells 

(Figure 5.1 IB and F). Resection was also increased in G2/M arrested cells of the 4cs 

strain when compared to the lcs strain (Figure 5.1 IE). Again, this effect was only 

apparent at the site closest to the DSB.
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Figure 5.11: Checkpoint activation and DSB-resection are dose-dependent 
processes in G1. Cells of strains YCZ173 (1 cs, ARS607::HOcs matHOcsAhmlAhmrA) and 
YCZ172 (2cs,ARS607::HOcshmlAhmrA) were grown as described in Figure 5.3. A:TCA 
extracts were used for immunoblotting with the indicated antibodies and for Rad53 
autokinase analysis. Ponceau-S staining was used as loading control. B-F: Resection at 
the  DSB close to ARS607. Comparisons between the indicated strains and cell-cycle 
stages are shown. 1 cs, one HO cut site;4cs,four HO cut sites.
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Together, these findings suggest that resection, similar to checkpoint activation, is a 

dose-dependent process. This dose dependency is at its most obvious at the G1 stage of 

the cell cycle. The step that is regulated by the damage dose may be the initiation of 

resection, since the dose-dependent increase in resection was confined to regions close 

to the broken ends.

5.2.9 DSB resection is regulated by the DNA damage checkpoint

Two different situations were observed in the experiments described in the previous 

section. Firstly, a situation in which the DNA damage checkpoint was inactive in Gl, 

and DSB resection was very inefficient. Secondly, a situation in which the DNA 

damage checkpoint was active, and DSB resection efficiency was increased. These 

results therefore suggest that the DNA damage checkpoint machinery itself may be 

involved in regulating DSB resection.

To directly test this hypothesis, resection was analysed in a strain in which RAD53 

was deleted, and compared to its wild type counterpart analysed in parallel (Figure 

5.12). Similar to wild type cells, resection was more efficient in G2/M cells than in Gl 

cells in the rad53A strain (Figure 5.12A and B). However, deletion of RAD53 resulted 

in a ~2-4 fold decrease in ssDNA formation at all three sites when compared to the wild 

type (Figure 5.12C and D). This effect was observed in both Gl and G2/M 

synchronised cells. These findings therefore suggest that the DNA damage checkpoint 

does indeed regulate DSB processing.

However, this result was obtained using the MATHOcs ARS607::HOcs strain in 

which HML and HMR were not deleted. This does not influence the conclusion that 

Rad53 affects DSB resection in G2/M, but it is not clear at present whether a similar 

mechanism is at work in Gl. Experiments are currently under way to address this 

question.
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5.3 Discussion

5.3.1 Checkpoint activation in response to DSB damage is a dose- 

dependent process

Two different studies have recently presented conflicting data regarding the ability 

of Gl arrested budding yeast to activate the DNA damage checkpoint in response to 

DSB damage. Firstly, it was reported that in strains containing a single HOcs, 

checkpoint activation could only be observed in G2/M arrested cells, but not in Gl 

arrested cells (Pellicioli et al., 1999; Ira et al., 2004). CDK activity was found to be 

responsible for making G2/M arrested cells permissive for checkpoint activation (Ira et 

al., 2004). Secondly, in another investigation, it was found that Gl arrested cells 

showed checkpoint activation when DSBs were introduced by IR (Lisby et al., 2004). In 

the former study, checkpoint activation was monitored by activation-dependent mobility 

shifts of the checkpoint effector kinases Rad53 and Chkl and their substrates (Ira et al., 

2004). In the latter study, checkpoint activation was monitored cytologically, by 

analysing the focus formation of a large number of checkpoint proteins fused to GFP 

(Lisby et al., 2004).

It is possible that these contradictory results were an effect of the different 

experimental approaches used (different strain backgrounds, different sources of DSBs, 

different methods of detection of checkpoint activation). In particular, it is conceivable 

that other lesions besides DSBs can contribute to checkpoint activation after IR (see 

Introduction, section 1.2.1). However, the experimental setups also differed in the 

numbers of DSBs that were induced. While HO induction led to only one DSB formed 

in Gl arrested cells, the IR doses that were used in the other investigation (~100Gy) are 

predicted to have led to the formation of an average of ~3 DSBs per cell in Gl (Lisby et 

al., 2004). Therefore, an alternative explanation for the apparent discrepancy between 

the two studies is that checkpoint activation to DSB damage is a dose-dependent 

process.

Indeed, by increasing the number of HO-induced DSBs, Rad53 activation could be 

induced in Gl arrested cells (Figure 5.11 A). Therefore, Gl arrested cells are permissive 

for checkpoint activation in response to DSBs in Gl. Different DSB doses appear to be 

required for checkpoint activation in Gl versus in G2/M cells, since strains containing 

only two DSBs showed activated Rad53 after HO induction in G2/M, whereas four 

breaks were required in Gl (Figure 5.11 A). However, in G2/M arrested cells, DSB-
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dependent checkpoint activation appears to be dose dependent as well. When more 

breaks were formed, Rad53 activation was faster and reached apparent completion at 

steady-state levels (Figure 5.11 A). Since cells arrested in G2/M by nocodazole 

treatment contain replicated chromosomes, two DSBs is the minimal amount that can 

thus be induced by HO. Although often mentioned in the literature, it is therefore not 

clear whether a single DSB is sufficient for activating the DNA damage checkpoint. 

Similar to what is here shown for DSBs, other kinds of DNA damage, such as that 

induced by MMS and UV, are dose-dependent in their elicited checkpoint responses 

(see for examples Tercero et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 2003).

5.3.2 DSBs are not frequently processed into long tracts of ssDNA

Previous studies by other groups have provided evidence that DSB resection is a 

synchronous and efficient process that occurs at a rate of ~4kb/hr (Fishman-Lobell et 

al., 1992; Lee et al., 1998; Vaze et al., 2002). This rate of DSB processing was 

estimated by an indirect assay (Fishman-Lobell et al., 1992; Vaze et al., 2002). An 

HOcs was placed between two direct repeats, and the time was measured that was 

required for single strand annealing to occur (see section 1.2.3.5). Increasing the 

distance between the two repeats by ~4kb resulted in a delay by ~lhr (Fishman-Lobell 

et al., 1992; Vaze et al., 2002). The authors thus concluded that the DSB processing 

nucleases required - lh r  to resect 4kb.

In contrast, the quantification of ssDNA formation presented in this study did not 

support such high efficiencies of resection. Some molecules may indeed be processed 

with high resection rates, since ssDNA was detected in G2/M arrested cells at a site 

~14kb distal from the DSB after 4hrs (see for example Figure 5.3C and Figure 5.1 IB). 

However, this happened only in a low percentage of cases (<10%). Even at a site very 

close to the DSB (0.3kb), ssDNA formation only reached -50% after 4hrs. Thus, in the 

majority of cases, resection occurred with low rates. Two situations may be able to 

explain the discrepancy between these results and the ones described earlier (Fishman- 

Lobell et al., 1992; Lee et al., 1998; Vaze et al., 2002).

Firstly, most models for 5’-3’ resection predict the function of an exonuclease that 

degrades the 5’ strand (see section 1.2.3.6 for a detailed description of 5’-3’ resection). 

However, the enzymes that mediate this process have not yet been clearly identified. An 

alternative possibility is that resection is mediated by the action of an unidentified 

helicase together with a ssDNA-specific endonuclease. In such a model, ssDNA could
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be available for SSA without requiring the degradation of the 5’ strand (see Figure 1.7). 

Since all physical assays for the detection of ssDNA at DSBs, including the one 

presented in this study, require one of the strands to be degraded, these regions of 

ssDNA in vivo would not be detectable in vitro.

Secondly, a Rad52-dependent pathway for the repair of DSBs has recently been 

described that occurred in the absence of the RecA homologues Rad51 and Dmcl in 

meiotic cells (Henry et al., 2006). These DSBs were able to recombine with internal 

chromosomal regions, apparently independently of ssDNA formation at the invaded 

locus. Recombination occurred at regions with limited homology to the DSB sites. 

These findings thus suggest the existence of novel recombination pathways that only 

require one of the ends to be resected. In the SSA assay that was used to determine the 

time required for resection, one of the repeats was very close to the DSB, while the 

distance between the DSB and the repeat on the other side was increased (Vaze et al., 

2002). Thus, only the repeat close to the DSB would have to be resected if similar 

mechanisms were at work in vegetative cells.

In S. cerevisiae there are only ~150bp of homology between MAT and HML/HMR 

(Haber, 2002). Yet, mating-type switching is an extremely efficient recombination 

process (Haber, 2002). Therefore, extended resection over many kilobases does 

probably not represent a physiological requirement for HR.

Recently, a quantitative assay for the detection of ssDNA at eroded cd c l3 -l 

telomeres was presented (Booth et al., 2001; Maringele and Lydall, 2002, see sections

1.2.3.3 and 1.2.3.6). This assay showed that such telomeres were resected with rates 

comparable to the ones reported for DSB resection in this study (Booth et al., 2001; 

Maringele and Lydall, 2002). As outlined in the Introduction, processes occurring at 

unprotected telomeres may not directly relate to processes occurring at proper DSBs 

(see section 1.2.3.3 and 1.2.3.6). However, to date, this represents the only precedent in 

the literature for quantified 5’-3’ resection.

5.3.3 Checkpoint activation does not correlate with long resection tracts

In cases in which DSBs cannot be repaired due to the absence of homologous donor 

regions and/or due to the continued expression of HO, checkpoint activation can be 

observed after ~l-2hrs (Pellicioli et al., 1999, Figure 5.3A and Figure 5.11 A). Due to 

the estimated resection rates described above, it is widely believed that long tracts of
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ssDNA (at least 4kb at each end of a DSB) are required for checkpoint activation (Vaze 

et al., 2002; Zou and Elledge, 2003). However, the quantifications presented in this 

study indicate much less ssDNA to be generated (see above). Even after 4hrs, when the 

majority of cells show checkpoint activation (Figure 5.3A and B, Figure 5.11 A), only 

-50% of the breaks were resected up to 0.3kb (Figure 5.3C and Figure 5.1 IB). 

Therefore, long tracts of resection do not seem to correlate with checkpoint activation.

These findings do not allow conclusions regarding the absolute requirement for 

ssDNA for checkpoint activation. However, they indicate that if DSB resection is 

required for checkpoint activation, less resection than previously estimated appears to 

be sufficient. Alternatively, if  ssDNA at a DSB were generated by 

helicase/endonuclease activity (see above), large regions of ssDNA could be generated 

that would not be detected in this assay. Further studies will be required to clarify this 

issue.

5.3.4 New insights into the CDK regulation of resection and DNA damage 

checkpoint activation

Previous studies have analysed the influence of CDK inhibition on DSB resection 

and checkpoint activation in cells arrested in mitosis by treatment with nocodazole 

(Aylon et al., 2004; Ira et al., 2004). In these studies, it was found that inhibition of Clb- 

CDK by overexpression of the Clb-CDK inhibitor Sicl (Schwob et al., 1994) 

compromised DSB resection and checkpoint activation. It was therefore concluded that 

Clb-CDK activity is required for both DSB resection and checkpoint activation in 

response to DSB damage. However, these studies did not address whether Cln-CDK 

was able to support either of the two processes.

Here, evidence was presented suggesting that checkpoint activation in response to 

DSB damage is possible in the presence of only Cln-CDK (Figure 5.10D). However, 

checkpoint activation required the formation of at least two DSBs (Figure 5.10D). In 

addition, Rad53 activation was delayed and less efficient when compared to a situation 

in G2/M when Clb-CDK is active and an equal number of DSBs was induced (compare 

Figure 5.10D and Figure 5.11 A). This suggests that Cln-CDK is less efficient in 

supporting checkpoint activation than Clb-CDK. Since the strains that were used 

contained a wild type HML locus (although HMR was deleted), aborted recombination 

intermediates may also contribute to checkpoint activation in this case (see section

5.2.6). However, although mating-type switching may happen in such cells, this is not
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likely to have an influence on checkpoint activation. Cells were only held in a  factor 

arrest at the initial stages of the experiment and during the remainder of the experiment 

cell cycle arrest was due to Sicl, and thus independent of mating type. Therefore, 

insensitivity to a  factor arrest is not expected to be an issue in this experiment.

It is not known how CDKs regulate checkpoint activation and DSB resection. Since 

resection efficiencies and checkpoint activation strength usually correlate (see Chapter 

1, Introduction), the simplest explanation is that CDKs regulate checkpoint activation 

by regulating DSB resection (Ira et al., 2004). How is such regulation achieved? Two 

different mechanisms are possible that are not necessarily exclusive. Firstly, CDKs 

might regulate DSB resection by increasing the chance of the initiation of resection. 

Secondly, CDKs might control the rate of resection, allowing longer tracts of the 5’ 

strand to be degraded once initiated.

It has been shown that NHEJ is inhibitory to DSB resection (Lee et al., 1998, see 

above). Furthermore, NHEJ is under negative control by CDK (Frank-Vaillant and 

Marcand, 2002; Ira et al., 2004). Therefore, it is possible that CDKs stimulate resection 

by downregulating NHEJ. Interestingly, the deletion of DNL4, the ligase specific for 

NHEJ (Schar et al., 1997; Teo and Jackson, 1997; Wilson et al., 1997), resulted in a 

dramatic increase in ssDNA formation in Gl arrested cells (Figure 5.7B and D). This 

effect was specific for the site closest to the DSB (0.3kb), where resection was 

increased to levels identical to G2/M arrested cells. At the other two sites (9kb and 14kb 

removed from the break), resection was only slightly increased (Figure 5.7B, D and E). 

In contrast, in G2/M cells, deletion of DNL4 resulted in only a mild increase in 

resection. A similar increase was, however, observed at all three sites (Figure 5.7C). 

These findings suggest that CDKs stimulate resection by at least two different 

mechanisms: firstly, by downregulating NHEJ, and secondly, by increasing the rate of 

resection.

What are the phosphorylation targets of CDK in this process? With the exception of 

Rad50, all proteins that are involved in NHEJ contain CDK phosphorylation consensus 

sites, and are thus possible candidates for CDK regulation (data not shown). However, 

only Xrs2 has so far been shown to be a phosphoprotein in vivo (Usui et al., 1998; 

D'Amours and Jackson, 2001). Unfortunately, it is not known which kinase is 

responsible for phosphorylation of Xrs2, or indeed whether this phosphorylation is 

absent in Gl. Furthermore, the biological significance of Xrs2 phosphorylation has not
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been addressed. It is therefore not clear whether CDK phosphorylation of Xrs2 or other 

NHEJ proteins represents a mechanism regulating NHEJ and resection.

Recently, an attempt was made to characterise the in vivo targets of CDK in yeast 

(Ubersax et al., 2003). Interestingly, two potential nucleases were identified as 

substrates of CDK, Yenl and Dna2. This makes them candidates for being involved in 

DSB processing. However, preliminary results suggest that deletion of YEN1 does not 

affect ssDNA formation at ARS607::HOcs (data not shown). Thus, Yenl is not likely to 

be a major factor in DSB resection. Work on DNA2 is complicated by the fact that it is 

required for Okazaki fragment maturation (reviewed in Hubscher and Seo, 2001) and 

thus essential for viability (Budd and Campbell, 1995). Therefore, mutations in DNA2 

may not have been picked up in screens for recombination mutants. However, 

hypomorphic mutations of DNA2 cause sensitivity to DNA damaging agents (Budd and 

Campbell, 2000). Importantly, Dna2 contains both helicase and endonuclease activities 

(Budd et al., 1995; Budd et al., 2000). Dna2 is thus a prime candidate for being 

involved in DSB resection if resection involved concerted helicase/endonuclease 

activity (see above). Further studies will be required to determine the factors that are 

regulated by CDK to stimulate DSB resection.

5.3.5 The DNA damage checkpoint machinery regulates DSB processing

The results presented in this study show that checkpoint activation in response to 

DSB damage is a dose-dependent process, especially in Gl (Figure 5.11 A). In a similar 

manner, DSB resection was also found to be dose dependent (Figure 5.11B-F). These 

findings raised the possibility that some aspect of DSB resection was under checkpoint 

control. Indeed, deletion of RAD53 resulted in large reduction in ssDNA formation in 

G2/M at all three tested loci (Figure 5.12C). Deletion of RAD53 also caused strongly 

reduced ssDNA formation in Gl (Figure 5.12D). Unfortunately, the results obtained 

with the Gl arrested population are somewhat ambiguous due to the presence of the 

silent mating type loci in the strain used. Thus, cells have the possibility of switching 

mating type and leaking out of the Gl arrest induced by a  factor (see above).

It will be of interest to determine whether the Rad53-dependent stimulation of DSB 

resection is dependent on its prior activation by the DNA damage checkpoint 

machinery. Interestingly, preliminary data indicates that deletion of MEC1, which is 

required for Rad53 activation (see Chapter 1, Introduction), results in similar resection 

defects as deletion of RAD53 (data not shown). Therefore, it is very likely that Rad53
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has to be activated by upstream factors in the DNA damage checkpoint machinery in 

order to stimulate ssDNA formation.

In contrast to Gl arrested cells containing only one DSB, cells with four DSBs 

contain activated Rad53 (see above, Figure 5.11 A). This situation can therefore be used 

to distinguish between checkpoint activation dependent and checkpoint activation 

independent effects of Rad53 on DSB resection.

The finding that resection is checkpoint-regulated -  and thus a dose dependent 

process -  may explain another discrepancy between the two studies mentioned at the 

beginning of this discussion (see section 5.3.1). Ira et al. (2004) have found that a DSB 

induced by HO in Gl arrested cells is resected with very poor efficiencies. Similar 

results were observed in this study (Figure 5.3A and Figure 5.11 A). In contrast, the 

other report (Lisby et al., 2004) found that Rpal readily formed foci in Gl cells after IR 

treatment, indicating that DSBs were resected. It is possible that IR-induced lesions 

other than DSBs are responsible for this inconsistency. However, as before, the results 

presented here suggest that differences in the DSB dose can sufficiently explain the 

conflicting results.

What is the biological significance of a mechanism in which an activated DNA 

damage checkpoint stimulates the formation of ssDNA at DSBs? In a case in which a 

DSB can be repaired by HR, checkpoint activation is not observed (Pellicioli et al., 

1999). Therefore, checkpoint activation after induction of a low number of DSBs only 

occurs when the breaks cannot be repaired. Checkpoint activation requires ~l-2hrs (see 

for example Figure 5.11 A), at which point ends are already processed (Frank-Vaillant 

and Marcand, 2002). Processed ends efficiently rule out repair by NHEJ (Frank-Vaillant 

and Marcand, 2002; Daley and Wilson, 2005). Therefore, at this point, DSB repair by 

conventional mechanisms is not possible anymore. Increasing ssDNA formation at 

these breaks can serve a two-fold purpose (Figure 5.13). Firstly, this may represent a 

positive feedback loop in checkpoint signalling and reinforce the arrested state. Thus, 

cells could make sure that stochastic inactivation of the checkpoint and re-entry into the 

cell cycle is prevented. Secondly, increased resection would improve the chances of 

uncovering homologies between the ends of a DSB, such as transposons and 

retroelements. Such uncovered regions of homology could then be used for repair by 

single strand annealing.
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Figure 5.13: Model for the regulation of DSB processing. A DSB induced by HO can be 
directly religated by NHEJ. Due to the continued expression of HO in the experimental 
system used here,all religated breaks will again be cleaved soon after.This process will go 
back and forth until a break undergoes 5'-3' resection, at which point it will not be a 
substrate for NHEJ anymore. If the DSB dose is high enough and/or enough ssDNA is 
generated, DNA dam age checkpoint activation ensues. This results in a stimulation of 
DSB resection by as yet unknown mechanisms. Two consequences are hypothesised to 
be the outcome. Firstly, in a positive feedback loop, checkpoint activation is reinforced by 
the additional ssDNA formation. Secondly, hom ologous regions betw een two ends can 
be used for alternative repair such as SSA.
In addition to  the  DNA dam age checkpoint, CDKs regulate DSB processing. However, the 
mechanistic basis for this process is poorly understood.
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A situation in which DNA damage checkpoint proteins regulate DSB processing as 

part of a positive feedback loop is not without precedent. Recently, it was shown that 

ATM is required for the activation of ATR after low doses of IR in human cells 

(Jazayeri et al., 2006). Furthermore, evidence was presented indicating that ATM 

stimulates the formation of ssDNA at IR-induced lesions (Jazayeri et al., 2006). ATR is 

thought to be activated specifically by lesions containing ssDNA (Cortez, 2005). Thus, 

ATM may permit the activation of ATR by stimulating ssDNA formation.

Together, these findings suggest similar processes to be at work in both yeast and 

higher eukaryotes. Therefore, a detailed understanding of the mechanism by which the 

DNA damage checkpoint stimulates DSB resection in yeast may contribute to our 

understanding of analogous processes in human cells. By identifying the relevant targets 

of the DNA damage checkpoint, light may also be shed on the factors required for DSB 

resection, a process that is still very poorly understood.
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6 Conclusions

The maintenance of genomic stability is essential for viability. Therefore, 

sophisticated repair mechanisms have evolved to counteract DNA lesions. However, if 

lesions are not efficiently and quickly repaired, cells respond by activating a signalling 

cascade known as the DNA damage checkpoint machinery. This ultimately results in a 

variety of outcomes, including cell cycle arrest, the stabilisation of stalled replication 

forks, and the stimulation of repair processes. While the majority of the key players in 

checkpoint signalling are likely to be known, only limited understanding exists of the 

initial steps of damage recognition by the checkpoint machinery. Over the past years, 

evidence has accumulated supporting the idea that ssDNA is a key component in 

checkpoint activation. The investigations presented here were performed to gain more 

insight into the connection between ssDNA and DNA damage checkpoint activation. 

Three different approaches were taken.

Firstly, an attempt was made to generate ssDNA in vivo without generating strand 

breaks at the same time. It is not known whether ssDNA itself is sufficient for 

checkpoint activation because all checkpoint-inducing lesions contain strand breaks in 

addition to ssDNA. Therefore, in the study reported here, an attempt was made to 

induce the unwinding of a circular plasmid in vivo, thus generating only ssDNA while 

avoiding additional strand breaks. Two different enzymes, SV40 T-Ag and 

bacteriophage P4 gpa, were utilised to this end. Both enzymes encode both the origin 

recognition activity and replicative helicase in their respective replication systems 

(Fanning and Knippers, 1992; Ziegelin and Lanka, 1995). Subsequently, species- 

specific protein-protein interactions are required for replisome assembly in both systems 

(Brill and Stillman, 1989; Fanning and Knippers, 1992; Ziegelin and Lanka, 1995). 

Therefore, expression of these proteins in yeast cells harbouring plasmids containing 

their respective origins of replication should result in the unwinding of DNA, but not in 

the initiation of replication. However, no unwound DNA was detected after expression 

of either protein. Therefore, this approach did not prove successful.

Secondly, the effects of the degradation of RPA, the main single-stranded DNA 

binding complex in eukaryotes, was analysed. Several connections exist between 

checkpoint signalling and RPA (described in detail in the Introduction, Chapter 1). 

However, because all the three subunits of RPA are essential due to their requirement in
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DNA replication (Brill and Stillman, 1991), analysis of null mutants has been 

impossible. A large number of hypomorphic mutants have been generated. However, no 

clear picture of the role of RPA in checkpoint signalling has emerged by using these 

(see Chapter 1, Introduction). In an attempt to generate mutants mimicking deletion 

mutants, temperature sensitive degron mutants were constructed for all three subunits of 

RPA in this study. In this system, the degradation of a protein of choice can be induced 

by temperature shift (Dohmen et al., 1994; Labib et al., 2000; Sanchez-Diaz et al., 

2004). Induced degradation occurred to near-completion, and only a small fraction of 

the starting protein remained. Interestingly, cells with degraded RPA were able to finish 

bulk DNA replication. However, cells rapidly lost viability during replication and 

underwent a Rad9-dependent cell cycle arrest. These findings strongly indicate that 

replication with limiting amounts of RPA leads to the formation of irreversible DNA 

damage. Interestingly, checkpoint responses to replication stress appeared to remain 

intact after RPA degradation. However, degradation of RPA does not appear to result in 

a complete null phenotype, since cells were able to replicate most of their genome. 

Therefore, conclusions drawn from experiments carried out on these cells are not 

unambiguous. Nonetheless, these results raise the possibility of checkpoint activation 

pathways that are independent of long tracts of RPA-covered ssDNA.

Thirdly, a new assay, based on quantitative real-time PCR, was set up to quantify 

ssDNA formed at a site-specific DSB introduced by HO endonuclease. Using this assay, 

it was found that less ssDNA than previously estimated was generated. In G2/M 

arrested cells, even after 4hrs, only -50% of the breaks were resected at a site that was 

just 300bp away from the DSB site. At this time, the majority of cells showed an 

activated DNA damage checkpoint. Therefore, these results again suggest that 

checkpoint activation is possible in the absence of long tracts of ssDNA. In the process 

of these investigations, it was also found that checkpoint activation to DSBs is a dose- 

dependent process. In G2/M arrested cells, increasing the amount of breaks resulted in 

faster and more quantitative activation of the downstream checkpoint kinase Rad53. 

Furthermore, in agreement with published results (Pellicioli et al., 1999), checkpoint 

activation was found not to be detectable when a low amount of DSBs was introduced 

in Gl arrested cells. However, after formation of at least four DSBs, checkpoint 

activation was detected in Gl arrested cells. These results therefore show that DNA 

damage checkpoint activation is possible in Gl, but that higher doses are required than 

for checkpoint activation in G2/M. Interestingly, after the formation of a single DSB in
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Gl, ssDNA formation was found to be very inefficient, again in agreement with 

previously published results (Aylon et al., 2004; Ira et al., 2004). However, upon 

formation of a number of DSBs sufficient for checkpoint activation, the efficiency of 

resection was increased. These results suggested that the checkpoint itself might 

regulate DSB resection. Indeed, it was found that deletion of RAD53 resulted in a 

reduction in ssDNA formation. The finding that both checkpoint activation and ssDNA 

were dose-dependent processes may also resolve a discrepancy between recently 

published studies which reported conflicting results regarding these issues (Aylon et al., 

2004; Ira et al., 2004; Lisby et al., 2004).

In summary, the results presented here provide evidence that DNA damage 

checkpoint activation may occur independently of long tracts of RPA covered ssDNA. 

However, no conclusions regarding the absolute requirement for ssDNA in checkpoint 

activation can be drawn from the data. In addition, it is still not clear whether ssDNA 

can lead to checkpoint activation on its own. Further studies will be required to clarify 

this issue.

In the near future, experiments will be carried out to solve some of the questions 

raised by the studies presented here. The RPA-degron strains will be used to address 

whether degradation of RPA results in a deficiency in Okazaki fragment processing in 

vivo, as suggested by in vitro data (Bae et al., 2001). However, the main emphasis will 

be laid on further characterising the regulation of DSB resection. In particular, the 

checkpoint control of resection will be further analysed, and various checkpoint mutants 

will be compared. Furthermore, it will be determined, whether a single DSB is 

sufficient for checkpoint activation in G2/M. In the long term, it will be of interest to 

find the target proteins that are regulated by the DNA damage checkpoint to stimulate 

DSB resection. This may also provide valuable information about the enzymes that 

mediate general DSB processing. Lastly, it will be of interest to analyse replication in 

strains containing Rad53 activated by DSB damage in late Gl. This system can be used 

to investigate the effects of the checkpoint response on DNA replication forks and 

origin firing in a situation in which fork progression is not affected by the checkpoint- 

inducing lesions.

Many fundamental cellular processes are well conserved in evolution. Recently, 

DSB-processing and checkpoint activation mechanisms reminiscent of the ones 

described here have been described in human cells (Jazayeri et al., 2006). In metazoans,
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the DNA damage checkpoint and DNA repair are essential factors for genetic stability 

and in preventing tumour formation (Hoeijmakers, 2001; O'Driscoll and Jeggo, 2006). 

Therefore, the investigations presented here may also hold direct relevance for our 

understanding of these processes in human cells.
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